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Abstract 
Electronic mail has become cast and embedded in our everyday lives. Billions of legitimate 
emails are sent on a daily basis. The widely established underlying infrastructure, its 
widespread availability as well as its ease of use have all acted as catalysts to such pervasive 
proliferation. Unfortunately, the same can be alleged about unsolicited bulk email, or rather 
spam. Various methods, as well as enabling architectures are available to try to mitigate 
spam permeation. In this respect, this dissertation compliments existing survey work in this 
area by contributing an extensive literature review of traditional and emerging spam 
filtering approaches. Techniques, approaches and architectures employed for spam filtering 
are appraised, critically assessing respective strengths and weaknesses.  
Velocity, volume and variety are key characteristics of the spam challenge. MapReduce 
(M/R) has become increasingly popular as an Internet scale, data intensive processing 
platform. In the context of machine learning based spam filter training, support vector 
machine (SVM) based techniques have been proven effective. SVM training is however a 
computationally intensive process. In this dissertation, a M/R based distributed SVM 
algorithm for scalable spam filter training, designated MRSMO, is presented. By distributing 
and processing subsets of the training data across multiple participating computing nodes, 
the distributed SVM reduces spam filter training time significantly. To mitigate the accuracy 
degradation introduced by the adopted approach, a Resource Description Framework (RDF) 
based feedback loop is evaluated. Experimental results demonstrate that this improves the 
accuracy levels of the distributed SVM beyond the original sequential counterpart. 
Effectively exploiting large scale, ‘Cloud’ based, heterogeneous processing capabilities for 
M/R in what can be considered a non-deterministic environment requires the consideration 
of a number of perspectives. In this work, gSched, a Hadoop M/R based, heterogeneous 
aware task to node matching and allocation scheme is designed. Using MRSMO as a 
baseline, experimental evaluation indicates that gSched improves on the performance of 
the out-of-the box Hadoop counterpart in a typical Cloud based infrastructure.  
The focal contribution to knowledge is a scalable, heterogeneous infrastructure and 
machine learning based spam filtering scheme, able to capitalize on collaborative accuracy 
improvements through RDF based, end user feedback.  
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CHAPTER 1 - Introduction 
 
From just an annoying characteristic of the electronic mail epoch, spam has evolved into an 
expensive resource and time consuming problem. Spam continues to contaminate 
legitimate email communication and its enabling infrastructure. The costs of processing 
power, storage, as well as the human effort required to deal with spam are substantial. 
Spam varies in shape and form [1]. Nonetheless, it tends to exhibit a number of similar traits 
in terms of structure, content, and diffusion approaches. There is a perceptible business 
reason and justification for its proliferation. From a spammer’s perspective, the effort and 
cost of sending a substantial number of emails is minimal, yet the potential reach in terms 
of the magnitude of the available audience size is enormous [2]. The prospective 
profitability is clearly described by [3]. 
Unless careful mitigating controls and filtering considerations are applied from the outset, 
the value proposition of email and associated services will be reduced over time. This 
degradation is contextualized in terms of overall usability and value for money, as spam 
starts to deeply permeate respective email infrastructures. Consequently, approaches to 
spam filtering have been continuously researched, explored and applied with varying 
degrees of success. The techniques applied and employed by spammers continue to get 
smarter as well, with the primary intent being to outsmart and out-compute counterpart 
detection and filtering schemes.  
To this extent, the overall objectives for this research are therefore to: 
 Establish the current research landscape in terms of spam filtering techniques from 
the various perspectives involved, including algorithmic, architectural and trends. 
 Design and implement a high throughout spam filter training approach able to 
capitalize on distributed computing techniques. 
 Evaluate the distributed spam filter training scheme effectiveness in terms of 
performance and accuracy and compare it with relevant current research. 
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 Identify and evaluate how end user contribution can be considered and employed to 
improve spam filtering accuracy, using a feedback loop approach for the spam filter 
training scheme adopted. 
 Research and explore the opportunity to exploit heterogeneous, commodity based, 
large scale computing environments to perform spam filter training in a high 
throughput construct.  
 Evaluate the heterogeneous optimization approach(es) explored from a performance 
and cost perspectives. 
1.1 Challenges 
Velocity, variety and volume are key characteristics of the modern day spam challenge. The 
rate of spam proliferation (velocity), the continuously changing payload and approach type 
(variety) and sheer numbers (volume) have reached unprecedented levels. These attributes 
are indicative of the scale of the problem – one which can be characterised as an Internet 
scale problem. This mandates Internet scale techniques, algorithms and approaches for 
segregating ham from spam – and which can evolve at Internet speed.  
Accuracy and performance are two fundamental properties for effective spam filtering. 
Establishing the right balance between them is non-trivial and not guaranteed completely 
accurate. This is a key challenge in any spam filtering construct. False-positives which can be 
very costly. On the other hand, email being highly entrenched within the general Internet 
ecosystem as it is, any spam filtering approach needs to make sure that it is as non-intrusive 
as possible in order to be of any use. This constrains the opportunity areas that can actually 
be exploited for improving spam mitigation – another fundamental spam filtering challenge.  
From a wider perspective, spam filtering can be represented as a text classification 
challenge. Machine learning has been applied extensively in the context of spam filtering. 
Whilst numerous machine learning techniques are widespread, Support Vector Machines 
have and continue to garner increased attention in this construct. However, SVM 
approaches are inclined to be computationally expensive, especially when the size of a 
training data set is large. The scalability of typical SVM classifier training still remains an 
open challenge by virtue of the involvement of constrained, convex, quadratic programming 
challenges. In simpler terms, this refers to the degree of computing time required which is 
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quadratic to the number of training data elements. This challenge is amplified further in a 
spam filtering construct due to its variety and velocity (as in rate of change) attributes. 
Furthermore, this fluctuation of spam in terms of volume amplifies these issues 
considerably. Whilst stale techniques become obsolete quickly in such a fast moving 
landscape, without the ability to scale, up and down, spam filtering strategies can become 
very costly, quickly. This highlights yet another challenge - the evolution tempo spam of 
delivery approaches is alarming – with parasitic spam becoming increasingly evident. Other 
challenges include the widespread dependence on specialized complex algorithms and 
processing environments rather than simple, commodity processing resources based 
approaches. There is also a tendency to require an in depth understanding of how to tune 
and parameterize solutions. This both from an algorithmic as well as processing 
environment perspectives.  
Such complex and tightly woven challenges continue to fuel spam filtering research from a 
number of standpoints – approaches in this context can be either based on specific areas or 
employed concurrently.  
1.2 Motivation  
Applied from a technical perspective (other approaches, exist, including regulatory and 
organizational for example), filtering approaches take various avenues. Common methods 
include email client extensions (filters) and filtering processes at the mail service-provider 
end. Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) and machine learning based approaches are 
popular implementations of filtering schemes [4]. The application of heuristics, based 
around techniques such as black/white listing (the application of trusted and non-trusted 
sources), is also common [5]. Machine-learning techniques involve the analysis of email, 
mostly at content level, and employ algorithms, such as Bayesian, Support Vector Machines, 
and others, to segregate spam from legitimate email. These approaches have been 
extensively applied in spam filtering and exhibit different capabilities [6]. Schyryen [7] 
asserts that combinations of techniques and algorithms employed together, or cocktails, as 
more creatively referred to in [8], significantly increase the potential to alleviate spam-
related issues.  
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As indicated earlier, Support Vector Machine (SVM) techniques have received increasing 
attention from the research community in the context of classification [9] [10] [11] [12] [13]. 
The qualities of SVM based classification in general have been proven remarkable [11] [14] 
[15] [16] [17] [18] [19]. SVM based approaches have also been proved to perform 
consistently well for spam classification [9] [20] [21]. There are numerous contributing 
factors to SVM’s popularity for general machine learning problems as well as spam 
classification. Perhaps the more prevalent include the adaptability to different types of 
input data as well as limited sensitivity to feature selection [22]. The accuracy and 
performance of SVMs can also be further improved with numerous methods such as outlier 
removal, scaling and parameter optimization selection [23] [24] [20]. Improving the basic 
SVM approach by coming up with specific decompositions and solvers is another 
widespread technique [11] [25]. Another practice is to split the training data and use a 
number of SVMs to process the individual data chunks, subsequently aggregating results 
using various strategies [26]. Other approaches include the utilization of specialized 
processing hardware, such as Graphics Processing Units (GPU)’s [19] [16]. These are 
employed to offload speed sensitive algorithmic steps or used for the entire algorithm.  
Distributed and parallel computing principles are believed to be key enablers for providing 
adaptable, Internet-scale anti-spam solutions. Whilst distributed and parallel programming 
in distributed environments is not a trivial task, various frameworks and models are 
available that make distributed and parallel computing more accessible. The MapReduce 
framework is one such programming model intended to abstract large scale computation 
challenges and enable a degree of automatic distribution and parallelization [27]. 
MapReduce was popularized by Google and primarily motivated by the need to be able to 
distribute and parallelize the processing of Internet scale data sets. Popular 
implementations include Mars [28], Phoenix [29], Hadoop [30] and Google’s 
implementation [31]. Whilst the consideration for and application of MapReduce based 
approaches in the context of distributed systems is hardly new, it is also an area which one 
can safely assert as being relatively ‘fresh’ in terms of exploiting its potential for application 
in specialized ways. This includes uniting it with modern machine learning algorithms for 
spam detection and filtering, such as support vector machines [21]. To date, MapReduce’s 
primary application is towards data intensive tasks rather than for computation in general. 
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Efforts to the latter's extent do however exist, including the work presented in [32] [33] [27] 
[34]. From this standpoint, MapReduce can be employed for dealing with both data and 
computationally intensive challenges. It is also believed to provide a motivating research 
prospect by virtue of the specific characteristics associated with this (spam filtering) 
problem. Tuning contemporary and innovative machine learning based spam filtering 
techniques to this metaphor is believed to provide ample potential for research. 
In the application of a distributed spam filter training architecture and in the context of 
MapReduce, respective ‘Mappers’ and ‘Reducers’ will perform the steps required for 
machine learning computing sequences. It is expected that distributing spam filtering jobs 
and spam data to a potentially ‘unlimited’ number of computing resources can effectively 
tackle the spam challenge in a large scale construct. MapReduce can thus be employed as 
an enabling technology to facilitate high performance machine learning techniques for spam 
filter training/filtering. As already indicated, SVM training is well known to be a compute 
intensive task because of the quadratic programming challenge it involves, i.e. training time 
increases exponentially with the number of training elements involved. However, 
distributed MapReduce based SVM training would scale well because a number of nodes 
can be utilized concurrently and each node can deal with a subset of the training data at an 
individual level rather than processing the entire data set, thus alleviating this drawback. 
This is the basis of the distributed SVM, designated MRSMO, designed and evaluated in this 
dissertation. 
However, the application of distributed computing techniques to what is normally a 
sequential algorithm, as is the case of many standard SVM formulations, can have side 
effects. The computation of SVM support vectors is a global optimization problem. One of 
the potential challenges of the decomposition and subsequent reconstruction of SVM’s to 
be considered in a distributed computing construct is degradation of classifier accuracy. This 
is where RDF based techniques are believed to provide an opportunity to mitigate this 
challenge. Ontologies enable the re-use of domain knowledge and expertise by formal and 
unambiguous concept representation. They provide a sound basis for formal information 
exchange and automated processing between machines, including varying degrees of 
automated ‘reasoning’. In this research work, an RDF based, intelligence supplementing and 
training instance correction feedback loop is explored as a potential means to mitigate the 
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accuracy degradation exhibited by the reformulation of a sequential SVM in a distributed 
construct.  
 
In Cloud computing environments, the ability to scale up and down as well as potential 
financial benefits, such as reduced capital expenditure costs, are touted to have created a 
market worth hundreds of billions [35]. Cloud computing environments such as Amazon 
Web Services [36], Windows Azure [37] and the Google Cloud Platform [38] are heavily 
based on highly heterogeneous, multi-core, distributed and parallel computing models and 
virtualization technologies. Heterogeneous environments are reflective of continuously 
evolving technology. Maximization of computing capability imbalance is considered very 
important in Cloud Computing environments. Despite continuous evolution [39][40], cloud 
services, cost and chargeback models can be considered still relatively immature [41]. 
Establishing a balance between performance and cost in such a context is considered a 
challenge [42]. The underlying mechanics of multiplexing and resource pooling - key cloud 
computing characteristics - can impact the actual runtime performance of virtual 
heterogeneous resources. This challenge is further amplified by the actual host behaviour, 
including operating system scheduling, workload, performance characteristics etc. In this 
work, a heterogeneous aware, MapReduce based task to node matching and allocation 
scheme is presented. Via configuration, the proposed approach is able to establish a degree 
of balance between performance and cost. 
Summarizing, spam filtering research is an active study area. Whilst research on SVM based 
spam filter training has been carried out from various perspectives, a significant number 
focuses on specialized SVM formulations, solvers and/or architectures in isolation. This is 
referring to the emphasis on specific and specialized performance enhancement areas 
rather than overall flexibility, ease of use and practicality. There is also a tendency to rely on 
specific strategies and techniques that are mostly intended to target specific scenarios. 
Specialized configurations (including special hardware use, special software stacks and/or 
specialized code bases) limit applicability for practical large scale spam filter training and 
classification. The use of specialized hardware and environments does not allow common 
computing resources to be employed easily. When special architectures and/or 
configurations are employed, improving on performance via the use of additional, 
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commodity computing resources/nodes is not always viable. It is also much more complex 
to scale well at the rate mandated by continuously changing spam traffic and patterns. 
Furthermore, special stacks and configurations require equally specialized knowledge for 
operation. 
1.3 Main Contributions 
The challenges, and subsequently opportunities, highlighted in section 1.1 form the basis of 
the research effort proposed in this work. The focus is to try to tackle a number of critical 
success factors with respect to practical, large scale spam filter training using commodity 
infrastructures in a high throughput distributed computing construct. The primary goals are 
scalability, accuracy, simplicity and cost effectiveness. This in terms of algorithmic approach 
as well as the use of easily accessible, commodity hardware and software elements which 
provide real-world scalability and large scale data processing capabilities. As indicated in the 
abstract, the underpinning motivation and principal contributions can be summarized as a 
scalable machine learning based, spam filter training architecture, designed to capitalize on 
heterogeneous infrastructures and collaborative accuracy improvement efforts through end 
users, and, in the future, machine to machine, feedback loop.  
To this extent, this dissertation work contributes a number of novel elements to research in 
the area of high performance, scalable spam filter training and thus, classification.  
This research performs and provides an extensive literature review, in the shape of a survey 
of literature on emerging spam filtering techniques. A comparison of spam filtering research 
work focus, categorized in a number of key areas, including algorithmic, architecture and 
trends is provided. The various research perspectives available are explored and discussed, 
covering traditional whilst focusing on emerging techniques and architectures, more 
specifically: 
1. SMTP approaches, including DSMTP, ASMTP as well as grey listing and black listing 
studies are reviewed.  
2. Explores research work available in the traditional heuristic and signature based 
areas as well as performs a study of the machine learning work in this context. 
Specific areas in this respect include the application of neural networks, Bayesian as 
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well as more recently Support Vector machines. Research in the area of accuracy, 
performance and scalability is also performed and discussed. 
3. A study focusing on emerging trends, including peer to peer, grid and ontology 
semantics is contributed. Research work in the area of personalization, security and 
privacy is also discussed.  
4. The survey work also presents an assessment of the key features of prevalent 
approaches in the form of techniques applied (e.g. pre-Send / post-Send, machine 
learning, heuristic, signature based etc.). The comparison also includes 
implementation complexity, performance, reach, quality characteristics and 
architectural footprints amongst others. 
MapReduce is established as good candidate enabling framework for distributed SVM based 
Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) algorithm. This dissertation work decomposes a 
typical SMO algorithm and employs it as a baseline for the design of a distributed SVM, 
designated Map Reduce Sequential Minimal Optimization (MRSMO). This research also: 
1. Implements the designed distributed SMO in a Hadoop M/R construct.  
2. Subsequently evaluates the baseline sequential SMO with the presented distributed 
equivalent. The evaluation is carried out from a performance and accuracy 
perspective.  
3. Employs two key sets of SVM kernels for the evaluation, namely Gaussian and 
Polynomial and demonstrates the significant improvement towards MRSMO across 
the tests performed.  
4. Compares the performance of the distributed SMO with a baseline MPI work.  
Whilst the distributed SMO (MRSMO) outperforms the corresponding sequential 
implementation as intended, the accuracy of the resultant classifier suffers. To this extent, 
this research: 
1. Explores the possibility of using traditional ensemble and subsequently RDF based 
approaches for improving the overall accuracy.  
2. Introduces an RDF based feedback loop with the M/R based distributed SMO.  
3. Augments the training set with end user contributed ‘knowledge’ by transforming 
the training data into an RDF graph representation. Misclassified elements are 
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identified using automatically generated SPARQL queries, optionally assisted with an 
intermediary C4.5 classifier where the respective decision tree fact rules are 
translated into SPARQL queries.  
4. Employs Protégé for the proposed RDF based feedback loop improvement and 
assistance. Subsequently, the resultant, knowledge supplemented RDF base, is re-
transformed to respective SVM (distributed MRSMO) training instances.  
5. Evaluates the RDF assisted feedback loop accuracy improvement using both the 
SpamBase as well the TREC datasets. The improvement level reaches, and surpasses, 
the original sequential SVM accuracy. 
In order to further improve the overall value proposition for a ‘turnkey’ scalable anti-spam 
filtering architecture, this research also proposes an improved task matching and node 
allocation for MapReduce, using the out of the box Hadoop scheduler as a comparison 
baseline. In this respect, this research work contributes: 
1. The design of gSched – a heterogeneous aware M/R task to node matching and 
allocation scheme for Hadoop. The focus of the design’s parameters is on balancing 
cost and performance. A specifically configured Amazon AMI is also configured and 
discussed. 
2. A comparison and evaluation of gSched on a virtual cluster using the baseline DFSIO 
and MRBERNCH Hadoop M/R benchmarks. 
3. Comparison and evaluation of gSched on Amazon’s EC2 cloud infrastructure, again 
using the TestDFSIO and MRBERNCH Hadoop M/R benchmarks. 
4. Evaluation of the distributed M/R SVM (MRSMO) using the Gaussian and Polynomial 
Kernels - comparing the standard Hadoop and gSched task allocation scheme 
performance. These test are performed again on Amazon EC2. 
5. Evaluation of gSched’s performance, cost and scalability improvements using the 
standard WordCount test on Amazon EC2 nodes. 
In summary, the principal contribution of this dissertation is a scalable, heterogeneous 
aware, machine learning based spam filter training architectural pattern, able to capitalize 
on collaborative feedback.  This is corroborated by an in depth survey of emerging spam 
filtering approaches, the design and implementation of a distributed support vector 
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machine algorithm and an RDF semantics based, end user assisted feedback loop for 
accuracy improvement. It is also supported by a heterogeneous aware, task to node 
matching and allocation scheme for MapReduce based spam filter training. 
1.4 Structure 
This dissertation is organised as follows. The initial research background, alongside the 
motivation are presented in this chapter. The primary contribution of this research is also 
articulated in Chapter 1.  
Chapter 2 provides an extensive survey of current literature related to spam filtering. It 
provides an in depth discussion of the current as well as emerging concepts and application 
of spam filtering approaches, techniques and architectures. It also discusses the challenges 
and opportunities presented with respective combinations, focusing on emerging 
approaches. Chapter 2 also establishes the baseline principles for the consideration of 
specific underlying architectures for high performance spam filtering.  
Subsequently, in Chapter 3, a brief discussion of key machine learning approaches is 
presented, focusing on the support vector machine perspective. MapReduce - an 
architecture for internet scale compute and data intensive processing is also presented. In 
this chapter a typical sequential SMO algorithm is decomposed and re-formulated in a 
distributed construct. This leads to the design and proposal of MRSMO. A number of 
experiments are performed and presented in this construct. The accuracy and efficiency of 
the sequential SMO are presented. This is used as a baseline for comparison with the 
corresponding distributed M/R implementation proposed. MRSMO is also evaluated with a 
baseline MPI implementation using two flavours of the SVM kernel, namely Gaussian and 
Polynomial. A number of simulation comparisons to establish the scalability of the proposed 
approach are also performed. 
In order to further improve the accuracy of the distributed SVM, the application of RDF 
based techniques to be used for end user feedback contribution is evaluated. This is the 
basis of Chapter 4. In this section, SPONTO - Spam Ontology, based on the primary data set 
used for research in this context, namely SpamBase, is presented. The ontology reflects the 
basic elements in this specific data set, but also includes additional attribute assertions. The 
end user is able to contribute knowledge via the RDF based feedback loop. The instance 
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data is used to generate baseline RDF graphs which are subsequently employed to establish 
misclassified elements. The original accuracy outcome based on the distributed SMO with 
the RDF supplemented approach is compared. The result of this work in this respect 
establishes accuracy improvements of 5%, on average, beyond the original distributed 
SMO’s performance in this regard. An experimental test on the TREC dataset is also 
performed. The accuracy improvement, or rather degradation induced due the high 
throughput, distributed SMO, improves by an average 3%. 
In Chapter 5 the distributed, RDF assisted spam filter training approach presented is taken a 
step further. A limitation of the default Hadoop MapReduce scheduling implementation 
employed is established. The out-of-the-box task allocation scheme assumes a homogenous 
underlying computing resource environment. The design and implementation of a 
heterogeneous aware Hadoop MapReduce task to node matching and allocation scheme is 
thus presented. Designated gSched, this approach is intended to establish a balance 
between performance and cost effectiveness in what has become a very popular computing 
resource provisioning construct, namely cloud computing. The task to node matching and 
allocation scheme is base lined and performance compared with the standard scheduler 
performance in an Amazon EC2 construct. The outcome of the evaluation of the two 
schemes in terms of performance when using the distributed SVM, Gaussian and Polynomial 
kernels are presented. The standard WordCount test to establish the scalability 
improvements between the original and proposed scheme is also performed and presented 
in this chapter.  
This dissertation concludes with Chapter 6, summarizing the contributions, limitations and 
boundaries of this research as well as providing a number of suggestions for future 
improvements and extensions to this work.   
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CHAPTER 2 – Spam Filtering Approaches 
 
There have been numerous efforts to review spam filtering methods [43] [4], and with 
varied scope. The increased velocity, volume and variety of spam demands high 
performance filtering algorithms and methods. The past years have witnessed a number of 
emerging technologies in computing, notably, peer-to-peer computing [44], [45], semantic 
web [46], and social networks [47]. These technologies facilitate the development of 
collaborative computing environments for solving large scale problems. A number of 
approaches, building on these emerging computing technology trends towards spam 
filtering have been more lately proposed and implemented.  
This chapter provides an extensive review of spam filtering directed literature and is 
organized as follows. Section 2.1 provides an overview of traditional approaches to spam 
filtering. Section 2.3 reviews emerging spam filtering approaches and discusses the 
challenges that these approaches present. Section 2.4 discusses various issues related to 
security and privacy in spam filtering. Section 2.5 presents a number of observations 
identified in this survey and discusses research directions, closing off with a summary. 
2.1 A Synopsis of Traditional Approaches to Spam Filtering 
As briefly cited in the background, SMTP and machine learning are popular implementations 
of spam filtering approaches. An overview of these is provided, accompanied by a discussion 
of a number of core challenges associated with them in the next sections. 
2.1.1 SMTP Approaches 
The SMTP protocol is at the foundation of the email enabling infrastructure. It is regularly 
argued that a number of the limitations capitalized on by spammers are inherent to its 
original design [48], since one of the primary original concerns was to preserve simplicity in 
exchange. The motivator behind the work presented in [49], for example, is primarily 
focused on addressing a number of these simplicity limitations. The basic approach 
presented tries to shift the control from the sender to the receiver in order to mitigate the 
unwarranted reception of unsolicited mail. This is achieved by changing, in part, the delivery 
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approach from sender-push to receiver-pull [49]. The proposed extension to the baseline 
protocol, designated Differentiated Mail Transfer Protocol (DMTP), introduces an additional 
measure for email transactions. The recipient is first sent an ‘intent’ message [49], 
subsequent to which the message content is only retrieved if interest in the former is 
shown. While this approach exhibits substantial potential, any change to the underlying core 
email transmission infrastructure is bound to introduce operational complexities. 
Furthermore, it is potentially prone to impact a number of intertwined enabling services, 
even if an incremental deployment approach is undertaken, as suggested. This risk has the 
potential to considerably impact and limit adoption and acceptance levels for such an 
approach. 
The SMTP protocol’s core inherent simplicity is also evident from the very small set of 
operations allowed, namely HELO, MAIL FROM, RCPT TO, DATA, . , QUIT, and RSET, in that 
order. To this extent, Li and Mu [50] base their spam-filtering approach by scrutinizing SMTP 
traffic payload data. More specifically, abnormal SMTP interaction ‘patterns’ are considered. 
It is argued that high throughput access and interaction patterns are not representative of 
normal email users or email clients’ communication exchanges. This motivation is 
subsequently employed as the basis for assuming that such traffic is most likely spam. 
Designated Abnormal SMTP Command Identification (ASCI), the results from the work 
presented in [50] indicate that this approach can achieve around 11% reduction in spam. 
The endorsement of normal protocol interaction by spammers or bots will undoubtedly 
hinder the spam-sending throughput rate considerably. However, adopted as is, ASCI runs 
the risk of not retaining original effectiveness over time. This challenge manifests itself 
when intelligent botnets are involved and able to identify and react to basic non-delivery 
issues for example. Irrespectively, this approach provides a representative first level of 
defence in reducing the number of spam that actually infiltrates inwards from the edge 
network. 
Another prevalent technique for filtering spam is Greylisting. Whilst numerous variations 
exist, the core concept is rather simple. The IP address of the SMTP host participating in the 
exchange and the addresses of both the sender and recipients (referred to as a triplet) are 
employed to deny the email exchange from happening, initially. Triplet information is stored 
and subsequent attempts with the same signature are allowed to perform the mail 
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exchange. This approach is based on the rationale that most spammers do not care to retry 
sending the same email from the same relay. Numerous studies supported by empirical 
results [5] [51] [52] show that this approach is rather effective. Furthermore, it is non-
intrusive from an end user perspective, which is considered a critical success factor. The 
combination of Greylisting with other techniques, such as Blacklisting, further increases the 
potential to control spam. Blacklisting, or real-time blacklist (RBL), involves setting up and 
maintaining a list or lists of sources, including open relays that are identified as spam 
propagation sources. Numerous sources for Blacklists and associated services exist, notably 
Spamhaus [53], SpamCop [54], and DNSBL [55]. Innovative variations of Blacklisting-based 
approaches exist as well [56]. 
Non-SMTP approaches, which can be classified as infrastructure related, but are not 
necessarily directly related to SMTP, also exist. Spam can be stopped at the source before it 
leaves its origin, in transit, or at the receiving end - various degrees of filtering and 
combination points exist in this construct [57]. Approaches include those which sit beyond 
the individual point of spam origin, but still within the source network. Other inspection and 
filtering points sit at the very edge of the destination email service-provider network. 
Gateway and router based approaches are popular as well. One such example is presented 
and discussed in [58] . One can refer to this approach as late pre-send given that filtering 
happens just before the email is dispatched out of the originating source network. Intrusion 
detection systems (IDS) are regularly employed near the entry point of enterprise networks. 
The method presented in [58]  capitalizes on this approach, albeit this method could also be 
employed at different parts of the network. By inspecting various information sources that 
the IDS gathers, assembles, and has access to, as well as the ability to identify correlations, 
the approach performs dynamic, domain specific blacklisting. IP address domains which are 
identified as spam sources are blocked via the automated insertion of respective firewall 
blocking rules, based on the intelligence gathered and built by the environment. This 
approach avoids spam flowing into the network in the first place. However, the 
effectiveness of this approach depends on a number of sources which are not fully under 
the control of the solution itself. This may severely hinder its overall effectiveness in a high 
throughput production system. 
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2.1.2 Machine-Learning Techniques 
A number of filtering algorithms are commonly employed from a technology standpoint, 
varying in complexity and effectiveness. However, spam filtering algorithms can be split into 
two overall umbrella approaches, namely machine and non-machine learning methods. 
Approaches applied in the former category include Bayesian classification, neural-networks, 
Markov-based models, and pattern discovery. Rule, signature and hash-based identification, 
blacklisting, and traffic analysis, among others, are typical techniques that are employed 
with respect to non-machine learning variants. Both classes have their advantages and 
disadvantages and demand different requirements in terms of processing power and 
bandwidth for example. 
Machine learning variants can normally achieve effectiveness with less manual intervention 
and are more adaptive to continued changes in spam patterns. Furthermore, they do not 
depend on any predefined rule sets analogous with non-machine learning counterparts. 
Two principal machine learning approaches for inferring spam classification in a semi or fully 
autonomous fashion are commonly considered, namely supervised and unsupervised. The 
former depends on an initial training set to assert classification, while the latter does not, 
employing rather other techniques, such as clustering, to achieve its objectives. In 
supervised learning, model input observations, more commonly referred to as labels, are 
associated with corresponding outputs upfront; in non-supervised approaches, any 
observations are associated with latent or inferred variables. 
From a high level perspective, considering spam from a text classification dimension in the 
context of machine learning, one can describe the basic problem via the dichotomy mi ∈ 
{−1, +1}. Here mi represents a set of messages and −1 and +1 represent ham (non-spam) and 
spam respectively. In order to apply text classification to spam, messages are normally 
represented as a set of vectors, such as {} : m → Rn. Here the vector set R represents the 
features of a message. Each message has a corresponding feature vector constructed using 
respective features. Identifying those features of a message which have the qualities to 
indicate whether it is spam is a critical task for machine learning approaches. This also 
includes, where applicable, a number of pre-processing tasks, such as lexical analysis and 
dimensionality reduction, in the form of stemming, cleansing, and normalization [59]. 
Features can take the form of words, combinations of words and phrases, etc. Generally 
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speaking however, fewer features normally represent greater generalization and better 
performance. However, this mostly at the expense of not being able to obtain the required 
class separation, that is the identification of the optimal separating level between the 
classes (spam/ham), thus minimizing or removing entropy. Various schemes intended to 
identify the best features in terms of quality and number are possible, as discussed by [60]. 
Feature vectors are also typically associated with weights intended to influence the 
outcome of the classification accordingly. Popular weighting schemes include term 
frequency (TF), binary representation, and term frequency–inverse document frequency 
(TF-IDF) [61]. 
Besides the definition of the respective feature vectors and subsequent creation of the 
training set, there is also the classification algorithm itself that evidently needs to be 
considered. As indicated earlier, numerous machine-learning algorithms exist, including 
Decision Trees (DT), Bayesian classifiers, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), and Support 
Vector Machines (SVM). While the specific review and discussion of machine learning based 
approaches and their accompanying algorithms is not the scope of this work, these 
approaches continue to garner a lot of attention in the context of spam filtering [43] [4] [62] 
[62]. 
2.2 General Challenges 
Although significant advancements in spam filtering have been made with traditional 
approaches, a number of challenges remain [57]. SMTP is at the core of the email enabling 
infrastructure, so it follows that considerable effort to handle spam at this level has been 
applied, including research from various perspectives [49] [63]. The biggest challenge for 
SMTP based approaches is to ensure that they do not impact in any way the underlying 
enabling infrastructure. The number of components and building blocks involved in 
successful email exchange and which are directly dependent on the protocol itself are not 
trivial. While the potential is there, technical complexities as well as financial challenges 
restrict (in various ways and to different extents) the widespread consideration and 
adoption of SMTP-based approaches. As an example, email exchange-path verification, 
which provides the ability to trace the real origin of an email sender, requires appropriate 
accounting in the context of the packet network involved. Authentication, on the other 
hand, requires appropriate client support as well as cooperation, and therefore may limit 
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the clients that are able to interact in such fashion. While the popularity of Blacklisting and 
Whitelisting continues [4] [57] [64] [65] challenges still exist, including the increased 
possibility of blocking legitimate email exchange, or false positives, which is considered to 
be very costly. Manual interventions for applying changes or adding new records to these 
lists make them prone to mistakes. There is also an additional burden of keeping them up-
to-date. Similarly, where heuristic based approaches are employed, it is difficult to maintain 
the necessary patterns that are employed for matching up-to-date. 
Different challenges also exist in machine learning approaches to spam filtering [57]. 
Specific algorithms have particular advantages and disadvantages which influence their 
overall accuracy and performance. This has been extensively discussed in numerous related 
works which compare algorithms and approaches from a research [22] [66] [59], as well as 
real-world application perspectives [67] [68]. From an end user standpoint, what the email 
user perceives as spam and not spam also remains an active research question, by virtue of 
the degree of personal subjectivity associated with its classification. Challenges surrounding 
false positives, including the implications they can lead to, have also been discussed 
extensively. False positives refer to wrong outcomes from classification schemes. More 
specifically, they portray the situation whereby ham is classified as spam. While such 
challenges can be somewhat mitigated by the concurrent application of a number of 
different classification schemes (classifier combining) as discussed in [69], they still 
constitute an on-going challenge. The same applies to security and other typical challenges 
associated with machine learning [70]. 
Furthermore, in a machine learning context, the overall utility of a classifier directly depends 
on the training set [71]. The training element of many machine learning approaches requires 
content from real world email in order to be as representative as possible. Quality training 
data may not be readily available or tailored to an extent that may impact the overall quality 
of the learning models. This challenge is amplified further when the learning data is 
frequently changing and mandates continued efforts retraining it. The performance of 
numerous machine learning approaches is also largely dependent on the size of the training 
set. Although a larger, representative, training set would under normal circumstances 
produce better results, more processing time in terms of the learning process is normally 
required. Furthermore, the identification and selection of the best feature set introduces 
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further challenges. Learning data tends to reflect specific attributes, perhaps not 
distinguishing enough between the relative weights of attributes (and training instances), as 
well as missing relevant properties. Changes in spammer behaviour, as well as the delivery 
type of spam payload, have also introduced different sets of challenges which require 
innovative approaches to remain effective in spam filtering. 
Additionally, the traditional Mail User Agent and Mail Transfer Agent model for spam 
filtering faces continued challenges related to scalability and performance. The sheer 
number, type, and size of spam traversing communication exchange paths mandates 
considerable computing resource requirements for filtering. These requirements tend to be 
of an order of magnitude beyond most traditional filtering architectures. It is extremely 
difficult for traditional spam filtering architectures to be in position to scale up (and down) 
effectively and at the rate mandated by the fluctuations of spam proliferation. 
Summing up, traditional approaches to spam filtering face continued and increasing 
challenges. These approaches are usually deployed on computer nodes which process spam 
individually without collaboration, limiting their application to a relatively small scale. 
2.3 Emerging Approaches 
Spam and spammer techniques evolve through time, capitalizing on new approaches and 
exploiting new flaws. Building on evolving developments of computing technologies - 
including peer-to-peer (P2P) computing, grid computing, semantic web, and social networks 
- a number of emerging approaches have been proposed for spam filtering. These 
approaches have the potential to tackle a number of challenges discussed earlier. They are 
also intended to improve overall spam filtering effectiveness. The following sections discuss 
representative research work in these areas. 
2.3.1 Peer to Peer Computing 
The ability to capitalize on distributed resources, including hardware, software, as well as 
human participation is what constitutes and drives the core of peer to peer (P2P) initiatives 
and architectures (see Figure 2-1). From a very high level perspective, there are two 
umbrella types of P2P architectures, namely centralized and decentralized. Decentralized 
P2P networks can be further classified into unstructured and structured P2P networks. 
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Figure 2-1: Peer-to-peer computing for spam filtering 
P2P architectures form the backbone of numerous distributed, high-performance services 
and systems, significantly popularized in recent years by Internet-based application sharing 
communities and software. These include those based on the Gnutella [72] and FastTrack 
protocol (undocumented formally), such as Limewire [73]. The ability to exploit scalability 
easily, as well as offer a good degree of personalization, are inherent potentials of P2P-
based systems. Furthermore, the ability to make efficient use of common interests is very 
inductive to collaboration. In this context, P2P computing application for spam filtering is 
applied in a number of ways. Peers can collaborate towards the identification and filtering 
of spam via the exchange of either computing power or, more simply, intelligence gathered 
on email and spam. Various techniques can be employed; however the algorithms and 
techniques employed in this context are normally focused on minimizing network 
bandwidth and identification of nearest peers. Exchange of information is normally focused 
on pre-computed signatures which relate to previously scrutinized and tagged content. The 
structuring element plays a critical role in P2P systems. Flat, hierarchical, and distributed 
hash tables (DHTs) are commonly considered. Specifically with respect to DHT structured 
P2P networks, popular implementations such as Pastry [74] and Chord [75] provide sound 
architectures that are scalable and are inherently fault-tolerant. [76] Provides a review on 
the application of P2P systems to spam filtering in this context. 
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The CASSANDRA (Collaborative Anti-Spam System Allowing Node-Decentralized Research 
Algorithms) initiative, for example, presents a personalized approach for tagging and 
classifying spam [77]. The work employs a P2P architecture and exploits computing 
resources that participating nodes can offer to achieve high scalability and flexibility. The 
authors argue that, whilst common spam filtering established on traditional non-machine / 
machine-learning approaches and based on mail content are reasonably effective, they are 
still considerably prone to false positives. Collaborative spam filtering tends to be better 
suited to tackling issues related to spam drift, or rather, spam and spammers tendency 
metamorphoses in trying to circumnavigate filters based solely on content. The prototype 
architecture described, however, does not seem to consider possible issues related to how 
it can distinguish between real-world users and automated spam bots. 
Building on a Chord P2P network, [76] present another approach to exchanging partial and 
hashed message data on spam between participating nodes. This allows the network to 
distinguish good participation from malevolent. However, one challenging issue is that 
spammers could easily influence the P2P network by changing their participating status 
from non-trusted to trusted participating entities. In the real world, this may cause the 
approach to gradually loose efficiency over time. Being a proxy based implementation 
allows for great flexibility in terms of the usability from the widest variety of email clients 
(assuming adequate levels of heterogeneity). However, it also introduces an additional 
element of complexity, as well as computational resource requirements at the client end. 
This challenge may be further amplified by virtue of the proxy itself being a simple Web 
server, increasing the local node’s attack surface from a botnet perspective. Updates to the 
proxy itself can also prove difficult given the potentially high distribution of nodes which will 
be making use of the localized proxy.  
Other P2P based approaches to spam filtering include those presented by [78], [79], [80], 
and [81]. In [82], the authors discuss a diverse approach. The primary motivation of their 
work concerns the collaboration of email servers, rather than the collaboration between 
mail clients. Spam checking is primarily performed at two specific points in time: before 
being sent by the sending email service and at the receiving email service end. A system of 
rewards and restrictions is applied to participating servers. The overall standing of these 
servers with regards to trust directly effects the degree of influence on the resolution. A 
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critical factor for the effectiveness of this approach is the participation of a considerable 
number of email service providers (ESPs). Effectiveness is drastically decreased if 
participation is low. Additionally, the possibility for legitimate email to be slowed down by 
virtue of the respective ESP being classified as a temporary spam source could potentially 
irritate legitimate email users. The work does, however, indicate possible avenues for 
further exploration. On the other hand, the work as presented does not consider the 
utilization of resources available at the client’s end for additional collaboration and 
contribution towards the improvement of spam detection and filtering. It can therefore be 
argued that this reduces possible input sources, as well as overlooks the possibility of 
benefitting from additional processing power or intelligence for improving filtering quality. 
A rather distinctive viewpoint using Percolation Networks as a theoretical base is provided 
by Kong et al. [83]. This approach identifies spam using a typical classification scheme (such 
as Bayes). A digest function, which the client must be able to generate, is subsequently 
produced if the email is identified as spam. The client then publishes this newly identified 
intelligence to a number of participating neighbours. This is done using a random walk path 
through the percolation network based on the graph edges (distance). Mail clients can 
query the network to identify whether an email has already been tagged as spam. This 
scheme works by implanting the inquiry using the same approach employed for publishing 
its spam digest database updates, that is, by traversing the percolation graph using a 
random walk to a pre-specified distance. The query percolates and aggregates digest hits 
across nodes, returning the results of the query via a reverse path. If the hit count meets a 
specified score, the message on which the query digest was based is declared as spam. Data 
exchange during querying and publishing does not appear to be high, but a degradation of 
performance from an underlying network perspective still has the potential to inflict non-
trivial performance penalties, reducing the overall effectiveness of this approach. 
Overall, in the context of spam filtering, P2P approaches provide a number of advantages by 
exploiting the typical underlying mesh based network infrastructure. P2P networks are well 
suited for collaborative spam filtering. The computing capacities of P2P networks can easily 
grow with the increasing number of peer nodes. Ad-hoc distribution of messages also 
eliminates single point of failures and permits active distributed processing. Another 
opportunity which can be exploited is aggregation of participants with similar interests in 
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spam filtering. However, P2P networks suffer from a number of issues: unstructured P2P 
networks are technically challenged in achieving high scalability in locating peers. They are 
also prone to a number of security challenges. In index poisoning, for example, when a 
resource search is performed, the results returned may not reflect correct information 
because bogus information may have been inserted in the respective tracking structures. 
Also, structured P2P networks, while DHT approaches provide the necessary scalability, 
suffer from complex and challenging overheads associated with structure maintenance, as 
well as management [84]. 
2.3.2 Grid Computing 
Originally conceptualized in 1997, grid computing has evolved into an effective computing 
paradigm for solving data and computationally intensive problems by utilizing various 
computing resources over the Internet [45]. Figure 2-2 portrays a general grid computing 
architecture for spam filtering. Grid computing promotes the utilization of collective 
computing resources that facilitate spam filtering on a large scale. Rather than investing in 
resources to keep up with continued spam increase, capitalizing on grid resources on a need 
basis has significant advantages. Hosted and cloud based anti-spam service 
implementations such as [85] and [86], in which the spam filtering element is contracted out 
to a third party, are also commonly based on grid computing principles. Similar to P2P 
computing, the ability to share resources, as well as intelligence in a collaborative fashion, 
provides further opportunities improving the quality of spam filtering. 
 
Figure 2-2: Grid computing for spam filtering. 
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The work discussed by [87] present a grid based distributed Bayesian classification scheme 
for spam identification in a collaborative fashion. The authors argue that the grid approach 
is more efficient than P2P-based counterparts. The key challenge with the proposed 
approach is the dependency on specific plugins for specific email clients, which is, arguably, 
architecturally brittle (due to client stack and version differences), as well as tightly coupled, 
which limits flexibility. The notion of a virtual organization in the context of grid 
architectures, which creates the opportunity for a worldwide anti-spam organization, is 
mentioned in this discussion. In such a scenario, the virtual organization can offer a number 
of associated services ranging from providing computing resources for spam filtering to legal 
frameworks for spam control. However, limited discussion regarding this is provided. 
Another similar grid based architecture initiative is discussed at a very high level in [88] 
which utilizes a global grid infrastructure for gathering spam intelligence. 
In principle, grid based approaches benefit from theoretically ‘unlimited’ scalability 
potential. The same applies to the ability to execute jobs in a distributed computing 
construct in the context of machine learning for large scale spam filtering. The ability to use 
computing resources on a need basis is also considered an important attribute, by virtue of 
limited capacity planning visibility opportunities with respect to spam increase, decrease, 
and fluctuations. Furthermore, underutilized resources can be capitalized upon for high 
volume spam filtering, thus making effective use of ‘idle’ resources. However, a grid is a 
large scale computing environment in nature, and grid resources are highly heterogeneous, 
thus carrying an obvious element of complexity.  
2.3.3 Social Networks 
Social networks are arguably one of the most remarkable Internet phenomena of recent 
years. They have emerged as one of the most sought applications of the World Wide Web - 
a ‘killer application’. They provide a ubiquitous ecosystem which allows users to identify 
themselves, interact, share, and collaborate. Alongside similar work by [89] [90], in [91] the 
authors pose a research question in the context of spam using social networks for gathering 
intelligence. Analogous in a number of ways to PageRank [92], MailRank is introduced in this 
study as a ranking and classification scheme. Two approaches are described: one basic, the 
other offering personalization. In both cases, the primary technique is the aggregation of 
email intelligence from participants of the social network. A network graph is constructed 
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relating scores to each respective email address. By employing a power iteration algorithm, 
a reputation weighting measure influenced by participating members via the exchange of 
trust votes is associated with emails is employed. This architecture relies on the introduction 
of the centralized service designated MailRank, as well as an intermediary proxy intended to 
sit between the Mail User Agent and the production email service. 
Another application of social networks in the context of spam filtering is discussed in [93]. 
The primary motivator here is the exchange of filters between respective social network 
participants, rather than exchanging signatures or similar statistics to increase overall spam 
intelligence. The authors argue that there are considerable benefits from capitalizing on end 
user processing capabilities in contrast to purely centralized approaches. This work also 
introduces the notion of a spam filter description language and a pluggable engine able to 
make use of filters which adhere to the described specification. This creates a way to 
describe spam filters and associated behaviour in a uniform way, which can be subsequently 
exploited by architectures which are aware of its specification. 
In [94], the authors evaluate Web 2.0 based anti-spam methods. Their result highlights the 
need for more sophisticated measures for combating spam in the social networking domain, 
whilst ensuring that any applied measure remains as non-intrusive as possible. The work 
presented in [95] also discusses an innovative approach for tackling spam in a social 
networking context. The primary focus and motivation here is the ability to categorize 
participants according to their characters using the concept of feature bundles. The 
conceptual features describe prototypes, which include events, actions, emoticons, spatial 
relationships, and social relationships. The final objective is to categorize users via two 
primary dimensions, namely sociability and influence. The former is employed as a metric 
describing the level and nature of information; the latter is based on the influencing 
element that the profile tries to carry. The approach employs combinations of these metrics 
in turn to identify the user type. For example, a user with low sociability and high promotion 
is initially evaluated as an entity whose primary intent within the network is marketing and 
expansion. 
An approach for specialized social networks dealing with video content is discussed in [96]. 
The challenge addressed in this work is identifying whether video content is ham or spam. 
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The authors employ heuristics and a machine learning approach based on video attributes in 
conjunction with a user’s behaviour to perform classification. Characterization is based on 
comments submitted and popularity in terms of number of views. Video spam is denoted if, 
for example, comments submitted are not related to the video description or have zero-
length content. Here, the challenge of what is considered spam to whom emerges; that is, 
the degree of subjectivity of what is spam is even greater than textual counterparts because 
of increased difficulty and complexity in characterizing video content. 
Overall, similar to P2P, social network based approaches yield a number of potential 
intelligence collection opportunities. Social networks also tend to aggregate participants 
with similar interests, promoting collaborative environments which benefit spam filter 
training. However, controlling and filtering spam in a social network context is generally 
more difficult compared to traditional email exchange ecosystems [97]. Given the 
complexity in identifying and segregating participants’ intents, it is also prone to generic 
poisoning attacks [98]. Similar to P2P, these poisoning attacks refer to the intentional 
introduction of influencing factors intended to bias outcomes towards specific objectives 
which relate to the environment. 
2.3.4 Ontology Based Semantics 
Ontologies have played a critical role in the arena of the semantic web. They provide a 
formal basis for the definition of knowledge representation, subsequently enabling the 
exchange of this knowledge relatively easily. Ontologies are used to describe specialized 
domains and an associated set of vocabularies. Semantics relate to the ability to portray and 
understand the meaning of information in an expressive way. Their use in the context of 
spam filtering facilitates the definition and understanding of spam in a better and formal 
way.  
On this rationale, the work articulated in Youn and McLeod [99] argues that the application 
of ontologies to formalize spam offers a sound basis and numerous opportunities for 
improving the definition and filtering of spam. This in the context of reflecting user 
preferences more appropriately for this particular work. Putting greater emphasis on the 
personalization aspect will increase perceived usability. Ontological knowledge can be built 
by identifying and formalizing the relationship between a user choices and how spam is 
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reacted to, as presented for example in the work by Kim et al. [100]. The authors classify 
reaction into four types: Reply, Delete, Store, and Spam. A user profile is created by 
scrutinizing the personal actions in terms of email replies. On this basis, association mining 
is applied to an initial reference dataset using Weka [101]. The authors employ Karnaugh 
maps for logic simplification and subsequent axiom creation. The ontology inference engine 
developed and based on a first order logic reasoner classifies respective emails established 
on the profiled user typical interactions. This approach is somewhat similar to the work 
proposed by Balakumar and Vaidehi in [102]. Although the quality of the outcome (in terms 
of correlating user preference with typical reactions to specific emails) was constrained by 
the limited initial scope and entropy of the data set, the outcome still indicates the potential 
of ontologies for spam filtering. 
‘Grey’ mail is a class of email that does not exhibit sufficient traits for establishing a degree 
of confidence that respective content is spam or ham from the outset. This challenge is 
further amplified from a personalization perspective, or rather how specific users identify 
specific email, given the associated subjectivity. These set of attributes make the study of 
ontology based approaches a motivating consideration in the context of grey mail. To 
specifically target Grey mail classification, Youn and McLeod present a spam filter based on 
a personalized ontology in [103], [104]. The ontology is built on specific attributes related to 
individual user preference such as user background, hobbies and other attributes  [103], 
[104]. 
Hsia and Chen describe an approach for image based spam detection [105]. In this work, a 
scheme based on exploiting hidden topics within images is employed. These ‘latent’ topics 
are identified (and subsequently employed) as training input for a binary classifier. The 
authors describe a probabilistic approach for inferring hidden semantic meanings 
represented as images. In Youn and McLeod [99] on the other hand, the image element of 
spam representation is tackled using a traditional approach based on optical character 
recognition, and term frequency - inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) feature set 
selection. Additional processing is performed to convert the model generated via the 
adopted machine learning scheme using Weka [101], to an Resource Description Framework 
(RDF) transformation. This step is employed in order to generate the required ontologies 
that are subsequently employed to create custom user filters. 
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The annotation of spam and email messages with metadata has additional benefits, 
including supplemented intelligence, context richness, and formalization. The incorporation 
of domain knowledge facilitates filtering processes, including training and classification for 
high accuracy in spam filtering. Furthermore, ontologies bridge the gap between the levels 
of understanding required for preparing training and classification models and the end user. 
By virtue of their inherent readability and expressiveness, ontologies also provide end users 
with the opportunity to understand and contribute towards improving spam filtering. To 
date, however, there is no single ‘standard’ ontology for spam annotation. Furthermore, 
separate initiatives tend to develop distinctive ontologies, thus creating challenging 
situations with respect to ontological interoperability requirements. Ontology based 
interoperability is by no means trivial [106] –complexity becomes further amplified in the 
spam context given the subjectivity aspects.  
2.3.5 Other Approaches 
Spammer behaviour study is a very important source for gaining wider insight from an 
overall spam detection and filtering perspective. This may be supported by providing 
ecosystems that allow spammer roaming while ensuring appropriate levels of monitoring. 
Gathering as much information as possible on how spammers operate is considered 
fundamental to identifying mitigating factors [107] [108] [109]. Spammers tend to rely on 
aggregated intelligence to work out target email addresses. “A taste of ones medicine” 
approach can be used as an idiomatic narrative of the work presented in [110]. Albeit 
perhaps questionable from an ethical perspective, the work presented considers an original 
perspective, in an attempt to revert some of the advantages of a spammer’s business 
model. The ultimate objective is to make spam more expensive or comparably less effective 
overall than alternate marketing schemes for example. The authors advocate that this will 
make spammers abandon their preferred activity of making money. Basically, one of the 
most important assets spammers have access to is a list (referred to as a database in the 
text) of email addresses, which defines the ultimate spamming audience. The work 
discusses the proposition of poisoning such a list in a collaborative fashion. The authors 
assert that the validity of these email addresses is close to 100%, and that a substantial 
reduction in quality would decrease the overall profitability of the spammer’s business 
model. The suggested modus operandi is rather simple—inject routable fake email address 
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to the database to inflate it with bogus records. They also suggest increasing respective anti-
spam resources so that these newly acquired resources may be employed simply to mimic 
spam interaction, while, in fact, spam content is simply discarded rather than processed. 
This should result in less spam being received and processed by real end-users, assuming no 
change in the amount of spam being sent.  
Shinjo et al. present an approach in which the filtering elements are considered as features 
that can be enabled and disabled according to a set of attributes [111]. These are referred 
to as ‘capabilities’ exhibited by the email in transit. Capabilities are generated by a recipient 
and submitted to authorized senders from the context of the capability creator. If the email 
exhibits valid capabilities, the spam filter simply disengages its action and allows the email 
to be passed directly to the recipient’s mailbox. One of the primary motivators behind this 
scheme is to eliminate false positive challenges. Because the implementation of capabilities 
is based on a standard approach using special SMTP headers, Mail Transfer Agent (MTA) and 
Mail User Agents (MUA) are able to handle or ignore the special directive(s) out of the box; 
however, extensions to the MUA are required to process the capabilities. 
Esquivel et al. present another approach to limit the proliferation of spam from its sources 
[112]. This is based on passive TCP fingerprinting at the router level. Here, SMTP servers 
collaborate with routers by computing signatures that represent spam sources, thus 
propagating periodical updates. Fingerprinting capabilities are required on both the SMTP 
servers, as well as the participating routers. The risk of overloading the high throughput 
resources (such as routers) does exist, and furthermore, the degree of intelligence that can 
be applied at this point to ensure respectable throughput, including ensuring zero false 
positives, is limited. 
2.4 Security and Privacy Considerations 
Email is considered mostly a means of personal communication in the context of 
participants’ selectiveness. Therefore, security and privacy aspects are fundamentally 
important. The next paragraphs provides a discussion of spam filtering work which considers 
this particular perspective. 
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2.4.1 Security Aspects 
An efficient way of hiding a spammer’s identity and the spam’s source of origin is by 
hijacking computing resources. These resources, which do not belong to the spammer, are 
subsequently employed to perform spamming operations, and thus, appear as spam 
sources themselves. This can be done either on a transient basis or for longer periods 
without the legitimate resource owner’s knowledge. Botnets remain a real nuisance when 
dealing with spam proliferation due to the continued increase in hijacking sophistication, 
distribution, and execution capabilities. Various studies on botnets have been conducted, 
researching their behaviours, characteristics, and methods of dealing with them. In [113] 
the authors provide an interesting perspective describing Trinity. Based on P2P-architecture 
and implemented as a SpamAssassin plugin [114], Trinity is founded on the premise that 
automated botnets send a large amount of unsolicited email in a relatively short period of 
time. Participating peers process and provide information related to the mail relays they are 
associated with and have information about. This exchange of information is used to 
measure associated email sending rates. Another detailed study on characterizing botnets, 
provided in [115], where the authors present a framework designated AutoRe intended to 
provide a signature generation framework for identifying botnet sourced spam. Similar work 
on a malware generated email identification method using clustering algorithms (based on a 
modified Levenshtein distance scheme and combined with Jaccard similarity coefficients) is 
described in [116]. 
To mitigate source counterfeiting and introduce additional traceability elements from the 
sender’s end, email authentication [117] has been researched and put on the research map 
[118] [119]. Numerous efforts to this extent can be identified—notably, the Sender ID 
Framework (SIDF) and the Domain Keys Identified Email (DKIE). However, they do not seem 
to have reached the critical mass as originally expected. [118] argues that large enterprises 
with substantial numbers of email addresses may face challenges when trying to adopt such 
approaches. In addition to the concern of potentially breaking typical mail forwarding 
capabilities, SIDF is also prone to having spammers registering as legitimate users.  
DKIE is heavily based on Public Key Cryptography. In [120], the authors discuss how 
Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (S/MIME), which is employed by DKIE, can be 
improved. Ironically, some argue that spammers themselves are among the more avid 
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adopters of this approach [121] - where authentication is applied in isolation, spammers 
endorsing this technique have a golden key for sending unsolicited bulk email. Another pre-
send filtering technique intended to stop email at the source rather than trying to control it 
at the recipient end is presented in [116]. The basic concept is based on the ability to ensure 
the legitimacy of the source. Email that is not verified using an e-stamp is forwarded for 
spam scrutiny. Here, the e-stamping scheme is based on IAPP, an integrated authentication 
process platform and it is employed in conjunction with dynamic black or white listing, 
behavioural identification, and Bayesian techniques. Conceptually, the originator of the 
email marks the source with an e-stamp (constituted of a number of specific properties) by 
interacting with the IAPP, which provides the necessary stamp information. Subsequently, 
the email verification process will check the validity of the stamp and submit the email to 
the mail filtration process. The recipient’s end email service updates its dynamic lists 
according to the outcomes of the mail filtration scheme. This approach has numerous 
benefits, including the ability to stop illegitimate email from being sent by establishing the 
presence or lack of an adequate IAPP stamp. It also ensures that the communication 
exchange is verified email and truly legitimate. The challenge here is related to the degree 
of intrusiveness the mail user is willing to forego in return for added security and legitimacy. 
Furthermore, the IAPP functionality introduces additional operational overhead, as well as 
complexity from a service provisioning perspective. 
In [122],  the authors employ email authentication to ensure sending legitimacy. An 
authentication agent interacts with a user profile that is governed by typical environment 
security parameters at the operating system level, such as login and password. This is 
processed by the mail client via a faithful sender agent, which then determines user 
identity. Broadly speaking, challenge response techniques such as this one rely on the 
presentation of a challenge, such as a password, and expect an associated response, which 
is computed in real or predefined time. Various commercial products employ some sort of 
challenge/response features [123], and an interesting pre-sending approach based on these 
principles is presented by [48]. The sender retrieves the recipient’s email and is solicited to 
interactively supply a reply to a respective challenge before the email is actually sent. This 
only happens the first time that an email exchange transacts between specific senders and 
recipients. 
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The Completely Automatic Public Turing test to tell Computer and Humans Apart (CAPTCHA) 
[124] is similar to general challenge response approaches. CAPTCHA is an elegant technique 
intended to ensure a degree of confidence that interaction with a specified service is 
actually being performed by a human being. This degree of confidence depends on the level 
of logic quality it is based on. The work presented in [125] and [126] propose schemes based 
on this approach. In [125], the email user is expected to present specific information to 
perform the required authentication before being able to send email. The authentication 
protocol implemented in SASL (Simple Authentication and Security Layer) [127] introduces 
additional steps within the email sending process, making it increasingly difficult for 
spammers to fully automate the act of sending emails in any straight forward fashion. The 
challenge with this approach is the increased intrusiveness of sending email from an end 
user perspective. The approach described in [128] employs additional features, including the 
application of server side certificates for email servers authenticity. A hash casting 
technique introduces a stamp intended to identify the validity of the sender’s origin and 
intent by exploiting processing power at the sender’s end to generate the stamp. The stamp 
can be based on a number of sources, for example, SHA-1 [128]. The processing delay 
introduces a step which renders sending automated mass email much less efficient. 
While CAPTCHA based schemes have become increasingly widespread, challenges remain 
with respect to the level and degree of intrusiveness such approaches creates for the end 
user. Similarly, challenge response based approaches have become increasingly more 
popular but are faced with a number of comparable challenges, including overall speed 
degradation of the communication exchange and deadlocking. The latter occurs when both 
ends of the communication path are based on challenge responses. To address these 
challenges, the work presented in [129] proposes an innovative approach: the Mail Transfer 
Agent (MTA) maintains a trusted list associated with each email user, and when an email’s 
source is not within this trusted list, the sender is challenged. If there is a subsequent reply, 
the sender is newly added to the recipient’s trusted list. To tackle the deadlock issue, the 
authors propose a scheme where the sender sends an email to a recipient; the recipient’s 
address is then automatically added to the sender’s trusted list. Additionally, respective 
trusted lists of both senders and recipients can be modified manually by administrators. This 
approach involves an extension to the SMTP protocol, intended to facilitate the proposed 
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scheme, as well as targets the tempo challenge associated with typical approaches. This 
introduces complex challenges associated with the protocol itself, which is a widely adopted 
standard and entrenched in today’s email infrastructure. Any change to it would therefore 
require considerable effort to ensure the required degree of compatibility. SpamCooker is 
also an example that employs a similar approach [130]. This technique considerably disturbs 
spammers’ ability to effectively employ traditional techniques for sending unsolicited bulk 
email. While this is an area which is avidly researched, various studies show that such 
approaches can still become victims of a number of attacks, which may either totally bypass 
or considerably reduce overall effectiveness, depending on the original quality and strength 
behind the adopted implementations [131][132]. 
Having a cost element attributed to the process of sending email will also harm the 
spammer’s business model, rendering it less favourable. In [52], the authors argue that this 
approach is crucial to stopping spam at the source and that privacy related issues can be 
less amplified with this method. LCP (lightweight currency protocol) [3] and micro-payments 
[3] [133] [48] are typical applications, although concerns regarding potential security issues 
[134] have been raised. Additionally, there is the complexity of having the necessary 
logistics to support such an approach, especially when dealing with differences in policies 
that may exist between service providing organizations [3]. The potential variety of 
platforms may also need to be considered. 
2.4.2 Personalization and Privacy 
It would be beneficial to briefly consider the end user’s perspective of spam and the 
challenges it gives rise to. One dimension, as already indicated, is that there is an evident 
element of personal subjectivity: that is, what is considered spam and what is not. 
Additionally, the level of understanding regarding spam (including how it can be alleviated 
and what tools and techniques can be employed) varies considerably across the entire email 
user base. This is not surprising, given the number of email users worldwide [135], 
amplifying the importance of putting the end user at the centre of the stage. Therefore, 
filtering approaches and solutions should seek to be as unobtrusive as possible, to ensure a 
uniform user experience while allowing for maximum exploitation of spam reducing 
opportunities [136]. 
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Different recipients may use different measures to segregate spam from valid email. It is 
therefore a challenge to ensure that there is a relevant degree of influence from the user to 
ensure a level of personalization while automating the classification process to the 
maximum extent possible. This presents a continuing juggling act between the accuracy that 
can be provided by a small, personal spam reference base set, and more generalized 
classification provided by a larger base set, which could potentially lose out on the 
personalization aspect, assuming both perspectives are considered in isolation. Keeping the 
personalization aspect as non-intrusive as possible is another challenge, as having the end 
user manually tag email on a sustained basis (to improve accuracy based on personal 
considerations) incurs a process overhead that will annoy a number of users. 
In [137], the authors present an approach that specifically considers personalization in a 
non-intrusive fashion. Based on statistical methods, they employ a more generalized 
training set for initial setup, which subsequently adapts itself to the end user’s context of 
spam. In the presented perspective however, the time required for rebuilding statistical 
models and the sizes of the filters, proves challenging. These process demand significant 
processing and memory requirements on the ESP’s end and can have a considerable impact 
where there are a substantial number of relatively large filters and a large number of users. 
This is one of the reasons why other approaches typically utilize the resources available at 
the user-level, which is the Mail User Agent (MUA) end [6]. 
In [138], the authors also present work on the personal element in spam filtering, employing 
Quickfix, a proposal using a Vector Space Search (VSS), or a word frequency comparison 
method similar to whitelisting approaches. This is employed to compare incoming mail with 
a localized spam word dictionary. Vector space search is relatively simple and quick, 
resulting in limited intrusiveness in terms of the entire mail processing and sending 
operation. Subsequent to the VSS operation, if the outcome is marked as spam, the 
message is forwarded to a Naive Bayesian process. If the outcome of this second operation 
is still spam, the spam word dictionary is updated accordingly. The authors conclude that 
while neither VSS nor Bayesian provide an adequate level of consistency in isolation their 
combination provides an effective approach. 
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Privacy is another issue that affects the application of spam filtering approaches, which 
scrutinizes email content to establish email legitimacy. This is further amplified when 
individual third parties other than the sender, intended recipients, and respective service 
providers are involved. In [139], the authors discuss the ALPACAS framework, an approach 
based on a fingerprinting scheme as a solution. ALPACAS guarantees intactness of the email 
features while forwarding only a subset of mail content to participating agents for spam 
classification, rather than a full mail dataset. As a result, the privacy of email can be 
ensured.  
2.5 Discussions and Observations 
This chapter examined a number of approaches to spam filtering, consulting and reviewing a 
number of sources. Each source varied in scope and covered various aspects of spam 
filtering techniques. 
 
Figure 2-3: A classification of surveyed papers 
Figure 2-3 shows the number of papers surveyed for the part of this research, totalling 102 
papers ranging from 2001 and 2010 and categorized according to focus, such as Algorithm, 
Architecture / Infrastructure, Trends, and Other. This does not in any way imply that these 
are mutually exclusive standpoints- rather the key (and not necessary sole) focus of the 
research work surveyed. 
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Work classified under Algorithm reflects research that primarily discusses types of 
classification schemes and associated algorithms, including machine or non-machine 
learning approaches, such as Bayesian, Heuristics, etc.  
Architecture/Infrastructure focused work is principally concerned with the design and 
implementation of spam filtering infrastructures - traditional as well as emergent.  
Work classified under Trends refers to discussions focused on how spam filtering 
approaches change over time, which includes the consideration of emerging methods.  
Other type of research is categorized under the ‘Other’ category - the works reviewed that 
could not be directly classified under the other established categories are categorized under 
this class, which includes legal and organizational perspectives, for example. 
 
Figure 2-4: The focus distribution of the surveyed papers. 
Figure 2-4 indicates that 33% of surveyed papers focused primarily on the algorithmic 
perspective. Architectural dimensions were considered in 23%, while about 15% reflected 
on general trends in anti-spam. 
Table 2-1 summarizes a number of key perspectives that influence the overall value 
proposition of specific spam filtering technologies, approaches, and techniques. The aspects 
compared, namely perspective and technique, are referred to as pre or post sending 
filtering approaches. They are also associated with the level of complexity involved, overall 
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performance, and quality, as well as how popular they are, in terms of reach. Table 2-1 also 
assigns an identifier to each dimension demonstrating whether the approach employs 
machine learning (ML) techniques or otherwise (Non-ML). The table also shows whether 
distributed and collaborative elements are in use. The last two columns in Table 2-1 
illustrates the levels of intrusiveness and privacy preserving from an end user perspective.  
Table 2-1: Surveyed work perspectives 
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Algorithm Bayesian             
Algorithm kNN             
Algorithm ANN             
Algorithm SVM             
Method Monetary             
Method Chall./Resp.             
Method Semantic             
Method Social Net.             
Arch./Infra. Centralised             
Arch./Infra. GRID             
Arch./Infra. P2P             
 
Where: 
 - Represents yes 
 - Represents no  
 - Represents low 
 - Represents high  
 - Represents average 
 - Represents an element not context 
 
E.g. - The Rule Based Technique is a Non-ML approach, can be applied both from a pre and 
post send perspective, low complexity to implement. It is considered a medium level of 
quality in terms of spam filtering application. It is considered a non-intrusive approach, yet 
one which is not very privacy aware.  
 
Rule, signature, and Bayesian approaches have been widely discussed, and the overall, long-
term value of the latter approach tends to be better than the first two. However, while 
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signature and rule based approaches are generally considered less intrusive, Bayesian based 
classification remains highly popular [140][141][142][143]. While performance and 
requirements vary considerably, scalability is an on-going concern for a number of 
traditional Bayesian based approaches, by virtue of their dependence on memory 
availability and performance [129]. Spammers can also learn which terms influence Bayesian 
filtering outcomes and adopt an approach based on the additional insertion of spurious 
content that is intended to influence overall results and outcomes. This is accomplished by 
weakening the effect of any high order ranked tokens used to infer whether the content is 
spam. 
Other common machine learning approaches include Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), k 
Nearest Neighbour (kNN), and more recently Support Vector Machines (SVMs). kNN 
approaches are normally subjective to noise, indicating that errors in the training set can 
easily induce misclassification. They also tend to be computationally intensive in terms of 
larger datasets. Similarly, whilst the accuracy of ANN classification is high, this approach has 
a tendency to require significant computing time for spam classification [133]. In online anti-
spam classification environments, the balance between having an up-to-date training 
dataset and resources available to train or retrain the artificial neural network is critical. This 
requires a continued effort trying to strike a balance between functionality and 
effectiveness. It is common to identify real-world scenarios where ANN based approaches 
are used in conjunction with additional filtering schemes rather than in isolation. SVM 
approaches have shown their effectiveness in spam filtering. Compared with Bayesian 
approaches, SVM approaches are even more computationally expensive, which can 
constrain their maximum potential application in online implementations. 
Filtering approaches, although not as popular as machine learning approaches, are based on 
challenge response, authentication, and CAPTCHA schemes. These tend to provide a higher 
degree of performance in terms of the ability to mitigate spam proliferation. They also 
ensure a relatively higher degree of privacy and security but can be more intrusive overall 
from a user experience perspective. From a holistic architectural perspective, numerous 
methods in application have been identified. For the purposes of simplicity, these can be 
grouped under a number of umbrella areas, namely Mail Transfer Agent (MTA), Mail User 
Agent (MUA), Hosted, P2P, and grid computing based approaches. In MTA based schemes, 
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the actual implementation is commonly identified as either an extension to the MTA or part 
and parcel of the package. The MUA approach commonly involves rules which can be 
programmed within the MUA environment itself. They also include plugins with filtering 
intelligence, as well as external solutions, which work outside the main MUA. SMTP proxy 
services, usually available as separate standalone logic, are also popular. Under normal 
circumstances, the hosted approach does not involve any (or perhaps minimal) intelligence 
from the MUA or MTA perspective, as the entire (or most of the) anti-spam filtering service 
is performed elsewhere. 
P2P, and grid computing based paradigms, where participating nodes are able to share 
various resources such as storage, processing power, and connectivity in a collaborative 
way, are considered as emerging, high-performance spam filtering schemes. High resiliency 
is a key advantage of such architectures, but their subjectivity to participating nodes with 
malicious intent is of concern. Another benefit of these approaches is their ability to share 
spam intelligence relatively easily, widening the scope for increased collaboration. The same 
applies to social network and semantic web based approaches, which are also garnering 
increased attention. These emerging approaches, however, are not currently widespread 
compared with traditional approaches. 
Other approaches exist as well. Worth mentioning at this stage is that specialized devices 
that are positioned strategically within an enterprise network to minimize spam influx are 
increasingly common. Such devices include intrusion and prevention detection systems 
(IPD/S), network devices which are either enabled out-of-the-box with specific spam 
filtering functionality or which can be extended to enable such functionality, as well as 
specialized devices specifically and solely intended to act as spam filtering devices. Table 2-2 
provides a market snapshot of popular solutions to spam filtering. The Product column 
describes the product name whilst the second column (Spam Filtering Type) shows the type 
of implementation and approach adopted. 
Table 2-2: Typical products and types 
Product Spam Filtering Type 
Google / Yahoo / Hotmail Hosted 
McAffee / SpamKiller Appliance 
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NetIQ / BrightMail / GFI Essentials Centralized Gateway 
NetworkBox IPS/IDS 
IronPort / Barracuda / SpamTitan Appliance 
BitDefender MTA Extension 
SpamAssassin Software 
Cloudmark SafetyBar / Spam Bayes / Outclass MUA Plug-in 
 
Rather unsurprisingly, it transpires that no one approach seems to fit all requirements. In 
the context of the methods, algorithms, and architectures employed to mitigate the spam 
challenge, the selection and combination of the techniques discussed have varying 
outcomes that influence their overall success in terms of adoption and implementation. In 
isolation, performance figures such as speed and accuracy are not necessarily inductive to 
the most effective approaches in the real-world. Architecture brilliance doesn’t necessarily 
create the most effective environment overall for spam filtering. The consideration of other 
important factors comes into play, including the complexity of implementation, end user 
intrusiveness, and privacy amongst others. 
2.6 Summary 
The literature survey presented in this chapter focused on emerging approaches to spam 
filtering. Based on the literature reviewed, centralised anti-spam architectures tend to be 
more apt for streamlined management simplicity and non-intrusiveness.  This in conjunction 
with the capitalization of resources at the client’s end which can improve the scope for 
increasing anti-spam intelligence [139][34][76][144][113]. Combinations of filtering schemes 
are considered to provide better overall results when compared with singular approaches 
[145]. Emerging approaches based on grid computing, P2P computing, semantic web and 
social networks bring increased opportunities in terms of scalability, formalization of spam 
definitions and personalization, as well as collaboration between the participating parties by 
sharing resources as well as increasing spam intelligence.  
It is still safe to state that a number of modern day email service providers still rely primarily 
on centralized, services side based architectures. These approaches typically use traditional 
classification schemes for most of their spam filtering efforts, whilst striving to ensure an 
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‘adequate’ level of personalization. The costs associated with serving a large population of 
end users using a rigid centralized function cannot be however ignored. The elements 
associated with costs do not solely concern the financial standpoint, but encompass aspects 
including classification scheme performance and requirements, storage and network 
perspectives. Fluctuation of user population, both in terms of concurrency as well as their 
number also have a considerable impact.  
Spammers are getting smarter and continuously trying to come up with approaches that 
enable them to circumnavigate spam filtering schemes. Active research in emerging 
approaches shows that there is a continued effort trying to come up with better and 
alternative anti-spam schemes. Given that the operational landscape of spam ecosystems is 
continuously changing, different techniques that can be applied to old and new problem 
areas are being sought. Social networks have become a major breeding ground for spam 
related activities. Research in these specific areas including the behavioural model space 
[146] [107] has also shown to have been intensified with continued advancement. 
Considering the scale of the spam challenge, this survey work also pointed out that 
distributed computing paradigms can be employed as an enabling technology for high 
performance machine learning approaches to spam filtering. This rationale is considered as 
a baseline proposition for further research towards the feasibility of a flexible, collaborative, 
and distributed spam filtering architecture.  
Finally, the quality as well as the number of related literature demonstrates the effort as 
well as the significant advancement that has been, is being and continues to be made with 
respect to coming up with better and alternative schemes for tackling the spam challenge. 
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CHAPTER 3 – MapReduce based Distributed SVM for High Throughput 
Spam Filtering 
 
As indicated earlier, machine learning techniques such as ANN, Naive Bayesian, Decision 
Trees and SVM have been applied in spam filtering [4] [9] [17] [10]. Specifically, SVM based 
approaches have persistently gained popularity in terms of their application for text 
classification and machine learning  [4] [9]. This popularity can be attributed to the sound 
theoretical foundations as well as good performance.  However, SVM’s Achilles heel has 
consistently been related to real world performance, especially in the context of large 
training sets. 
 In this chapter, an SVM based algorithm, able to capitalize on a typical distributed 
computing framework is designed, presented and performance evaluated in a number of 
different constructs. The algorithm is intended to be able to reduce spam filter training time 
significantly whilst ensuring the required degree of accuracy. Shorter training times provides 
the opportunity to re-train the machine learning model frequently. This ensures that 
classifier currency is kept high. 
The rest of chapter 3 is organized as follows. Section 3.1 presents a discussion on related 
work. Section 3.2 provides an overview of support vector machines. Section 3.3 introduces 
the MapReduce framework using Hadoop as a reference implementation. Section 3.4 
presents the design and implementation of MRSMO, a distributed SVM. Section 3.5 
describes a set of comparisons between the original sequential and proposed distributed 
versions of the SMO. These include performance, accuracy and scalability. Simulation results 
using HSIM - a Hadoop MapReduce Simulator - are also presented, alongside a comparison 
with an MPI based approach (section 3.6) and section 3.7 provides a summary of this 
chapter. 
3.1 Related Work 
Spam filtering takes many shapes and forms, and is continuously evolving [147]. MapReduce 
is employed in a variety of areas ranging from large scale data analysis, search optimization, 
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machine learning, forecasting and social media [148]. To date, MapReduce primary 
application is focused towards data intensive tasks rather than for computation in general. 
However, various efforts to this extent exist as well, including the work presented in 
[32][149][34]. The application of M/R in spam filtering is also common within the industry 
by the likes of Microsoft, Yahoo, Google [150]. 
The traditional approach for SVM training is a batch process with off-line learning.  Online 
SVM training on the other hand introduces the notion of incremental updates. A key 
difference between the two approaches is that whilst the former normally provides finer 
grained control over classification tolerances, the latter has lower training time 
requirements at the outset.  
As already indicated, SVM training is a computationally intensive process. In an effort to 
increase performance, scalability, reduce complexity as well as ensure that the required 
level of classification accuracy is retained, numerous avenues have been explored. Such 
techniques include optimized SVM kernels, decomposition techniques as well as the 
application of distributed computing techniques.  
SVM’s rely on the number of established support vectors for classification. Support Vectors 
are those which lie near the hyperplane and which separates the cluster of vectors, 
introducing the largest margin between ham and spam. To improve performance, Li et al try 
to decrease overall training complexity and classifier categorization by reducing the number 
of support vectors [17]. This is achieved by tuning the respective Lagrange [151] multipliers 
accordingly. Tuning is based on the assumption that linearly dependent support vectors are 
not required for the final decision function.  
Sculley and Wachman present an online approach which tries to avoid re-training [21]. This 
is achieved by adopting an incremental approach using new training samples as they 
become available. Newly acquired training samples are used in conjunction with the current 
(last known) hypothesis as a baseline when a poorly classified sample is identified. This 
approach is congruent with a typical anti-spam scenario because it limits re-training to a 
need basis whilst still keeping up-to-date. The authors also argue that trying to maximize the 
SVM’s separating margin in real-world application scenarios may not be necessary. In this 
regard, the work suggests the relaxation of a number of key SVM parameterization aspects. 
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Only the last n samples are employed as a baseline for optimization for example. This 
alleviates the issue of a ‘growing’ training input size but will also influence the optimization 
scope. Such a change will however increase accuracy related challenges. The experimental 
results presented indicate that this is not significant and may not warrant the cost 
associated with the full consideration of the training set. This work also presents a number 
of comparisons with respect to reducing optimization problem size, iterations and updates.  
Lun et al. [17] also try to decrease overall training complexity and classifier categorization by 
reducing the number of support vectors. Poulet also presents an adapted LSVM formulation 
for SVM training intended to reduce overall complexity [152]. In this effort however, data 
chunking, or rather splitting the training data is applied. This aspect is similar in part to the 
approach adopted in this dissertation work. However, reliance on specialized coding 
techniques and supporting libraries, rather than adopting widely available and commodity 
approaches is considered to be a disadvantage.  
Training data is commonly represented as a set of input vectors, treated equally in terms of 
overall importance. Li et al. extend the basic SVM notion by introducing a weighting element 
to each class of email (spam or ham) [13]. An additional enhancement is achieved by 
assigning training vectors with different weights. The technique is intended to mitigate 
problems associated with imbalance. Imbalance refers to the value of each individual 
training element (instance) in relationship with the other elements within the training set. 
This can increase real world classification accuracy.  
Accuracy is also influenced by false positives. False positives have a higher associated cost in 
comparison to spam which is not identified as such. In an attempt to reduce false positives, 
a number of SVM approaches have been studied and proposed, [9][69].  False positives are 
commonly the result of limited tolerance thresholds during classification. This result in an 
increased spam capture count but also increases the number of emails classified as spam 
when they are not. 
Chiu and Huang employ a combination of SVM and Naïve Bayesian classification in their 
work [153]. Another multiple classifier based approach is discussed in [154], where the 
authors argue that simple email body content may not contain enough information for 
classification. In the proposed approach, an initial phase filters spam mail using more 
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definite information such as source and typical keywords. Hyperlinks within the email body 
are subsequently utilized to extract additional relevant features which are employed in the 
second, SVM phase of the process. This phase is employed for features which are 
considered more subjective and intended to minimize classification inaccuracy.  
Zanghirati and Zanni  [26]  propose a decomposition technique for increasing performance 
and scalability. This takes the form of splitting the overall SVM quadratic programming 
challenge into a number of smaller sub-problems, similar in part to this work. Individual 
results of each separate computation are then subsequently combined. However, the 
caching strategy of the approach heavily influences the levels of re-computation required 
for SVM convergence. Cao et al. [18] present another parallel SVM approach using MPI. A 
comparable approach is adopted by Woodsend and Gondzio  [151]. Here optimization is 
achieved by removing the dense Hessian matrix and matrix partitioning for better data 
locality. Whilst performance improvement can be achieved by MPI based parallelization, 
these approaches tend to suffer from poor scalability when heterogeneous computing 
environments are employed  [155][156].  
Do et al. [157] present an innovative variation by offloading core processing elements to a 
GPU (graphics processing unit). The experimental results show remarkable speed 
improvement when compared with traditional CPU based computation. The application of 
the GPU is also discussed and featured in the work presented in [19]. Here the authors 
consider a M/R based approach exploiting the multi-threading capabilities of graphics 
processors. The results show a decrease in processing time requirements on the order of 9 
to 35 times. A key challenge with such approaches lies in the specialized environments and 
configuration requirements.  
Capitalizing natively on the multi-core capabilities of modern day processors, Chu et al. 
[158] evaluate the performance of a number of algorithms including a M/R based SVM. 
Dual-core processor design removes most of the communication overhead incurred in 
distributed processing scenarios. The authors argue that this approach is more pragmatic for 
real world applications when compared with specialized implementations such as the one 
presented in [159] where a cascaded SVM scheme is presented. Here, each training data set 
is used as input for each SVM instance and an iterative re-training (cascading) process is 
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applied. The effectiveness of such an approach relies primarily on the number of cascade 
iterations performed. Where substantial iterations are required, the overall effectiveness 
can be reduced because the time required to combine the respective support vector sets 
cannot be discounted. This issue is also highlighted in [156].  
The consideration for personal and privacy elements in spam classification presents a 
challenge for shared training data sets. To mitigate this challenge, Xu and Zhou [160] base 
their work on a strategy which includes test samples concurrently with the training variants. 
Based on inference, the discussed Transductive SVM is intended to identify specific 
classification parameters for specific sets of input (mail). This is in contrast to solely relying 
on a singular training set. In this work, the authors take into consideration personal 
mailboxes in conjunction with global spam corpora to improve overall classification 
performance. The personal mailbox based training data is unlabelled in contrast with the 
labelled global spam corpora variant. The ability to classify spam without looking at the 
content of email also ensures increased privacy in spam filtering. This can be achieved by 
selecting a feature set based on attributes which exclude content or derivatives. Along the 
same lines, Hershkop and Stolfo [23] study the applicability of using the address, domain, 
recipient number and size characteristics as features for SVM training.  
Image based spam has been continuously on the rise. The same tendency applies for 
increased varieties of spam which include content beyond simple text. Here, the spam 
payload can be of a significant order of magnitude larger than simpler text based 
equivalents. Typical issues related to bandwidth and processing requirements for spam 
classification and filtering are subsequently amplified. Research to this extent has garnered 
considerable attention and forms the basis of numerous works including those presented by 
[161] [162] [163].  
Zou et al. present a pyramid match SVM kernel employing image histogram counts [164]. On 
the other hand, Mehta et al. employ image clustering using features such as colour, texture 
and shape of spam image as input to the SVM classifier [165]. A further increase in accuracy 
reaching 98.5% is achieved, but with a relatively small number of training samples. 
In [81] anti-spam agents collaboratively contribute towards the classification of spam. This is 
done by generating and processing representative email hash values (signatures) from 
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respective email services. Spam signatures are persisted in localized databases. These 
databases include signatures generated for locally processed email designated as spam as 
well as those exchanged by other participating agents. Should initial signature comparison 
not provide the required degree of confidence that the email is spam, subsequent SVM 
processing takes place. Spam tagged mail will have the respective signatures propagated to 
the other participants for immediate subsequent identification. The ability to employ 
numerous distributed computing resources concurrently increases performance and 
scalability potential substantially. However, the implementation suffers from elevated 
network traffic burden which is introduced during hash exchange cycles. The approach is 
also prone to denial of service attacks by instigating massive propagations of invalid or 
malicious signatures. In [21], the authors discuss how the signature exchange issue can be 
mitigated by reducing the number of updates and the problem domain size. 
3.2 The Support Vector Machine 
Various machine learning approaches exist and which can be adopted for spam filtering. In 
general, spam filtering can be considered as a text classification problem – without ignoring 
the evolving forms of payload and delivery approaches, including images and attachments. 
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) have been proven as a statistically robust machine 
learning method [15] which yields state-of-the art performance on general text classification 
[166], [11], [14], [15], [24]. Different kernel functions can also be employed for the actual 
decision function. Furthermore, SVMs have very good generalization performance. These 
attributes form the underlying motives for the preference and adoption of SVMs as a 
baseline supervised machine learning classifier for this research work, especially in a 
construct towards ensuring that the variety and velocity perspectives of the spam challenge 
are tackled. 
SVM classification is founded on the notion of ‘hyperplanes’ [24]. The ‘hyperplanes’ act as 
class segregators, such as spam or ham in the context of mail classification. Figure 3-1 shows 
an example set of SVM hyperplanes. H1 does not separate the respective classes. H2 does, 
however it does not introduce the widest separating margin, which is the case for H3. 
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Figure 3-1: SVM (Linear) separating hyperplanes 
The identification of the support vectors forms the basis of the decision function. In a linear 
separation (of classes) construct, the separation hyperplanes via Equation 3-1 and pictorially 
in Figure 3-2:  
                      
[3-1] 
                     
 
Where H1 and H2 are the planes xi   w + b = +1 and xi   w + b = -1 respectively. The points on 
the planes are the support vectors and the separating hyperplane margin is defined by d+ + 
d-, where these describe the shortest distances to the closest positive and negative points 
respectively. The distance between H1 and H2 can be described via 2/ǁwǁ. 
 
Figure 3-2: SVM (Linear) decision function 
To maximise the margin between H1 and H2, ||w|| needs to be minimized – a constrained 
optimization problem solved using a Lagrangian multiplier method described by: 
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minimize ||w||, subject to boundary condition, i.e.min f (x) s.t. g (x)=0 
[3-2] 
where f: 1/2 ||w||^2 and g: [yi (xi   w – b] -1 = 0. 
 
Where linear separation is not possible, data is mapped in higher dimensional space, via 
‘kernels’, to establish linear separation, i.e.: x  {x2, x}.  Kernel examples include Polynomial 
[K (x,y) = (x   y + 1)p ] and Radial Basis Function (Gaussians) [K (x,y) = exp{ -||x-y||2 / 2   } ] . 
3.3 MapReduce 
Various shapes and forms of distributed and parallel computing metaphors, frameworks and 
API's exist. These include Condor/MPI Condor, Open MP, Sun Grid Engine, GridGain, 
Beowulf and MapReduce amongst others. Popularized by Google and initially focused on 
high performance, Internet scale, search related challenges, MapReduce has gained a lot of 
popularity due to its simplicity, scalability and accessibility. The out of the box scalability, 
relative simplicity, fault tolerance as well as a solid distributed architecture are believed to 
make it a good candidate for an high throughput infrastructure for typical text classification 
challenges associated with spam. 
MapReduce is a parallel and distributed programming model supporting data intensive 
applications. Programmatically inspired from functional programming, at its core there are 
two primary features, namely a map and a reduce operation. From a logical perspective, all 
data is treated as a Key (K), Value (V) pair. Multiple mappers and reducers can be employed. 
At an atomic level a map operation takes a {K1, V1} pair and emits an intermediate list of 
{K2, V2} pairs. A reduce operation takes all values represented by the same key in the 
intermediate list and generates a final list.  Whilst the execution of reduce operations 
cannot start before the respective map counterparts are finished, all map and reduce 
operations run independently in parallel. Each map function executes in parallel emitting 
respective values from associated input. Similarly, each reducer processes different keys 
independently and concurrently.  
3.4 The Design of MRSMO 
The scalability of SVMs in data training still remains an open question by virtue of the 
involvement of constrained convex quadratic programming challenge associated with the 
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dense Hessian Matrix involved during optimization. In simpler terms this refers to the 
computing time required which is quadratic to the number of training data elements.  
Numerous SVM formulations, solvers and architectures for improving SVM performance 
have been explored and proposed [159], [167] including Message Passing Interface (MPI) 
based parallel approaches [152][168][15]. SVM decomposition is another technique for 
improving SVM training performance [11][25][169]. A widespread practice is to split the 
training data and use a number of SVMs to process the individual data chunks. This 
approach typically splits the training data set into a number of smaller fragments. This in 
turn reduces the individual training set size and subsequently the overall training time. Most 
forms of decomposition which are based on a data splitting strategy approach tend to suffer 
from issues including convergence and accuracy. The latter because typical SVM training is a 
global optimization problem which typically relies on the entire dataset to infer the final 
objective function. Challenges related to chunk aliasing, outlier accumulation and data 
imbalance/distribution tend to intensify problems in a distributed SVM context. Again, this 
in turn impacts generalization, accuracy and convergence. Techniques such as random 
sampling have also been shown to exhibit similar accuracy challenges because of the 
induced probability distribution variance [170].  
On the other hand, selective sampling techniques applied to SVMs try to sample the training 
data intelligently to maximize the performance of SVMs. However these normally require 
many scans of the entire data set which incur high computation overheads. Consequently, 
the scalability of SVM in dealing with large data sets still remains a challenge. The 
motivation behind this part of the dissertation work is to establish an efficient, yet simple, 
distributed SVM algorithm based on the highly scalable MapReduce framework [149] for 
large scale SVM training. The distributed SVM proposed herewith is built on the Sequential 
Minimal Optimization (SMO) algorithm [11] and implemented for MapReduce. Compared 
with MPI, the MapReduce framework is highly scalable in processing large data sets and it 
can handle node failures which are critical for long running jobs. An abstract representation 
of this approach is illustrated below. 
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Figure 3-3: MapReduce Architecture 
3.4.1 Sequential SMO 
There are numerous SVM algorithm variations and implementations, including SvmLight 
[171] LibSVM [172] and LASVM [173]. Typical SVM training is challenged by memory and 
computational requirements especially in the context of large training corpora [174]. One of 
the more popular SVM solvers is the Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) algorithm by 
virtue of its simplicity and overall effectiveness.  
The SMO algorithm tries to minimize the complexity in computation by eliminating the need 
for an iterative quadratic optimizer [15]. Recalling the basic SVM classifier which takes the 
form of f(x) = w Tx + b, as applied to ham from spam separation and which is representative 
of binary classification, the prediction takes the form of y =1 for f(x) ≥ 0 and y = -1 if f(x) < 0 
(y is the class label, ham or spam respectively). The dual representation (Lagrange 
formation) can be formulated as Equation 3-3. 
         
 
   
                [3-3] 
 
The basic SMO algorithm adopts the approach formulated in equations 3-4, 3-5, and 3-6 
towards minimizing computing resource requirements in terms of solving the SVM 
optimization problem:    
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                       [3-4] 
 
subject to 0 ≤ αi ≤ C, i=1,……, m [3-5] 
 
   
 
   
      [3-6] 
 
Where: 
• x = training elements 
• y = class labels for x 
• w = weight vector 
• b = bias threshold 
• C = correction factor 
• α = Lagrange multiplier(s) 
• m = number of elements 
Algorithm 3-1 shows the basic SMO algorithm in the form of pseudo code. 
Algorithm 3-1: Sequential SMO 
1 input: set of training data xi, corresponding labels yi, ∀ ∈ { 1…l} 
2 output: weight vector w, α array and SV 
3 initialize αi ←0, fi ← -yi, ∀{ 1…l} 
4 compute bhigh, ihigh, blow, ilow 
5 update αihigh and 
αilow 
6 repeat 
7  update fi ∀ ∈ { 1…l} 
8  compute bhigh, ihigh, blow, ilow 
9  update αihigh and 
αilow 
10 until <exit conditions>  
11 update b threshold 
12 store updated αi1 and αi2 
13 update w 
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Where: 
 x = training elements 
 y = class labels for x 
 w = weight vector 
 b = bias threshold 
 l = training data index set 
 α = Lagrange multiplier(s) 
 
In Algorithm 3-1, line 3 initializes the necessary structures, primarily the α multiplier and the 
objective function. Lines 4 – 9 show the core SMO optimization process. Every iteration is 
based on the selection and optimization of two Lagrange multipliers, subsequently the 
objective function. Line 10 checks for the exit criteria based on respective Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker conditions (KKT), summarized in Equation 3-7. Line 11 updates the bias threshold. 
αi = 0 =>  y
(i)(w Tx(i) +b) ≥ 1 
αi = C =>  y
(i)(w Tx(i) +b) ≤ 1 
0 < αi < C  =>  y
(i)(w Tx(i) +b) = 1 
[3-7] 
 
In actual implementations, multiplier selection is commonly based on heuristics. Variations 
exist, which adopt different selection strategies. Lines 12 and 13 store the Lagrange 
multipliers and update the final weight vector.   
A typical out-of-the-box SMO algorithm is inherently sequential. Iterative processes make 
use and update common, global internal structures, arrays and counters. The core 
computational effort is reflected in the processing required to come up with and perform 
the necessary identification of the respective Lagrangians [175]. This is undertaken to 
subsequently infer the required set of support vectors. This is performed alongside 
computing and updating optimality conditions and the objective function. 
The training data set size is a highly influencing factor in terms of performance. In the 
context of spam, a typical representation of the respective feature set into corresponding 
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vector form can create considerably large training corpora. These in turn need to be 
employed as input to the adopted algorithm. As already indicated, one of the more 
prevalent approaches for general distributed processing can be the partitioning of input 
data [152] [26] [159]. An important observation here is the consideration whether and to 
what degree to apply such distributed processing, i.e. for training, classification or both. The 
actual requirements differ considerably and separate avenues may well be required. In this 
work, the focus is on the former, which is the training perspective.  
An additional aspect that mandates consideration is the evaluation of batch (or offline) 
versus online SVM based classification. Furthermore, the ‘relaxed’ SVM approach similar to 
[21] can also be taken into consideration. The same context should be considered in terms 
of any pre-processing stages which may include feature selection and vector 
characterization stages. Here, numerous options are available including TF-IDF and binary 
representations for example. However further research work is required to identify which 
should be the most appropriate in the proposed context. Opportunities for the 
consideration of automated inference can also be considered, such as discussed in 
numerous works including [176] [177].  
Various MapReduce flavours and derivative implementations exist. These include Mars [28], 
Phoenix [178], Hadoop [179] and Google’s [31].  Hadoop has become one of the most 
popular implementations due to its early market accessibility and its open source nature 
which allows users to have in-depth insight of its operation. Hadoop was established as the 
implementation of choice because of such characteristics - imperative to establish and 
ensure the required degree of understanding of the behaviour and performance 
characteristics of the distributed Support Vector Machine in such a construct. This choice is 
strengthened by Hadoop’s high performance (for example, during 2008, a 900+ Hadoop 
cluster sorted 1 Terabyte of data in approximately 200 seconds [180][181]), user base and 
support. 
Applying a split training dataset approach in a Hadoop MapReduce scenario, each 
participating node can compute the objective function using the chunked data, employing 
separate distributed SVMs. These generate localized support vector sets, via associated M/R 
maps. The subsequent reduce step(s) aggregate and compute the final targets. Beside the 
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inherent performance increase potential given the high throughput possibilities of this 
approach, this can also help mitigate challenges associated with stale (in the context of 
currency) data. This can be achieved by re-training on a more frequent basis than potentially 
possible using more traditional approaches. This can keep the classifier increasingly aware 
of much wider and up-to-date intelligence. 
3.4.2 Distributed SVM with MapReduce 
A typical approach to employ distributed computing techniques for this operation is 
presented in [19]. Similar to the work presented in [18], the computation of the objective 
function (Equation 3-4) in this work is performed as a Map operation in the context of 
MapReduce. However, the parallelization of the bias computation in [18], is performed in 
such a way that each optimization iteration requires a Map operation as well as a Reduce 
operation. This approach introduces a substantial network communication overhead due to 
the large number of iterations to be performed. In the proposed approach herewith, a single 
MapReduce step is employed for each data fragment (partition) which reduces the overall 
computation and network communication overhead significantly. 
From a M/R perspective and in the context of Hadoop, the data splitting strategy reflects 
the number of MapReduce tasks that will be employed, the underlying cluster capability in 
terms of node count as well as overall training file size. Each Map task (MAP1…MAPn) will 
process the associated data chunk (DataChunk(1)…DataChunk(n)) and generate a respective set of 
Support Vectors (SVset(1) … SVset(n)). For optimal performance, the number of of data chunks 
should be a reflection of the number of task slots available on the Hadoop MapReduce 
cluster. In this particular scenario, these are then forwarded to a single Reducer (REDUCE1) 
which will contribute the respectively aggregated Support Vector Set (SV), weight (w) and 
bias (b) elements of the global SVM to a final learned model. Given that the focus herewith 
is a linear SVM model [182], in our prototype, the aggregation of the weight (w) and bias (b) 
elements are performed using a sum and average strategy respectively.  
In a linear SVM, an optimal hyperplane is the one with the maximum margin of separation 
between the two classes, where the margin is the sum of the distances from the hyper-
plane to the closest data points of each of the two classes. SVMs have been shown to be 
adaptable to the Kearns statistical query model and associated summation form, and thus fit 
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well into the MapReduce framework [158][183]. Adopting a sum/average strategy for 
establishing the global weight vector and bias is thus both computationally light from an 
algorithmic perspective and recognized to be accurate [158].  
From a M/R perspective, this strategy also allows for aggregation via a single Reducer, 
decreasing M/R framework overhead. The final output will be used as the final classification 
model including the necessary information for the objective function to be able to classify 
unseen data. A high level pictorial representation of this approach is shown in Figure 3-4. 
Each Map can run on different nodes within the MapReduce cluster. The number of 
concurrent tasks each nodes support is configurable. 
 
Figure 3-4: Aggregation of SVM process. 
Algorithm 3-2 presents the distributed SMO based on the sequential one described in [11] 
and the outcome of similar work within the same research group [184] [185] [186]. The map 
segment of the algorithm is basically the same as the original SMO algorithm except that it 
is applied for each participating mapper. The primary difference lies in the ways that the 
global b threshold (bglobal) and weight vector (wglobal) are computed via the reducer, using an 
average and sum strategy respectively as described in the pseudo code.   
Algorithm 3-2: MapReduce based distributed SMO 
1 MAPi ∀j ∈ { …d t chunk} 
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2 input: set of training data xi, corresponding labels yi, ∀ ∈ { 1…l} 
3 output: weight vector wi, αi array, bi and SV 
4 initialize αi ←0, fi ← -yi, ∀{ 1…l} 
5 compute bhigh, ihigh, blow, ilow 
6 update αihigh and 
αilow 
7 repeat 
8  update fi ∀ ∈ { 1…l} 
9  compute bhigh, ihigh, blow, ilow 
10  update αihigh and 
αilow 
11 until <exit conditions> 
12 update bi bias term threshold 
13 store updated αi1 and αi2 
14 update wi 
15 REDUCE 
16  input: set of MAPi weight vectors wi, ∀j ∈ { 1…datachunk}, set of MAPi 
bias bi, ∀j ∈ { 1…datachunk}  
17 output: global weight vector wi, average b and SV 
18 compute bglobal =            
    
   / Mapj 
19 compute wglobal =            
    
    
 
where: 
 Mapj = MapReduce Map 
 Datachunk = training data associated with Mapj 
 x = training elements, y = class labels for x 
 wj = local (Mapj) weight vector  
 bj = local (Mapj) b threshold 
 l = training data index set 
 αj = Lagrange multiplier(s) 
 bglobal = global b threshold 
 wglobal = global weight vector 
In Algorithm 3-2, for each Datachunk a Map (Mapj) operation is performed. In this context, 
line 4 initializes the necessary structures, primarily the α multipliers and the objective 
function. Lines 5 – 10 portray the SMO optimization process. Iterations are based on the 
selection and optimization of two Lagrange multipliers, subsequently the objective function. 
Line 11 checks for the respective exit conditions, whilst line 12 updates the bias threshold 
accordingly. For actual implementations, multiplier selection is frequently based on 
approaches such as heuristics, albeit strategies vary with specific implementations. Lines 13 
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and 14 store the Lagrange multipliers and update the local weight vector for the specific 
map (Mapj).  
In contrast with the sequential SMO algorithm presented in [11], two additional steps using 
the reduce phase of the MapReduce prototype are performed. Basically, the reducer takes 
the following steps: 
1. Performs an average computation on all respective b outputs emitted by the 
individual Map (Mapj) operations => bglobal (Line 18) 
2. Performs a sum operation on the weight vectors emitted by the respective Map 
(Mapj) operations => wglobal (Line 19) 
3. Performs the above two steps to generate the global b and weight vector for 
subsequent classification. 
Weka’s SMO [56] implementation as a baseline solver has been employed. For this part of 
the work the focus is on linear SVMs, although the approach can be easily extended and 
applied to non-linear variants as well. The base SMO algorithm is decomposed and re-
structured to benefit from MapReduce. Each MapReduce map processes and associated 
data chunk in its entirety.  
The output of each map process is the localized (per data chunk) SVM weight vector 
(Algorithm 3-2: wj) and the bias (Algorithm 3-2: bj) threshold. The primary role of the 
associated Reduce phase is to compute the global weight vector (Algorithm 3-2: wglobal) by 
summing the individual maps weight vectors. The bias thresholds from each map output are 
averaged by the respective reduce phase (Algorithm 3-2: bglobal). More formally, each 
individual Mapj is the partial weight vector and the value of b for the respective Datachunk 
partition (Equation 3-8): 
 
[3-8] 
 
 The global weight vector is computed via the Reducer by summing all partial weight vectors 
from each respective mapper (Equation 3-9) as well as averaging all b values for all 
Datachunk (Equation 3-10). The value of b is also handled by the reducer which averages the 
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value of b across the partitions/mappers. To calculate the SVM output, the global weight 
vector and the value b are required (Equation 3-11): 
 
[3-9] 
 
 
[3-10] 
 
           [3-11] 
 
Figure 3-5: Reducer aggregation of individual, distributed SVM output. 
For a non-linear SVM [187], each mapper's output would be the alpha array for the 
respective local partition and the value of b. The Reducer would join the partial alpha arrays 
to produce the global alpha array. As with the linear SVM approach, the reducer deals with 
the value of b averaging its value of across partitions. 
In this respect, from a time complexity perspective, the original single sequential 
representation, i.e. O(m2n) can now be contextualized in a MapReduce environment and 
expressed as (Equation 3-12): 
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O ( ( m2n / S )+n log ( S ) ) [3-12] 
where: 
 n = the dimension of the input 
 m = the training samples 
 S = the number of MapReduce nodes 
Whilst as already stated SVM training is typically a global optimization problem and training 
an SVM by splitting the input data may reduce the overall accuracy [188], the empirical 
results identified and presented herewith further on demonstrate that real world accuracy 
degradation is minimal in this context using MRSMO. Furthermore, by virtue of the high 
performance infrastructure provided by a typical MapReduce framework, re-training the 
model with less concern to the timing and processing elements (without ignoring them), 
should this be necessary to increase accuracy, is much simpler. One can also perhaps 
consider adopting an overall strategy that targets training speed rather than accuracy as the 
primary focus.  
To further (or adopt a different approach) mitigate to a certain degree the accuracy 
challenge, multiple MapReduce passes can also be considered and performed. In this 
context the output, which will have the final set of support vectors can be used as inputs for 
another MapReduce pass. Another avenue which can be explored is classifier combining, 
whereby different learning algorithms are applied during a phased approach. Output based 
on one type of training scheme can be employed subsequently as input to other different 
training methods. This approach is similar to that discussed in [189]. Other approaches 
including those based on incremental schemes but employ a singular approach can also be 
considered, as discussed in [190].   
3.5 Experiments and Results 
An appropriate spam dataset was required to be able to perform the required experiments. 
Table 3-1 presents a number of spam sources available for public scrutiny. The column 
designated type in Table 3-1 represents the corpus type – namely whether it is based on 
Text (T) or Images (I).  
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Table 3-1: Spam Corpora Examples 
Corpus Location Type Year 
Enron-Spam http://www.aueb.gr/users/ion/data/enron-spam/  T 2006 
SpamBouncer http://www.spambouncer.org/downloads/spamdata.shtml  T 2006 
SpamBase http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Spambase  T 1999 
ECUE http://www.comp.dit.ie/sjdelany/dataset.htm  T 1999 
Ling-Spam http://www.aueb.gr/users/ion/data/lingspam_public.tar.gz T N/A 
TREC 2006 http://plg.uwaterloo.ca/~gvcormac/treccorpus06/ T 2006 
TREC 2007 http://plg.uwaterloo.ca/~gvcormac/treccorpus07/ T 2007 
ImageSpam http://www.cs.jhu.edu/~mdredze/datasets/image_spam/ I 2007 
Princeton http://www.cs.princeton.edu/cass/spam/ I 2007 
CCERT http://www.ccert.edu.cn/spam/sa/datasets.htm  T 2005 
SpamAssassin http://spamassassin.apache.org/publiccorpus/ T 2003 
 
For most of the experiments carried out herewith, the SpamBase [191] dataset was 
employed. This is a multivariate dataset containing 4601 mail instances and formulated as a 
series of 58 attributes or feature representations (independent variables, xi in Equation 3-4). 
These are mostly derived from character or word frequencies that describe the original mail 
message content. Around 40% of the dataset is spam.  
The overall SpamBase structure is described below: 
Table 3-2: SpamBase structure 
 
48 real attributes which represent the percentage of words in the e-mail that match specific words 
 
6 real attributes which represent the percentage of characters in the e-mail that match specific characters 
 
1 real attribute which describes the average length of uninterrupted sequences of capital letters 
 
1 integer attribute of type describing the length of longest uninterrupted sequence of capital letters 
 
1 integer attribute reflecting the total number of capital letters in the e-mail 
 
1 nominal {0,1} class attribute designating whether the e-mail was considered spam (1) or not (0)  
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A SpamBase instance takes the following basic form: 
 
0,0.64,0.64,0,0…………………………………………..0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.778,0,0,3.756,61,278,1 
 
 
The last identifier is the nominal class label which designates whether the email represents 
ham or spam – this is the dependent variable (y in Equation 3-4). In the experiments 
involving this data set carried out herewith, the entire feature set was employed during 
respective tests. 
A number of experiments were carried out to identify the accuracy and efficiency of the 
distributed SMO when compared with the sequential counterpart. Weka’s default SMO 
parameters were employed, namely c (complexity) set to 1.0, epsilon (round-off error 
epsilon) set to 1.0E-12, Polynomial Kernel. For file splits for which the training instances are 
less than the original number of instances in the entire dataset, Weka’s resampling 
(weka.filters.unsupervised.instance.Resample) without replacement filter feature was 
employed, varying Weka’s resample filter samplePercentSize parameter accordingly. For the 
rest, i.e., where the total number of instances is greater than what is available in the original 
training file, Weka’s re-sampling with replacement was employed. The approach adopted to 
come up with testing instances (unseen data, known but unsupplied label, for model 
accuracy validation) was also based on the resampling approach. Approximately 200 
instances were employed for the accuracy tests outlined - the same set was employed for 
both the sequential as well as the distributed SMO tests. 
A baseline experiment to identify the sequential SMO performance using the SpamBase 
dataset on a typical desktop machine was performed. The desktop machine configuration is 
shown in Table 3-3. 
Table 3-3: Desktop configuration 
Hardware Environment 
Processors & Ram Intel 2.33 GHz Dual Core, with 2GB Ram 
Software Environment 
SVM Weka 3.6.0 on Ubuntu 9.10 
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3.5.1 Performance of the Sequential SMO 
The original dataset was split into a number of smaller sub-sets and extended to create 
larger input data sets where required, using the methodology described earlier. Weka’s 
SMO classification scheme was employed [56], using a number of unlabelled instances and 
varying the number of training instances. Figure 3-6 shows the processing times of the 
sequential SMO algorithm during training.  
3.5.2 Accuracy of Sequential SMO  
From Figure 3-6, it can observed that the number of training instances varied from 204 to 
128,000 with the training time ranging from 1 second to 563 seconds. Based on the 4601 
instances of the SpamBase dataset, a varying training input size ranging from 204 and 
128,000 training instances was employed.  The sequential test failed when an attempt with 
327,750 elements was performed. Respective accuracy ranged from a minimum of 82.04% 
correct to a maximum of 94.03% correct as shown in Figure 3-7. 
 
 
Figure 3-6: Sequential SMO training time 
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Figure 3-7: Accuracy of the Sequential SMO 
 
3.5.3 Efficiency of Distributed SMO 
In a second experiment, the approach taken for the sequential SMO was re-modelled for 
testing on a MapReduce Hadoop cluster. The SMO algorithm provided in Weka was 
extended, configured and packaged as a MapReduce job.  
Each Map launches an instance of the Weka SMO (SMO.java package) on respective 
participating node. The actual MRSMO implementation is an extension of this 
implementation with the added functionality required by Hadoop MapReduce. This includes 
the ability to serialize, via Hadoop’s MapReduce API’s ‘Writable’ interface, the individual 
distribute SMO models bias and weight vectors to HDFS. This is required to provide the 
Reducer with the opportunity to iteratively go through the individual distributed SMO’s 
output and perform the respective individual model aggregation. This is done by reading the 
corresponding models output serialized by the Map operations. The Hadoop cluster was 
configured with the resources as shown in Table 3-4. 
Table 3-4: Hadoop cluster configuration 
Hardware Environment 
 CPU RAM 
Node 1 & 2 Intel Core Duo 2 GB 
Node 3 Intel Quad Core 4 GB 
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Node 4 Virtual Machine on Node 3 512 MB 
Software Environment 
SVM Weka 3.6.0 (SMO) 
O/S, Hadoop and Java Ubuntu 9.10, Hadoop 0.20 with JDK 1.6 
 
The time required to train the SMO sequentially using 128,000 instances on a single 
computer node was ≈ 563 seconds whilst the distributed SMO took ≈ 134 seconds using the 
experimental Hadoop cluster with 4 computer nodes. Figure 3-10 compares the efficiency of 
the sequential SMO in training with that of the distributed SMO using a varying number of 
nodes.  
3.5.4 Hadoop MapReduce Speedup and Efficiency 
Figure 3-8 portrays the speedup of the MapReduce approach compared with the sequential 
counterpart using an increasing data set size and number of participating nodes. The 
diagram shows that the MapReduce environment is more effective when the number of 
instances increases as well as the number of MapReduce nodes increases.   
 
Figure 3-8: Hadoop MapReduce Speedup 
Whilst speedup continues to improve with the increasing number of participating nodes, 
Figure 3-9 shows that with this particular experiment setup (nodes and number of training 
instances) efficiency is at best using a combination of 2 nodes and 128,000 instances.  
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Figure 3-9: Hadoop MapReduce Efficiency 
3.5.5 Accuracy of distributed SMO 
Figure 3-11 shows that the accuracy of the distributed SMO using 4 MapReduce nodes is 
comparable to that of the sequential one. Using the global b and weight vectors obtained 
through a MapReduce classifier training run which employed ≈ 4600 instances, the average 
accuracy of the distributed SMO was ≈ 88% correct in classification. For the case of 327,750 
instances, the accuracy was ≈ 92% correct in classification. 
 
Figure 3-10: Performance of the distributed SMO 
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Figure 3-11: Accuracy of distributed SMO 
Table 3-5 provides an overall performance comparison between the sequential SMO 
running on 1 computer and the distributed SMO running in a cluster of 4 MapReduce 
computers. 
Table 3-5: The performance of the distributed SVM using 4 MapReduce nodes. 
 Sequential MapReduce Average (based on 8 mappers) 
Correctly Classified ≈ 94.03 % ≈ 92.04 % 
Incorrectly Classified ≈ 5.97 % ≈ 7.96 % 
128,000 instances (training time in 
seconds) 
≈ 563 s ≈ 134 s 
 
3.5.6 Scalability of the distributed SMO 
Given an appropriate number of processing nodes and map tasks, training the SVM using 
the proposed MapReduce approach evidently reduces training time considerably. This also 
provides increased scope for possible re-training. The accuracy of the distributed SMO is 
comparable to that of the sequential approach. Furthermore, Hadoop MapReduce has 
shown a near linear scalability for batch type jobs [192] [193].  
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Figure 3-12 shows the basic throughput of the distributed SMO in terms of the number of 
training elements processed per second with respect to the increase in number of 
processing nodes.  The training dataset constituted of 327,750 elements. From the 
performance shown in Figure 3-12, it can be observed that the distributed SMO training also 
presents a near linear performance in spam filtering. 
 
Figure 3-12: The scalability of the distributed SMO 
3.5.7 HSIM 
In order to evaluate further and confirm or otherwise this work in terms of scalability, HSim 
[194] was employed – a simulator designed and developed within the same research group 
carried out in this research work - to simulate the performance of the distributed 
MapReduce. In this work’s context, it has been employed to evaluate the performance of 
the distributed SVM algorithm using a significant number of participating nodes.  
The performance figures established during the experimental tests were used to establish a 
simulator configuration baseline. Subsequently, the underlying baseline parameters to 
replicate the same performance characteristics as close as possible, were tuned.  Figure 3-
13 shows the comparative performance characteristics of the experimental cluster and the 
HSim simulator.  
The overall throughput and behaviour characteristic of the simulator are considered to be 
representative of the physical cluster counterpart [194]. 
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Figure 3-13: Experimental and Simulator Performance Baseline Indicators 
 
Based on this configuration, a series of HSim based simulation runs and experiments were 
carried out to study the potential behaviour of the SMO MapReduce algorithm using 
different simulated cluster configurations. Key observations and outcomes of these 
simulation runs are presented in the following set of figures, namely from Figure 3-14 to 
Figure 3-17. 
 
Figure 3-14: Varying the number of input files and size 
 
Figure 3-14 shows the time (in seconds) employed to process 47.5 and 475 MB of training 
input data respectively, split across 570 and 285 input file sets and applying a varying 
number of processing nodes, namely between 4 and 100. Each node employed 2 mappers. 
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Figure 3-15: Doubling the CPU speed 
Figure 3-15 illustrates the time (in seconds) to process 47.5 and 475 Mb of training input 
data respectively, split across 570 input file sets as in the experiment presented in Figure 3-
14, but doubling the simulated processor performance. 
 
 
Figure 3-16: Increasing the number of reducers 
Figure 3-16 presents the simulated performance characteristics of the algorithm using an 
increasing number of reducers. Given the approach adopted in the actual implementation, 
namely, there is only one single Reducer required (explicitly set by MRSMO) to perform the 
individual distributed SVM output aggregation, having more than one Reducer is ineffective. 
The simulation experiment shows that increasing the number of Reducers will actually result 
in a degradation of performance – this is due to associated management overhead from a 
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Hadoop M/R perspective. Figure 3-17 shows the aggregated simulated performance 
increase of the proposed distributed SMO algorithm as the number of nodes increases.  
 
 
Figure 3-17: Hadoop M/R SVM simulated scalability 
The primary observations from the simulation runs demonstrate that increasing the number 
of participating nodes significantly reduces the processing time correspondingly. The same 
applies to increasing raw CPU performance. It has also been observed that the greater the 
training input size (file/s), in conjunction with appropriate number of mappers, achieves 
better throughput when compared to smaller yet more numerous input file sets. A key 
influencer here is the reduced disk I/O to CPU utilization ratio - maximizing CPU load is 
evidently better than employing additional disk interaction. On the other hand, the 
introduction of additional reducers does not bring any substantial benefits in the applied 
context. This is primarily due to the relatively ‘simple’ compute operations performed by 
our algorithm (namely sum, average – Algorithm 2) at this (Reducer) stage. 
3.6 Comparison with MPI 
To further assess the performance of the MapReduce based SVM, MRSMO is compared with 
the MPI based parallel SMO algorithm presented in [18]. The maximum speedup recorded 
via the MPI approach is 21 times using a 32 processor configuration. The MapReduce based 
SVM was evaluated using the same Adult dataset [195] adopted in the MPI work. This 
specific data set, containing 48,000 instances, with 14 attributes (independent variables), 
predicts whether income exceeds $50,000 per year based on census data (class label, 
dependent variable). Two sets of tests, namely using a standard Polynomial kernel and a 
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subsequent Gaussian kernel were carried out. The proposition of the experiments was to 
compare the performance of the parallel distributed approaches. Following the definitions 
presented in [18], speedup and efficiency in the context of MapReduce can be defined as 
follows: 
Speedup = Sequential SMO time / Parallel SMO time [3-13] 
Efficiency = Speedup / Number of processor cores [3-14] 
 
The configuration of the MapReduce Hadoop cluster employed for this particular set of 
experiments is shown in Table 3-6. Hadoop’s default cluster configuration and scheduling is 
employed. A single TaskTracker is employed on each node. The micro-cluster for this 
experiment set was made up of 3 physical nodes with a total of 8 CPU cores and 3 virtual 
nodes each making use of one of the physical cores as summarized below. 
Table 3-6: Hadoop configuration. 
Hardware Environment 
 CPU Cores RAM 
Node 1 & 2 Intel Core Duo 4 2 GB 
Node 3 Intel Quad Core 4 4 GB 
Node 4, 5 & 6 Virtual Machine on Node 1, 2 & respectively (Virtual) 512 MB 
Software Environment 
SVM WEKA 3.6.0 (SMO) 
OS, Hadoop and Java Ubuntu 10.04 - Hadoop 0.20.2 - JDK 1.6 
 
3.6.1 Speedup – Polynomial and Gaussian Kernels 
Figure 3-18 and Figure 3-19 present the respective speedup and efficiency results, in 
seconds and percentage improvements, over the baseline distributed SMO performance of 
the MapReduce SVM using the 2 kernels. 
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Figure 3-18: MRSMO - speedup - Polynomial Kernel 
 
Figure 3-19: MRSMO - speedup - Gaussian Kernel 
3.6.2 Efficiency – Polynomial and Gaussian Kernels 
Figure 3-20 and Figure 3-21 present the efficiency of the MapReduce SVM using the two 
kernels respectively. 
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Figure 3-20: MRSMO - efficiency - Polynomial Kernel 
 
Figure 3-21: MRSMO - efficiency - Gaussian Kernel 
3.6.3 MPI results discussion outcome 
For the MPI speedup and efficiency experiments, the number of MapReduce nodes were 
varied from 1 to 6 in conjunction with the number of input files, which were adjusted 
between 4, 8 and 16 (X axis), for a total of 48,000 instances. Each individual file split is 
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processed by a MapReduce map task. Therefore, for 4 splits, a total of 4 files containing 
48,000/4 training instances each using 4 map tasks were processed. For 16 splits, a total of 
16 files containing 48,000/16 training instances each using 16 map tasks were processed. 
The ‘red’ bars represent the number of CPU cores that the particular configuration was 
executed on. The average speedup (in seconds)  and efficiency (in percentage) improvement 
of the MapReduce based SMO algorithm using the Polynomial kernel were about 20 times 
and 4 times respectively compared with the sequential SMO. The corresponding results 
from the MapReduce SMO algorithm using Gaussian kernel were about 28 times and 5 
times.   
From these results it can be concluded that the MapReduce based SMO is more efficient 
than the MPI based approach which has an efficiency of 21/32. The primary reason for this 
is that the MapReduce based SMO fully distributes the dataset onto a number of computing 
nodes reducing the overhead in training significantly. In the MPI based approach, only the 
update computation to the farray, bup, blow, iup and ilow are performed in parallel. The rest of 
the SMO algorithm is performed sequentially on a single CPU. Furthermore, the MPI 
approach also has to deal with the overhead associated with retrieving and converging the 
global bup, blow, iup and ilow respectively. 
3.7 Summary 
This chapter presented an overview of the typical SVM algorithm, focusing on the 
Sequential Minimal Optimisation implementation. The decomposition of the typical global 
SMO optimization approach is re-constructed in a MapReduce construct with the objective 
to parallelize the algorithm. This is performed to improve the scalability as well as 
performance of the machine learning training perspective. The performance and accuracy of 
the parallel and sequential SMO is shown, illustrating that with 8 mappers and 128,000 
training instances there is a 4x improvement. The accuracy, whilst reasonable, suffers a bit – 
this is due to the data split approach for training the SVM solver.  
On the other hand, this research shows that with the MapReduce based approach, the 
scalability perspective improves quasi-linearly. The HSIM simulator is employed to provide 
further insight with respect to establishing the impact of varying the underlying M/R 
computing capabilities, identifying the effect of increased data file sizes and number of 
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nodes. A comparison and evaluation with a typical MPI based approach is also discussed in 
terms of speedup and efficiency, using the Gaussian and Polynomial Kernels for non-linear 
SVM training.  
The chapter is finalized by a discussion of work related to the application of SVM techniques 
from a general perspective as well as that which is more focused on spam filtering.  
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CHAPTER 4 – RDF Assisted Distributed SVM 
 
 
As already cited, SVM training is a global optimization problem which typically relies on the 
dataset in its entirety to infer the final objective function. As also confirmed by the 
respective MRSMO experiments in Chapter 3, training an SVM by splitting the input data set 
and working on the individual sub-sets separately, reduces the overall accuracy [188]. 
Alongside performance, accuracy of spam filters is however key. Possibilities of how the 
degradation of accuracy introduced by distributed SVM computation can be improved and 
how to possibly seek and capitalize on end user contribution to the same extent are 
explored in this chapter. Traditional ensemble approaches as well as an ontology based 
feedback loop pattern are also briefly discussed and evaluated.  
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 presents a discussion on related work. 
Section 4.2 provides an introduction and exploratory evaluation of accuracy improvement 
using traditional ensemble approaches. Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 provide the context for and 
subsequently present the ontology based feedback loop for the MRSMO’s accuracy 
improvement. Section 4.6 evaluates this improvement. Finally, section 4.7 summarises the 
key elements of this chapter. 
4.1 Related Work 
The incorporation of domain knowledge facilitates, improves automated filtering processes 
as well as increases the scope for classification accuracy in the context of spam filter training 
and classification. By virtue of the inherent increased ‘readability’ and ‘expressiveness’ 
elements, ontologies can provide end users with wider opportunities in terms of better 
understanding and subsequently contribution towards improving spam filtering.  
In this work, SPONTO acts as an RDF based enabling feedback loop base for the training and 
classification processes. Whilst the approach is similar, this work contrasts with that 
presented in [104] where the ontology itself is employed for classification. Furthermore, in 
this work the focus is on the high throughput SVM classifier training scheme rather than the 
ontology. The latter is employed specifically for accuracy improvement. This enables the 
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proposed approach to scale - velocity and volume are key characteristics of the modern 
spam challenge and which are not considered nor tackled in the construct presented in 
[104]. In the work presented [103], ontology semantics are on the other hand employed to 
reflect more appropriately user preferences. Putting greater emphasis on the 
personalization aspect increases the perceived usability greatly. In this respect, the authors 
propose an adaptive ontology for email filtering using a J48 decision tree based approach 
based on a pre-trained WEKA model. This model is subsequently translated into an RDF 
based ontology representation, similar to this work. Jena is also employed for the 
generation of the actual ontology from the WEKA decision tree model – basically, the RDF 
representation of the WEKA decision tree is used as Jena input for ontology generation. The 
ontology representation generated by Jena subsequently provides a number of assertions 
which are subsequently employed to classify email as spam or ham. This is in contrast with 
the work proposed in this dissertation whereby the ontology dimension is specifically 
employed for intelligence augmentation. In this proposed work, the actual spam filter 
training is performed using the proposed, distributed SVM - believed and shown to be highly 
scalable and offering performance characteristics that cannot be easily achieved using 
traditional sequential training schemes. 
In their work designated “On Enhancing the Performance of Spam Mail Filtering System 
Using Semantic Enrichment” [196], the authors expose the common cold start issues related 
to traditional classification such as Bayesian. The authors highlight the problems associated 
with emails where there are few key terms that can be employed for the analysis and 
subsequent classification processes. The work proposed subsequently presents an approach 
towards the generation of concepts from emails. In this approach, concepts are 
characterized by typical term occurrence or frequency. A set of sub-concepts or candidate 
concepts are computed and associated with each concept. The measure of candidate 
concept (sub-concepts) similarity is performed by calculating respective term vector cosine 
similarity. This provides the opportunity to improve the classification of email with few 
terms by enriching key concepts with associated sub-concepts. Specifically with respect to 
the classification dimension, the proposed work focuses on Bayes classification and its 
challenge related to limited number of terms. Unfortunately, as presented, there is no 
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discussion of practical, real-world performance evaluation nor comparison with other 
classification schemes and approaches in terms of scalability and overall effectiveness. 
A slightly different approach and associated set of considerations are discussed in [197]. 
Here, the authors present a discussion on two key different perspectives for spam filtering 
enhancement or enrichment. The first consideration is performed at infrastructure level. 
The second perspective looks at the application dimension. First, multiple filters based on 
ensemble learning [198] are considered and adopted. In this work, filtering is implemented 
using a derivative of the two-phase ensemble learning algorithm. From an application 
perspective, an approach referred to as operable email is studied. Operable email in the 
presented context refers to a number of key research dimensions intended for the 
application of intelligent, agent based applications. These can perform sophisticated 
knowledge based tasks in an autonomous fashion on behalf of their users such as the one 
presented, Email Centric Intelligent Personal Assistant (ECIPA). There is however little detail 
of how the operable email actually works.  It is also understood that the recommended 
approach requires considerable changes to the overall email ecosystem to be able to 
achieve its effectiveness – something which poses a number of challenges in terms of 
acceptance and adoption from the wider email service provider and user community.  
In [102], the authors consider and discuss the challenge related to the personal element of 
spam as well – an email which is spam to someone may be considered and treated as 
perfectly legitimate to someone else. As discussed earlier, this amplifies the need towards 
ensuring the necessary degree of user control in terms of preference. A combination of 
Bayesian and ontology approaches are considered for email classification in this work. Once 
again, ontology space is used for user preference formalization by introducing concepts 
including white list, categories and keywords. A category per user association is introduced. 
This feature provides the ability to identify and correlate the type of content and associated 
categories that the recipient normally expects from a particular sender (or set of senders). 
The initial relationship between the keywords that relate to specific categories is based on 
weights. These weights are used in identifying the probability that a typical keyword belong 
to a particular category. Subsequently, Bayesian classification is applied for actually 
classifying the mail by computing the probability of the email content belonging to a 
particular category. This biggest advantage of this approach is the inherent simplicity to 
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integrate with current approaches. The biggest challenge remains however where different 
personalized filters exist for a large user base. Scalability becomes a challenging prospect 
where the complexity and size of individual personalized filtering increases significantly.  
Concept extraction and identification is a challenging process, both manually and even more 
so automatically. A very interesting approach for automated identification and extraction of 
concepts is described by Yang and Callan in [199]. This is achieved by means of a number of 
techniques including nominal n-gram text mining from input corpora. Exact and near 
duplicate candidate concepts identification (based on tokenization), part-of-speech tagging 
as well as clustering techniques are also employed. Basically, ontological concepts are 
created via the identification of hypernym relationships using WordNet. Ontology hierarchy 
is created using a modified K-mediods clustering algorithm. Concept naming is tackled 
rather interestingly as well. Google search is employed in this respect – a set of current 
concepts are submitted to the search engine as a single comma delimited string. Term 
frequency identification is applied on the top 10 returned results snippets and the most 
common word in this respect is selected as a new concept. The results described provide an 
interesting insight on the accuracy that can be achieved in this respect. Taghva et al [200] 
tackle the identification of features using a different, ontology based approach – this not in 
the specific construct of spam filtering however. This approach presented is however, in 
part, similar to the approach researched in this dissertation work – a specifically built 
ontology forms the basis of the presented CLIPS based inference approach. The CLIPS 
instances represent emails. Together with the respective class ontology definitions 
generated, instances are employed for feature set identification. In turn these are employed 
as a training set base for a Bayesian classification scheme. Whilst this work is not 
contextualised in a spam filtering construct as already indicated, scalability in a spam filter 
training and filtering scenarios are fundamental. As proposed, the CLIPS and Bayesian based 
approach are not believed to be able to perform to the same levels of performance and 
scalability of the work presented in this dissertation if they were considered for such 
application. 
Concept drift is an acknowledged challenge in model learning tasks [201]. The work 
presented by Han et al [202] focuses on concept drift and adaptive learning from a spam 
filtering perspective. This reflects the standpoint that users may change their opinion with 
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respect to interest and subsequently classification of certain mail types. Similar in part to 
[102], this work considers and employs end user actions and interaction characteristics to 
augment intelligence and identify user preference for spam classification. To further 
increase accuracy, the authors also study and analyse end user’s intent with respect to 
actions undertaken. Founded on statistical correlation between terms within text corpora 
and intended to mitigate lexical matching challenges as well as concept drift, latent 
semantic indexing is basically a modified Support Vector Machine Kernel. Single Value 
Decomposition is applied to the entire source corpora to estimate respective term usage, 
alongside additional steps to control various non-representative influencing factors. This 
approach is applied by [203] in the work titled “Using Latent Semantic Indexing to Filter 
Spam”. The author compares precision and recall using traditional approaches and one 
which employs LSI, with an interesting outcome especially with respect to spam 
classification recall. The basic challenge here remains, as indicated by the work itself, the 
semantic base which is subject to reconstruction when additional source content needs to 
be introduced. Similar to [103] and [196], in [204], the authors propose the use of semantic 
alongside syntactic techniques towards spam filtering. The objective is to reduce user 
involvement for spam filtering updating. By integrating user interest and representing it as 
ontology, the approach links content type based on interest and which is expected to be 
received from the recipient. Scores are attributed to emails which relate to whether there is 
a relationship between the sender and expected content and interest.  
A noticeable increase in the number of spam messages that employ images to deliver their 
message has become apparent. The rise of image based spam further increased the interest 
in considering alternative approaches to how this new mutation can be possibly controlled, 
including those presented in [162] [163]. Image spam inflicts even greater problems in terms 
of processing power and bandwidth requirements – subsequently incurring even greater 
cost. The work presented in “Using Visual and Semantic features for anti-spam filtering” 
[205] takes this consideration from an ontology perspective. The key techniques applied 
include latent dirchlet analysis [206], latent semantic analysis and indexing [207] as well as 
optical character recognition. Hsia and Chen describe another approach for image based 
spam detection [105]. In this work, a scheme based on exploiting hidden topics within 
images is employed. These ‘latent’ topics are identified and subsequently employed as 
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training input for a binary classifier. The authors describe a probabilistic approach to infer 
hidden semantic meanings that are represented as images. In [99], the image element of 
spam representation is tackled using a traditional approach, based on optical character 
recognition. Term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) feature set selection is 
applied. Additional processing is performed for converting the model generated via the 
machine learning scheme adopted using Weka to RDF (Resource Description Framework), 
similar in part to this work. This step is employed to be able to generate the required 
ontologies, subsequently employed to create custom user filters.   
4.2 Ensemble Approaches 
Various techniques can be applied in a machine learning construct to improve classifier 
accuracy. Ensemble schemes provide one such opportunity in this respect [64] [65]. Bagging 
and boosting approaches for example are statistically known to improve accuracy in general. 
However, the degree of actual accuracy improvement (or degradation rate) largely depends 
on the context [66]. Context influencers include classification algorithms, parameterization 
as well as dataset properties.  
To explore initial possibilities in this regard, an extension to the prototype was applied and a 
simple experiment to identify any immediate improvements using the proposed M/R 
approach and the SpamBase dataset was performed. Any overall accuracy improvement 
would have to be considered in the context of any increased computational complexity 
introduced by the respective processes.  
Two sets of tests were performed. One based on Weka’s bagging (sampling with 
replacement) method and the other on SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Over Sampling 
Technique). Bagging [208] involves the random generation of training sets and combining 
subsequent classifications using the same base classifier. SMOTE [209] focuses on the over-
sampling of both minority and majority class. For these tests, 8 input splits (files) were 
employed using the entire 4600 base instances of the SpamBase data set.  
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Figure 4-1: The effect of Bagging and SMOTE 
Figure 4-1 portrays the outcome of the basic evaluation of the application of SMOTE and 
Bagging. In this exploratory experiment, the distributed MapReduce SMO classifier was 
seeded with a 100%, 120% and 160% training set over-sample spread across the 8 input 
splits to evaluate the influence on accuracy using both techniques. The results indicate that 
in this particular context the recorded accuracy diminished slightly.  
Using bootstrap aggregation, the distributed SMO classifier achieved a maximum accuracy 
of 85.7%, reduced to 52.45% when the sampling with replacement target was set to 160%. 
The corresponding figures for the SMOTE based approach where 85.96% and 80.87% 
respectively. Accuracy degradation could be partly influenced by the number of instances 
evaluated, data and ensemble sizes. These factors have the potential to negatively impact 
SVM learning when using ad-hoc ensemble techniques. Accuracy in this context is also 
influenced by the current bias and weight aggregation approach in the respective Reducer 
phase of MapReduce. 
4.3 Ontology  
The formal modelling, specification and representation of real world elements as a set of 
inter-linked concepts within a domain describe basic ontology. Each individual concept 
represented and any inter-relationships within the ontology are fundamentally 
unambiguous. The semantics of ontology are commonly organized in a hierarchical fashion. 
The ontology hierarchy employs a relationship basis whereby represented concepts in the 
ontology domain are associated using an “IS-A” relationship between each other. Beside 
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real world objects, ontology hierarchy also reflects and represents events and properties 
that describe the real world model. Ontologies also describe a number of facts or axioms. 
They also provide varying degrees of automated ‘reasoning’. Reasoners and validators are 
an important facet to ontology development and application. The intelligence of inferring 
additional logical outcomes and facts is achieved with reasoners. Different types of 
reasoners exist, the more popular being those based on description logic – OWL DL for 
example is based on SHIQ Description Logic [210]. Others are based on probabilistic 
variants. Popular implementations of description logic reasoners include F-OWL, FACT, 
Jena/Jena2, OLWP, Euler, Pellet, Kaon2, OWLIM and SESAME. A number of comparison 
studies looking at the various characteristics and performance of reasoners have also been 
carried out [211].  Beyond reasoners, semantic validation, hence validators, then deal with 
the consistency, logic and quality control perspectives and requirements of ontologies 
respectively. Key semantic validation efforts are described in [212].  
4.4 Assisting MRSMO’s accuracy with RDF  
The application of ontology and semantics in the context of spam filtering can assist in the 
definition and understanding of spam in a better and more formal way. The ability to 
exchange intelligence and subsequently the potential for machines to process it in a formal 
and interoperable fashion provides numerous opportunities. Annotating email messages 
with metadata also brings numerous benefits including supplemented intelligence, context 
richness and formalization. This increases the scope for collaborative spam filtering 
information exchange noticeably. 
As indicated in chapter 2, the majority of ontology based work identified during this 
research and in this particular research context and scope, tends to be inclined towards the 
application of ontology based techniques for the description and representation of user 
preferences. This is believed to be primarily due to the simplicity of the approach as well as 
the contributed effectiveness towards improving spam filtering from an end user 
perspective.  
The key challenge with user dependent or focused ontology creation is the complexity of 
the process itself. The ability to understand ontology creation and equally importantly 
providing simple intuitive tools for the end user to be able to actually develop them is not a 
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trivial matter. The same applies to the expressiveness of the ontologies. OWL is not always 
considered expressive enough for some applications for example [213]. The respective 
learning curve required from an end user perspective should not be underestimated. 
“Reasoning is hard” [213] as well, as are complexities associated with scale. Where 
automated ontology formation is applied, beside the actual complexity of the algorithms 
involved, one must also keep in mind the scale of the computing requirements which may 
be required. This is in terms of actually creating preliminary ontologies and perhaps more 
importantly to keep them up to date. Vocabulary sizes and ensuring the necessary degree of 
focus are also important facets that need to be kept in consideration. 
To date, there does not seem to be a standard ontology for email and spam representation. 
Furthermore, separate initiatives have a tendency to end up in the development of 
distinctive ontologies. This creates challenging situations with respect to ontological 
interoperability requirements. Generally speaking, ontology based interoperability is not 
trivial by any measure [106]. In the context of spam this becomes further amplified given 
the subjectivity aspects when applied in a global sense.  
Spam filtering effectiveness can be increased via a combination of end user focus and 
contribution, as well as the consideration for large scale classification of email. Spam and 
spammers techniques evolve continuously over time to circumnavigate filtering. It thus 
becomes critical to ensure that a corresponding effort towards evolving and tuning of spam 
filtering approaches is applied. One way to achieve this is via a combination of high 
performance spam filter training algorithms as well as non-intrusive, simple RDF based 
intelligence augmentation schemes which allow the users to contribute and influence the 
spam filtering process outcome quality accordingly. 
4.5 RDF Based Feedback Loop 
Spam filtering approaches in terms of the actual decision making process varies. One can 
however note a number of typical, multi-level approaches in this respect. These include mail 
source, header and content. The first is not directly related to the email itself but rather to 
the propagation sources. Header and content analysis form the basis of most intelligence 
applied during classification.  
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A number of key perspectives are scrutinized and respective logic applied on them. These 
include, header formatting, source blacklisting, mail routing, header keywords, spam 
keywords and / or phrases in content or body, image content analysis, malformed URL’s, 
text to HTML to image ratios and a number of others. An initial prototype ontology to 
describe the email domain in the context of spam classification, focusing on the SpamBase 
dataset as a baseline, has been explored. In order to improve the overall classification 
accuracy of the distributed SMO algorithm presented earlier, it is extended with an RDF 
based, feedback loop process.  
As presented in [214], designated SPONTO (short for SPamONTOlogy), the prototype 
ontology is based on 3 primary concepts, namely Email, Ham and Spam respectively. Jena 
and Pellet for ontology manipulation and verification are employed. Evaluated via the Pellet 
reasoner [215], the current basic prototype ontology structure exhibits the following core 
proprieties described in Table 4-1: 
Table 4-1: SPONTO - core properties. 
Property Value 
Owl Profile OWL 2.0 EL 
DL Expressivity AL(D) 
Axioms 193 
Logical Axioms 128 
Classes 3 
Data Properties 62 
 
Where: 
 OWL Profile defines the structure restrictions of the ontology 
 DL Expressivity refers to the ontology complexity in terms of reasoning, conciseness 
and ease of understanding 
 Axioms refer to logical statements that are related to the ontology roles and 
concepts 
 Classes describes the number of classes within the ontology 
 Data properties refers to the number of data properties in the ontology 
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The feedback loop is employed to re-train the distributed SMO with end user contributed 
intelligence. This is performed to mitigate the accuracy degradation challenge introduced 
with the training data file splitting strategy and respective separate SMO computation. 
SPONTO thus reflects all the basic elements presented in the SpamBase [191] dataset as 
well as additional attribute assertions.  
SPONTO is also employed to provide users with additional information in terms of mail class 
(Ham - Figure 4-2, or Spam-Figure 4-3), the classification result of the distributed SMO as 
well as support for instance weights.  
  
Figure 4-2: SPONTO ham instance 
 
Figure 4-3: SPONTO spam instance 
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Intelligence and quality improvements conveyed through the supplementary instance 
attributes via end user contribution is employed for correcting and influencing training data. 
Beyond the baseline structure (refer to Table 3-2, Pg. 60), the key, additional attributes 
exposed via the underlying RDF schema are: 
1. isMisclassified – whether the instance was classified correctly using the distributed 
SVM classification scheme. This is required to be able to provide the end user with 
the visibility of whether the instance currently being evaluated was classified 
correctly or otherwise using the distributed SVM. 
2. instanceWeight – the relative importance the distributed SVM should give in training 
the classifier. This allows the end user to increase or decrease the relative 
importance of the specific instance. 
The end user contributed intelligence supplemented training sets are subsequently 
employed for the regeneration of the classifier by the distributed SVM - Figure 4-4.  
 
Figure 4-4: RDF assisted classification process 
The key steps of the RDF feedback loop to improve the distributed SVM accuracy are as 
follows:  
 Employ split data training sets with the parallel SVM to compute and output the SVM 
classifier. 
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 Use the distributed SVM classifier to classify Ham/Spam testing set and create 
respective SPONTO instances, reflected as an RDF based graph.   
 Misclassified nodes are identified as a set of separate RDF instances.  
 Misclassified instances from the RDF based representation are automatically 
correlated, through SPARQL, with the original training set data. 
 Using a base RDF representation of SPONTO, end user contributes 
feedback/intelligence and corrects relevant instances.  
 Merge user modified instances as well as corrected classifications. 
 Re-generate the training data fragment(s) for the subsequent distributed SVM re-
training. 
 
This is represented below using pseudo code in Algorithm 4-1. 
Algorithm 4-1: RDF based enhancement of training set 
input: set of training data xi, corresponding labels yi ∀i ∈ { 1… l} 
output: set of RDF based intelligence supplemented training data yi 
1. compute SMO Model SMOi with via  MRSMO 
2. classify test data yi using SMOi 
  generate base graph BG  = {V,E} from xi 
  ∀i ∈ { 1… xi}  { 
   BG triple=createTriple(subjecti, predicatei, objecti) 
BG.addTriple(triple) 
} 
  create QueryGraph QG  = {V,E} on BG  
  execute SparQL query QR  on QG where BG.misclassified eq. true 
  create OAGraph OAG  = {V,E} with: 
   ∀ QR { 
 
 
OAG triple=createTriple(oasubjecti, oapredicatei, 
oaobjecti) 
rdfAugmentedGraph.addTriple(triple) 
  }  
3. correct/personalize instances.  
  Correct / Increase instance weights if/where appropriate on OAG 
using Protégé 
  Update BG 
4. merge modified instances as new training set  
  merge OAG  with BG 
5.  Generate RDF Assisted  OntSi  from OAG via  OAG  BG 
6. convert 
OntSi   
to yi  
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The learned model output from the distributed SVM is applied on the instances which 
require classification. For each testing instance, a new RDF instance based on the SPONTO 
construct is generated.  
RDF generation can take two different paths:  
 The first is via the extraction of instance data and generation of respective, 
automatic SPARQL query generation and correlation. This query is applied on the 
base RDF graph to identify respective misclassified elements, or optionally 
 By applying an intermediary J48 classifier. In this approach, the fact rules generated 
by the C4.5 decision tree algorithm are transformed into respective SPARQL queries. 
This approach provides a degree of classification outcome ‘cross checking’ – 
between the distributed SMO learned model and the J48 classifier. Once again 
however, the respective queries are executed on the base RDF graph to identify 
misclassified elements. 
In either approach, misclassified nodes are identified as a set of final RDF instances. The 
misclassified instances from the RDF based representation are automatically correlated, 
through SPARQL [216], with the original training instances and the latter presented to the 
end-user.  
Users can subsequently contribute feedback, preference and intelligence by increasing 
individual training instance weights, removing instances or modifying instance classification 
outcomes etc. For this work, the actual contribution and influencing step is performed 
manually, with the intent however that for future work this will be changed as indicated in 
Section 6.  
From a high level perspective, the following example portrays the transformation of an 
original instance to one which the end user modified and contributed back to the training 
set, by changing the overall weight of the instance and changing the class label - 
(Ham/Spam) in this particular interaction. The interactions can obviously be applied to any 
other element(s). 
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Original instance: 
Element Class Weight 
{ SPAMBASE DATA } 0 1 
 
User modified instance: 
Element Class Weight 
{ SPAMBASE DATA } 1 1.5 
 
Where: 
1. SpamBase data refers to the instance information (such as occurrence of a 
specific terms etc. Individual variables can be modified. 
2. Class reflects whether this is Ham or Spam – within the instance records 
themselves this is represented as 1 or 0, however through the RDF to ARFF 
conversion scheme, the end user actually sees the more representative terms 
Ham or Spam. 
In this example, weight reflects the relevance, based on end user perceived importance of 
the instance – the default weight is 1. For this example, this means that the end user 
augmented the importance (weight) of this particular instance.  
From an implementation standpoint, a base RDF graph from the SpamBase ARFF file is 
generated based on the SPONTO construct. The transformation is performed using the 
WEKA [101] and JENA [217] API’s respectively. A software tool has been implemented which 
integrates the respective WEKA and JENA functionality to transform ARFF instances to 
respective RDF triples by iterating over the ARFF training data (see Algorithm 4-1), using 
SPONTO as a baseline ontology, and represented pictorially in simple example presented in 
Table 4-2. This table shows an ARFF file fragment, with the initial header (line A1), followed 
by the respective SpamBase attributes (e.g. shown in line 2 - Table 4-2).  
The instance type {Spam or Ham} is represented by the Class attribute (1 or 0) in line A4. 
The actual instances (line 6 onwards) then follow, prefixed by the data section (line A5). 
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Table 4-2: Weka to RDF conversion 
 
WEKA 
A1 @relation spambase 
A2 @attribute word_freq_make      numeric 
A3 . . . . 
A4 @attribute class {1,0} 
A5 @data 
A6 0.4,……….…………{ SpamBase data }…………………………………………………………….,1 
A7 . . . . 
RDF Representation 
B1 <rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf=”http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#” 
xmlns:owl=”http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#” 
B2  <rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://localhost/sponto/mail#oMail-3745” 
B3   <mail:word_freq_make>0.4</mail:word_freq_make> 
B4   .. 
B5   <mail:IinstanceWeight >1</mail:instanceWeight> 
B6  <rdf:Mail rdf:class=” http://localhost/sponto/mail /spam” 
B7 </rdf> 
7 
 
Further to this example transformation from ARFF to RDF, the attribute “word_freq_make” 
in a typical instance (Table 4-2, Line A2) is transformed as a corresponding RDF node with 
the subject being “word_freq_make” (Table 4-2, Line B3), the predicate “isSubclassOf” and 
object “Mail”. Correspondingly, the entire instance will be transformed to the RDF triplet 
equivalent (Table 4-2, Line B3/B6), generalized in Table 4-2 and Table 4-3: 
Table 4-3: RDF representation of ARFF instance 
Subject Predicate Object 
ArffInstance isOfClass Spam 
 
For the feedback loop, Protégé, the RDF editor and knowledge acquisition system [218]  is 
employed - for interaction and contribution. Any industry standard OWL/RDF manipulation 
software can be used however. Ontology reasoners can also be employed to explore and 
validate the generated RDF base - available as respective Protégé Plug-ins in this particular 
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case and which include HERMIT, PELLET and FACT amongst others. This provides the ability 
to perform inference and assertion operations, identify inconsistent concepts and 
equivalency on the ontology. Additional interaction with the ontology, including extensive 
querying such as via Manchester Syntax [59] based DL-Query languages can also be 
performed to fine tune instance quality.   
Protégé allows third party extensions to be developed and incorporated with the standard 
product via an application programming interface. For the prototype, a number of SPARQL 
template RDF operations for end user application are provided (see Figure 4-5). These 
template operations are deployed as a Protégé plugin. A number of examples are described 
in Table 4-4. The end user can therefore employ the provided template operations on the 
RDF to establish opportunity for instance quality improvement without in depth 
understanding of the underlying RDF operations mechanics. The opportunity to manually 
interact with the ontology is obviously still possible. Template operations can be added or 
removed accordingly. 
Table 4-4: Sample SPONTO Protégé Template operations 
Operation SPARQL Query Example 
Locate similar RDF instance(s) using cosine 
similarity filtering, using a parameterized 
distance threshold. 
SELECT ?x  WHERE { ?x a targetVector . " +                                 "?x 
sourceVector  ?str . " +  "FILTER ( <" + cosineSimilarityFunctionUri  + " > 
(? str  , \"" + s + "\") < distanceTreshold ) }"; 
where cosineSimilarityFunctionUri is defined in the form of 
Instancesimilarity = || targetVector || || sourceVector || cos  Θ 
Filter unclassified RDF instances SELECT * WHERE { ?Email mail:mClass ?mClass .  
FILTER ( xsd:double(?mClass) != 0 || xsd:double(?mClass) != 1) } 
Group instances by class type 
SELECT * GROUP BY ?mClass 
 
The final step(s) of the process involves the re-generation of the Weka ARFF input files from 
the final RDF dataset for subsequent processing by the distributed SVM filter training 
method. The same approach with respect to the conversion from ARFF to RDF is employed, 
in reverse, from an implementation perspective – also using JENA and WEKA API’s as 
baseline tools. Corrected instances are accordingly weighted and merged with the original 
input source. Training instance weighting for a degree of noise mitigation is also considered 
a simple yet effective way to further assist the accuracy improvement effort and provides a 
number of advantages when compared to discarding [219]. The overall classification process 
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is portrayed in Figure 4-7. Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6 portray the templated SPARQL 
operations and Protégé based interface. 
 
Figure 4-5: SPONTO prototype template interface 
 
Figure 4-6: RDF based user assistance and enhancement via Protégé 
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Figure 4-7: RDF assisted classification process. 
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4.6 Experiments and Results  
As presented in the previous sections (refer to Figure 3-6: Sequential SMO training time and 
Figure 3-7: Accuracy of the Sequential SMO), the initial MRSMO prototype tries to keep 
classification accuracy close to global SVM optimization solvers by adopting effective 
strategies for the respective global weight vector and bias computation. The prototype 
processes and optimizes each data fragment in parallel using respective map operations. 
The output of each map operation reflects the partial weight vector for the localized data 
fragment. The single reducer sums up the respective partial weight vectors to compute the 
final global equivalent. It also works out the final bias threshold by averaging each 
respective partition’s bias output.   
The baseline SMO algorithm is an inherently sequential algorithm making use of single 
global data structures. The decomposed distributed version on the other hand employs a 
number of separate support vector machines based on the specific file splits, or rather 
training sets. This is what introduces the accuracy discrepancy between the sequential and 
distributed variants of the algorithms as implemented. 
In this respect, the base training sets are supplemented with additional intelligence through 
end user contribution and feedback. The distributed SMO algorithm (MRSMO) is applied for 
classification of SpamBase test instances and outputs a set of pre-computed values which 
are the respective weight and bias vectors that reflect the SVM classifier. The pre-computed 
model is subsequently employed to perform further classification – the actual spam filtering 
- therefore bypassing the computationally taxing support vector computation required for 
training the model.  
For the classification experiments carried out in this context, the SpamBase [191] dataset 
was employed once more. In every experiment carried out herewith, the entire feature set 
was employed during respective tests. Evaluating the performance of the classifier using 
pre-computed weights and bias constituting the classification model and selecting a set of 
1267 random instances for testing from Weka’s evaluation feature yields the figures 
presented in Table 4-5. 
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Table 4-5: Random instance classification 
Outcome Value 
Correctly Classified Instances  1072 (84.6442 %) 
Incorrectly Classified Instances 194 (15.3558 %) 
Relative absolute error                 50.708  % 
Root relative squared error           62.6923 %      
Total Number of Instances            1267 
 
The RDF based feedback loop presented in the previous section is performed on this 
instance data. Figure 4-8 portrays the percentage accuracy improvement across the number 
of file splits. There is an average of  ≈ 5 % accuracy improvement overall, ranging from 1.7 % 
when the file splits are at the minimum, namely 4 chunks to a maximum of 7.5 % when the 
number of input files is 48. 
 
Figure 4-8: The impact of file splits on accuracy improvement 
Figure 4-9 presents a comparative analysis of the rate of accuracy degradation between the 
RDF based intelligence supplemented approach (designated X-Spambase) and the original 
(designated Spambase) – the diagram shows that the former is significantly slower when 
increasing the number of file splits or rather the number of training input files – an aspect 
which influences the overall accuracy considerably in the original M/R SMO based model.  
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Figure 4-9: The impact of RDF augmentation on accuracy degradation 
Based on an average accuracy improvement of 4.6% over the baseline distributed SMO, 
Figure 4-10 shows that using the RDF based feedback loop, the MapReduce based 
distributed SMO achieves a maximum accuracy of ≈ 99% and an average of 96%, which is 
better than the original sequential SMO [214].  
 
Figure 4-10: The accuracy of the RDF augmented MapReduce SMO 
A large TREC data set  [220] was transformed to a format similar to SpamBase for further 
evaluation of the RDF supplemented approach. The TREC corpus is constituted of about 
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75,000 messages out of which 50,000 are spam. An exploratory experimental assessment, 
based on approximately 1500 test instances, shows similar accuracy improvement over the 
original, distributed trained, MapReduce model as portrayed in Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12 
respectively, where ‘Trec’ represents the original accuracy and ‘X-Trec’ represents the 
corresponding RDF supplemented  approach. 
 
Figure 4-11: MapReduce SMO accuracy degradation with RDF augmentation-TREC 
 
Figure 4-12: The impact of TREC file splits on accuracy improvement – TREC 
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4.7 Summary 
To mitigate accuracy degradation in classification, in this chapter, an approach how the 
distributed SVM accuracy can be improved is presented. In contrast with the sequential 
SMO algorithm, the distributed version employs a number of separate SVMs using 
corresponding data file splits which degrades accuracy in classification. To mitigate this 
degradation, the base training data sets is supplemented with additional intelligence 
through an RDF based feedback loop. The SVM testing sets are transformed into a Resource 
Description Framework (RDF) graph representation. Misclassified instances are identified 
using automatically generated SPARQL [21]. Protégé [218], Jena [217] and Pellet [215] are 
employed for this, as well as the associated experiments. The supplemented intelligence is 
deployed to the original training data sets and the distributed SVM model re-computed. 
Experimental results indicate that the RDF based feedback loop improves the overall 
accuracy of the distributed SVM in classification by an average of 4.6 %. The effect of 
conventional bagging and boosting techniques on the performance of the distributed SVM is 
also evaluated earlier in this chapter. The chapter concludes with a discussion on related 
work in the context of the application of semantic and ontology based concepts for tackling 
spam filtering and classification.  
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CHAPTER 5 - Optimising Task Allocation in Heterogeneous Hadoop 
Cluster Environments 
 
Beyond the actual classification schemes, the enabling infrastructure behind spam filtering 
also plays a critical role. The architecture(s), including hardware, software and networks, 
that are employed to perform typical anti-spam operations are commonly built using an ad-
hoc approach. This regularly results in such architectures becoming quickly obsolete in 
terms of their effectiveness, or too costly to scale and keep up with the continuously 
changing spamming approaches. Such constraints, amongst others, lead to anti-spam setups 
that do not lend themselves very well to today's continuously evolving spam filtering 
capacity requirements and which mandate multi-platform support, scalability and 
extensibility out-of-the-box. 
In this chapter, a heterogeneous aware M/R task to node matching and allocation scheme is 
explored and proposed. The original MRSMO work is extended with the intent to come up 
with a ‘turnkey’, high performance, scalable spam filter training approach able to capitalise 
on heterogeneous cloud based computing environments. A cloud computing centric virtual 
stack is configured with the proposed M/R task allocation/node matching scheme to 
complete the objective of providing a commodity based, high performance, scalable, spam 
filter training and classification stack. 
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 provides a discussion on related 
work and Section 5.2 introduces briefly the challenges surrounding MapReduce in a cloud 
computing construct. Section 5.3 and 5.4 presents the design and implementation of 
gSched, the heterogeneous aware task to node matching and allocation scheme for Hadoop 
MapReduce proposed herewith. Section 5.5 presents a comparison and evaluation of 
gSched in a number of contexts, showing the improvements of the proposed approach 5.6 
closes the chapter by summarising its more salient perspectives. 
5.1 Related Work 
The field of task allocation and scheduling in general is very well studied. Heuristics play a 
very important role in this context. Numerous studies evaluate the key characteristics of 
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both static and dynamic heuristics [221][222][223]. Heuristics frequently underpin workflow 
scheduling research work, including that which considers different processing capabilities 
[224] [225].  
In a typical Map/Reduce scenario, there are no strong task precedence constraints and 
consideration requirements beyond the order of Reducers needing to start after the 
associated Map phase. Basically, Map tasks do not have any order in isolation, and neither 
do Reduces. There is also no real intrinsic priority in terms of the individual Maps and 
Reduces within particular jobs. These considerations introduce the opportunity for relaxing 
typical directed acyclic graph heuristic scheduling dependencies and computational 
overhead associated with their generation and maintenance.  
Purely from a Hadoop MapReduce performance improvement perspective, whilst different 
studies and standpoints have been considered [226][227][228][229], scheduling is still the 
more prevalent. Different scenarios obviously mandate different techniques. However, any 
scheduling scheme, irrespective of type, introduces specific challenges, complexities and 
thus processing requirements.  
It is thus imperative to try to establish a good balance between accuracy and performance 
[230]. To try to achieve this, the work “Dynamic proportional share scheduling in Hadoop” 
[231] focuses on capacity distribution. Within specific processing windows, users are 
allocated slots for task processing on a proportional time share basis based on priorities, 
pre-emptively. This is somewhat similar to Hadoop’s default scheduler which is also capable 
to ‘time-box’ tasks. However, this approach does not try to exploit underlying 
heterogeneous capabilities. The latter challenges can also be attributed to the work 
presented in [232]. The assumption of a homogenous environment here is also extended to 
the processing unit cost. In a cloud computing context, these assumptions break down - 
heterogeneous resources consideration is a fundamental perspective in this context. 
increasing evidence shows that heterogeneity problems must specifically be tackled in 
MapReduce frameworks [233]. 
Hadoop MapReduce ‘per-se’ is not specifically bound to any degree of homogeneity in 
terms of computing resources. There are numerous approaches of how heterogeneity can 
be tackled. The consideration for workload types and queues are popular research avenues 
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[234], as well as other techniques which focus on specific application areas [235][236]. In 
contrast with the view presented in [231], the opportunity to employ simplified task 
matching and allocation approaches is believed to be a good opportunity to consider in this 
respect, especially in modern, metamorphic, cost sensitive cloud computing based 
environments. Formulating a good approach which takes into consideration the 
capitalization of heterogeneous environments in the balance of cost is believed to still be an 
open research question. In this respect, in this work the application of a machine learning 
scheme for primary task characteristics classification and a distance vector node similarity 
approach for exploiting heterogeneity is explored. 
In [237], the authors adopt a modified approach to the default Hadoop MapReduce 
speculative execution strategy. A number of resource allocation policies are described which 
are intended to “steal” unutilized slots and allocate them to specific running jobs. However, 
this can lead to contention in terms of subsequent tasks being starved of processing slots 
which are now occupied by tasks which are allocated such “stolen” slots. The process for 
terminating such tasks can actually lead to additional maintenance overhead and 
subsequently cost. Under specific circumstances (heavy cluster load/usage for example) this 
will also hamper and limit the overall effectiveness.  
In [238], the author takes a different and innovative approach based on the baseline 
Hadoop fair scheduler. When jobs with higher computing rates become available, the 
scheduler automatically selects these to improve overall performance. This is done by 
exploiting the underlying heterogeneity better without starving other jobs from computing 
time. The scheduling scheme presented in this dissertation work tackles this notion of task 
throttling from a different perspective. Rather than using the computing rate as a baseline 
influencer for job/task scheduling selection, the degree of compatibility between the 
machines and tasks features is employed. This is achieved by recording key machine and 
already executed tasks characteristics. The degree of compatibility is computed via distance 
vector metrics – the closer the similarity the more comparable the capabilities for nodes. 
In [239], LATE – a longest approximate time to end approach is employed to throttle tasks 
before execution. The approach proposed gives priority to tasks which will impact response 
time mostly. These are scheduled immediately on the fastest node of the processing cluster. 
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This is similar in part to this work. However, in this research work, a machine learning based 
approach to establish the task bias, based on its characteristics’ is employed. This is done to 
with the intent to establish a good task to node processing matching and association 
baseline. Furthermore, in contrast with  [239], for the proposed approach the basic original 
speculative execution strategy is kept. A priori however, the proposed scheme focuses on 
trying to limit the number of erroneously launched speculative tasks on potentially non-
optimal nodes. In a cloud computing scenario this can reduce costs influenced by 
performance and resource capability inconsistencies in highly multiplexed, virtual resources 
based environments.  
Unless adequately governed, the overhead of handling errors and stragglers can offset the 
potential performance gain in a cost sensitive cloud computing context. Again, in the 
proposed approach, a machine learning and distance vector based approach to objectively 
identify which nodes can reduce the occurrence of unnecessary speculative execution is 
used. gSched continuously monitors cluster capabilities by re-profiling nodes on a regular 
basis. This allows gSched to handle the challenge related to the highly multiplexed, virtual 
resources based environments runtime capabilities which change over time. Furthermore, 
as already indicated, the slight relaxation of typical Hadoop MapReduce data locality 
scheduling bias is considered in conjunction with heterogeneity. The decision to schedule 
local data fragments for processing is taken in conjunction with an a-priori establishment of 
whether the current node (with local data) is appropriate for the task type.     
5.2 Heterogeneous MapReduce Environments 
The ability to maximize and exploit heterogeneous resources for MapReduce processing in 
cloud computing environments has become an increasingly compelling scenario for 
processing large scale data sets and / or compute intensive workloads. MapReduce 
scheduling can be considered as a somewhat different, perhaps simplified, flavour of 
workflow scheduling - the primary order constraints related to the execution of the Reduce 
phase after the respective/associated Mapper rather than specific atomic task operation 
order. Hadoop [30] is considered one of the more popular MapReduce implementations 
even in a Cloud computing context. The default Hadoop FIFO scheduler employs a 
straightforward yet effective strategy to allocate tasks. Hadoop also supports an alternative 
fair (originally developed by Facebook) and capacity (originally developed by Yahoo) 
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scheduling schemes. However, neither considers the heterogeneous perspective explicitly. 
By default, when a node has an empty task slot, Hadoop selects a task for it from one of 
three categories. First, any failed tasks are given highest priority. This is done to detect 
when a task fails repeatedly (for example due to a bug) and stops the job. Secondly, non-
running tasks are considered. For maps, tasks with data local to the node are chosen first. 
Finally, Hadoop looks for a task to execute speculatively. Speculative execution is primarily 
intended to execute long running tasks on more than one node. Purely from a performance 
perspective, this provides a degree of control on stragglers - nodes which are relatively slow 
performing.  
On this premise, Hadoop’s default MapReduce scheduling approach is still regarded as 
somewhat inefficient for heterogeneous environments. It assumes a degree of homogeneity 
which, in modern computing scenarios, especially in cloud computing environments, is not 
common. Furthermore, for the latter, the underlying resource capabilities can actually vary 
during job execution. The differences and variation of these capabilities must be taken in 
consideration in order to optimize any task allocation strategy from a cost and performance 
perspective. 
5.3 The Design of gSched 
In a cloud computing environment, numerous ‘infrastructure’ scheduling schemes for the 
actual computing resource provisioning are in place. Any higher-level task matching and 
allocation scheme thus need to take into consideration these elements from ground up. 
Furthermore, they also need to ensure that there is the required degree of fairness, mitigate 
starvation scenarios as well ensure efficiency. These constraints make scheduling in a 
heterogeneous environment challenging - the overall scheduling strategy needs to be 
adaptive and dynamic.  
For this work, a specifically configured Amazon Machine Image – AMI was configured and 
packaged. The AMI represents a virtual operating environment, complete with operating 
system and specific software packages and configuration. This was done to be able to have 
the capability to launch multiple instances of the image to shape the Hadoop MapReduce 
cluster, fully configured with the basic as well as the proposed (gSched) task to node 
matching and allocation scheme. This provides the opportunity to deploy a virtual, 
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MapReduce based, spam filter training architecture in cloud computing construct easily.  
The baseline configuration of the virtual ‘appliance’ is described in Table 5-1. Figure 5-1 
shows the specifically configured AMI instance that thus encompasses this baseline 
configuration. The AMI package is exportable to mainstream virtualization formats via the 
Amazon EC2 API tools - thus can be used in most virtualization contexts. 
Table 5-1: AMI Virtual Appliance software baseline 
Software Environment 
SVM Weka 3.6.0 (SMO) 
O/S Ubuntu 12.10 
Hadoop Hadoop 0.20.205 
Java JDK 1.7 
 
 
Figure 5-1: Specifically created & configured Hadoop 0.20.205 Amazon EC2 AMI Stack 
5.3.1 Design  
Implemented within a Hadoop context, gSched is intended to try to exploit heterogeneous 
capabilities in a cost effectiveness construct. Various elements influence MapReduce 
‘processing’ costs in a typical cloud context. For this work it is assumed that capital 
expenditure (capex) can be “ignored” (hardware, software etc.). Thus capex  0. The opex 
perspective, operational expenditure, includes the costs for the resources acquired - R - 
(which includes storage, memory and processor etc.) can be typically represented as follows: 
          
 
   
 
   
 
[5-1] 
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Where: 
• c is the operational expenditure (opex) 
• T is the time span for resource use 
• N is the total number of nodes 
• R is the resources leveraged/acquired 
• n is a specific node 
• u is the unit cost 
gSched tries to establish a balance between minimizing the time span for resource use 
whilst maximizing the heterogeneous resources acquired (i.e. with the constraints), namely: 
f (c*) = [minimize T, maximize R] [5-2] 
 
The proposed approach also takes into consideration that in real-world, large scale cloud 
based processing exercises, external storage, rather than locally attached, may be 
preferential for persisting data. Thus, the rank of Hadoop's MapReduce data locality 
scheduling bias is slightly relaxed. This also based on the rationale that in cloud based 
environments, replication is a costly measure [240]. Similarly, considerations for traditional 
inter-cluster network performance have also been relaxed [30]. Network performance in 
Amazon EC2 and S3 constructs for example, have been proven adequate for this type of task 
[241]. Obviously, approaches such as HDFS staging or using the actual Amazon EC2 storage 
can obviously be employed. However, these approaches are expensive. Data locality [240] is 
still capitalized upon, but this is considered in the context of heterogeneity for increased 
effectiveness. 
An a-periodic, arbitrarily divisible task set scenario is assumed. The gSched task matching 
and allocation scheme is not concerned with task order or precedence in general. Map jobs 
are independent of each other. The sole precedence consideration is that Reducers start 
after Mappers are finished. The actual matching and allocation approach is based on a 
number of processes. An Estimated Completion Time (ECT) based technique for establishing 
a priori an indicative processing time for executing a task T on a node N with processing 
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characteristics C is employed. This is done by ‘profiling’ tasks and establishing the respective 
processing bias (cpu, disk I/O). The same approach is adopted to establish the degree of 
‘similarity’, and thus capabilities, of participating nodes.  
A machine learning scheme is employed to establish whether the task type or rather its bias, 
is CPU or I/O bound. Whilst data skew can introduce task processing characteristic 
differences [242], the proposed approach is based on the assumption that under most 
circumstances, the individual tasks of a specific MapReduce Job are reasonably the same in 
terms of their CPU, Memory and I/O requirements. More specifically, in a typical Hadoop 
MapReduce scenario, job composition is constituted of a number of logically 'equivalent', 
arbitrarily divisible tasks that require scheduling. Thus, if a job J is constituted of tasks, 
{t1….t4}, t1≈ t2≈ t3≈ t4. 
ECT is commonly used to baseline and subsequently project or infer important task 
information [221][243]. Various generation methods are used to generate the ECT matrix 
values [244]. In this work, an inconsistent ECT technique is employed, benchmarking as well 
as recording the characteristics of a node and inferring, based on machine heterogeneity 
considerations, a plausible task processing time for other participating nodes. This allows 
gSched to deduce an estimated, relative time to process a task on nodes beyond the one 
actually employed for processing.  
Through the machine learning scheme, the task bias is identified and subsequently allocated 
(the task) to a specific machine (node). When the task is processor bound, the machine 
which has the ‘shortest’ relative ECT time is selected (offset from fastest node is actually 
configurable). If the task is not CPU bound, the algorithm allocates the task to a machine 
selected by minimizing the ECT mean for the task ready for scheduling. The focus and basic 
distinction being CPU and IO bias is based on the premise that it is in general, the former is 
the most ‘expensive’ resource in an on-demand provisioning computing scenario. It is also 
based on the simulation results outcome studied from the HSIM simulations presented in 
section 3.4.6 in terms of MapReduce behaviour and performance impacting characteristics. 
In this proposition, a basic set of characteristics (signature) which reflect the participating 
nodes capabilities are recorded. These include the number of processors, the available 
physical memory, available disk space, the CPU performance and the total physical memory. 
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For each job, a configurable minimum number of tasks are first executed. These initial set of 
tasks are scheduled using the default FIFO approach adopted by Hadoop MapReduce. The 
‘task shape’- a set of key characteristics which describe each task is also recorded. These are 
the time the task the time takes to execute, the physical and virtual amount of memory 
employed by the task and whether the tasks executed was primarily CPU or I/O bound. The 
rest of the tasks from the same Job are then scheduled as described in the following 
paragraphs based on the ECT information available. 
5.3.2 ECT Estimation 
The objective of the ECT estimation model is to infer an estimated compute time of a task 
on participating nodes. This is based on node similarity, performance and actual processing 
times (known a priori, of a typical task from the same Job) of specific, logically 'equivalent' 
tasks on specific nodes.  
The general performance characterises of a node is a function of the capabilities of a 
number of core components including processor speed, disk I/O speed and memory size 
(see Equation 5-3). For the actual execution of a process (task in this particular context), a 
number of additional perspectives also influence general performance, including virtual 
memory for example.  
During the Hadoop MapReduce cluster start-up, as well as periodically (configurable 
parameter), gSched profiles the participating machines capabilities and characteristics. This 
is performed to be able to mitigate to an extent the performance changes the underlying, 
highly multiplexed, environment performance characteristics. In order to establish the 
estimated compute time of a node, for this proposition these key characteristics are 
represented as a vector. The general vector space model is a simple yet effective technique 
to store representing information. Each node has an associated performance characteristics 
vector associated with it, created during the respective profiling process.  
Cosine similarity is an effective scheme for establishing how similar two vector are – 
perhaps more importantly is that it is also computationally simple to perform such an 
operation. Whilst the vectors are non-sparse, their dimensionality is small and the overall 
complexity of the similarity computation is O(n). This is an important facet to consider and 
one which influenced the decision to undertake such an approach. The overall computation 
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time taken to actually establish the “best” node to task match (gSched overhead) has to be 
kept small.  In this approach, the node similarity, nSimilarity is based on the core characteristics 
(mSign) of the underlying node(s) participating in the MapReduce cluster: 
mSign = [mips, number of cores, cpu frequency, io speed, disk space, physical memory, 
virtual memory...] 
[5-3] 
nSimilarity  =       
 
   
                             
 
                     
 
     [5-4] 
Where: 
 mSign is a node characteristics profile vector of each node 
nSimilarity is the cosine similarity value between the two nodes being compared   
A number of additional components are employed for the actual execution time (ECT) 
estimation. These are: 
1. The node performance/benchmarks (nodeABench, node
B
Bench  ) – which is part of the 
node signature mSign, the node characteristics (nSig [nodeA] and nSig[nodeB] and 
2. The original task time – oTT (the time for one task of a Job from which a number of 
tasks were actually executed and thus actually timed), and the node similarity 
nSimilarity (nodeA, nodeB).  
There are 3 main scenarios to consider for this ECT estimation approach, namely: 
If nodeABench is the ‘same’ as  node
B
Bench    
ECT =  ( (oTT * 1/nSimilarity (nSig [node
A], nSig [nodeB])) , (oTT * nSimilarity 
(nSig[nodeA], nSig [nodeB])) ) 
[5-5] 
If nodeABench is 'better' than node
B
Bench   
ECT= oTT - ((nodeABench –node
B
Bench)  * oTT / nSimilarity) [5-6] 
If  nodeBBench is ‘better’ than node
A
Bench   
ECT = oTT + ((nodeABench –node
B
Bench)  -1)  * oTT / nSimilarity)) [5-7] 
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The CPU performance benchmark is base-lined using a timed execution of a Fibonacci 
sequence computation. Correspondingly, the I/O benchmark is established via the timed 
execution of a set of write and read operations on a pre-specified random data content file. 
5.3.3 Task to Node Matching and Allocation 
For this work, it is assumed that the underlying network and its influence would be relatively 
stable. For future work it is intended that this consideration is explicitly included as part of 
the matching and allocation scheme. The estimated completion time matrix is updated with 
the actual processing times and task characteristics on the nodes the tasks were executed. 
The estimated time that the same task (with its associated) shape (or characteristics) will 
take on the nodes which the task was not actually executed on is then inferred. This is based 
on the variation of node characteristics difference using a distance vector scheme.  
For the remaining tasks, rather than allocating the tasks to nodes with empty slots 
immediately, gSched initially throttles (hold) back these tasks, in part similar to [239] for a 
maximum number of times (configurable). gSched establishes whether the task types 
pertaining to the specific job exhibit CPU bias or otherwise using the naive Bayesian 
classification scheme. Machine learning has been applied in various contexts including in 
coming up with scheduling strategies which evolve and self-tune to the scenario at hand 
[224][245]. Bayesian classifiers are considered very effective where inference is required 
from data which is not necessarily of the highest level of accuracy representation.  
Based on whether the tasks exhibits CPU or IO bias, gSched selects an available node which 
is more congruent with the characteristics of the job/tasks at hand. If any node is not 
allocated a task for a number of ‘attempts’, the task is subsequently scheduled ‘forcefully’. 
This is applied in order to ensure that there are no idle resources for uncontrolled periods 
simply because the matching scheme did not identify a good node / task combination 
candidate.  
5.4 gSched Implementation 
The overall process involved in the task selection and scheduling is represented graphically 
in Figure 5-2.  
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Figure 5-2: The design of gSched 
This next sections provides an overview of the core algorithms constituting gSched, 
represented via the following pseudo code. 
• CnodeCount is the number of nodes within the cluster 
• Csig represents the  cluster signature 
• N represents a node 
• E represent the node (n) capability 
• fslots represents the number of node free slots 
• fmaxslots is the nodes maximum free slots 
• NodeWithFreeSlots[] is list of n(odes) with fslots > 0 
• J represents the M/R Job 
• Jtot refers to the total M/R Jobs 
• Jt is the M/R Task within the Job (J), such that t > 0 
• Jttime refers to the time to execute Jt 
• Ttime equals the time to execute a task within a job (J) 
• Jnumtasks refers to the number of tasks in Job (J) 
• Jtottasks is the total number of tasks in Jtot  
 SCHEDULING
Update ML Scheme
Task Finished
Re Compute
ETC
Active Task List
Classify Task
[Machine Learning]
Establish Best Node
[Distance Vector]
Schedule Task
 CONFIGURATION
Re-profile Nodes / Cluster
Re-configure distance threshold
Re-load machine learning model
Re-establish ECT window size
Re-configure CPU/IO ratio
Configuration re-load every n seconds
1
2
5
3
6
4
7
8
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• MLScheme represents the Machine Learning Scheme 
• nsig(n) is the Signature of Node (n) with E capability 
• Jtshape  refers to the Task Node Utilization Vector 
• ECTJtshape is ECT signature for Task Node Utilization 
• ECT refers to the Estimate Time to Compute Matrix  
• TClass represents the Task Class based on MLScheme  
Algorithm 5-1: Cluster Start-up (& Re-profiling) 
(Step 8, Figure 5-2) 
1 ∀ i = 0  CnodeCount  
2  profile machine E(n[i])  
3   generate node(i) signature nsig{ 
4    diskSpace, MIPS, numProc, MEM } 
5 store profile configuration Csig 
 
Algorithm 5-1 is triggered at cluster start-up (and during any re-profiling iterations – Step 9, 
Figure 5-2). It identifies and records the key characteristics of participating nodes, including 
the disk space, CPU processing capabilities (MIPS), number of processors and memory etc. 
The associated cluster profile functionality (Step 9, Figure 5-2) allows gSched to gain insight 
and track changing runtime capabilities which occur in highly multiplexed, virtual resources 
based environments.  
The ability to re-profile participating nodes, as well as changing its configuration at runtime 
allows gSched to dynamically adapt to varying underlying cluster capabilities over time. 
Algorithm 5-2: Task Node/Matching and allocation 
(Step 2, Figure 5-2) 
1: assuming Jt1 ≈  Jt2 ≈ Jt3 ≈ Jtn  
∀Jt = 1 to Jt = fmaxslots  
2: select n ← AVG relative time from ECT.  
if no ECT info available, select randomly   
allocate 1st set of (Jt = 1 to Jt = fmaxslots depending on 
NodeWithFreeSlots fslots and fmaxlots on selected n 
where fslots> 0 
3: generate/Update ECT Matrix  
4: ∀ Jt > fmaxslots  
5: Task Vector =  Jtshape  
6:  classify Task TClass using MLScheme 
7:  on selected Jtshape  
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8: schedule remaining tasks, via 
9: assign task Jt to nnMsig (n)  
10: where nnMsig (n) fslots > 0  
11: and 
 if TClass = {0} (cpu bound)  
 select n =  Min+1 (m1Msig (1) - mnMsig (m)) for 
 ECT_Jtshape  
else select n = Minimize ( (m1Msig (1) - mnMsig (m)) - 
 ECTtime) for ECT_Jtshape  
 mark nnMsig (n) nslot in use  
 
Algorithm 5-3 represents the key elements of the allocation scheme. There are two 
scenarios. Where the number of tasks processed from a job J is less than an arbitrary 
number, i.e. there is no visibility of what type of task, in terms of characteristics, is intended 
for scheduling, gSched selects the node with an average relative time from the ECT. If there 
is no information in the ECT, the node is selected randomly. On task finish, gSched updates 
the ECT table accordingly (Steps 1, 3 and 6, Figure 5-2) 
On the other hand, where visibility of tasks type (shape) is already available for a particular 
job, the respective task is classified, via the machine learning scheme, as CPU or I/O bound 
(biased) (Step 2 and 4, Figure 5-2). The relevant, and inferred, participating node processing 
times for the tasks already processed within the same job are then acquired.  
If the task is CPU bound, the fitness function or node selection scheme allocates the task to 
the available node with the potential quickest processing time for the task at hand - also 
taking into consideration whether the node has free task slots available. Whether it is 
actually the best performing or a top ranked one within a range is configurable - gSched can 
also modify it according to the runtime behaviour of the underlying cluster based on node 
allocation contention.  
The same general approach is applied to the I/O bound tasks. This time however, the 
scheme establishes which available node has the better I/O performance characteristics for 
task assignment.  
This approach allows task assignment throttling to establish a good candidate combination 
of task and node, based on the current cluster profile (Step 6, Figure 5-2). 
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Algorithm 5-3: Task Finished 
(Steps 6 and 7, Figure 5-2) 
1: re-compute ECT using end of task information 
2: infer node times from current using Algorithm 5-4 
3: update MLScheme with: 
4:  Machine Signature Msig(n)  
5:  Task Signature (Mean Task Info) Jtshape 
6:  Jttime Task Time 
7:  Configuration Signature  Csig  
8:  CLASS { CPU Bound {0}, IO Bound {1}  
 
Algorithm 5-3 performs the necessary housekeeping to update both the ECT table (calling 
Algorithm 5-4) and updating the machine learning scheme with the newly learned 
information of the finished task (Step 6 and 7, Figure 5-2). This will be used as a new training 
instance – Algorithm 5-5. 
Algorithm 5-4: ECT Table Generation 
(Steps 7, Figure 5-2) 
1 ∀ i from 0 to CnodeCount  
2: if n[i] != n[Jt]  
3:  Dmin = n[Jt].nshape * 
(||Msig(n)[Jt.nshape] ||Msig(i)[n(i).nshape] || cos Θ) 
4:  Dmax =  n[Jt].nshape* 1 / (||Msig(n)[Jt.nshape] || 
Msig(i)[n(i).nshape] || cos Θ)  
5:  n[i].nshape=  (  (Dmin, Dmax))  
6: Else 
7:  n[i] =  n[Jt].nshape  
 
The ECT table generation uses a straightforward approach – Algorithm 5-4.  
Based on the actual time of a finished task, task characteristics and node characteristics, the 
potential time the task will take on the other nodes where it has not been scheduled (Step 
8, Figure 5-2) is inferred using a distance vector scheme. 
Algorithm 5-5: Machine Learning Scheme 
(Steps 6, Figure 5-2) 
input: Finished Task Information (Algorithm  
output: Classifier 
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1: Training Scheme 
if Jttime (CPU)>CPU_RATIO  
then CLASS {0}  
else CLASS {1}  
2: Classifier 
         …      
  
         …       
     …     
 
 = 
                
     
*     t 
 
   |CLASS) 
where CLASS = CPU or IO bound 
 
The machine learning scheme adopted (which can be changed - this is intended to be 
converted to a plug-in based architecture for future work) is a Naïve Bayes. Algorithm 5-5 
takes the training instances added by Algorithm 5-4 and re-trains the model. The model is 
then subsequently used for further classification. The model is only re-trained when the 
Hadoop M/R job queue processor is idle and there are no Jobs in the queue - that is there is 
no runtime performance impact when jobs are in the queue and scheduled. 
Figure 5-3 shows an example allocation schedule based on gSched, using the Hadoop 
heartbeat (H1 - H10 in Figure 5-3) as a baseline. Job J1 tasks are initially allocated to Node N1. 
gSched establishes that the characteristics of N2 are more suited to the tasks requirements 
of the job. J1 tasks are however also allocated to N1. This for a number of reasons - gSched 
will allocate underutilized Nodes with tasks. Each Node is also not allowed to ‘refuse’ the 
allocation of tasks more than a configurable number of times. 
 
Figure 5-3: Example gSched allocation 
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5.5 Experiments 
gSched and the standard Hadoop FIFO scheduler are initially base lined locally using the 
TestDFSIO and MRBench benchmarks [30] on an experimental cluster.  
This comprised of the nodes as described in Table 5-2. 
Table 5-2: Initial experiment – Test cluster 
Type Number/Specifications Role 
Physical 1 – 1024 MB, 2 core, 500GB HDD Master 
Virtual 1 – 768 MB Ram, 2 Core, 256 GB HDD Slave 
Virtual 1 – 512 MB Ram, 1 Core, 256 GB HDD Slave 
Virtual 1 – 384 MB Ram, 1 Core, 120 GB HDD Slave 
5.4.1 Base-lining gSched 
Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5 portray the performance difference in this respect between the 
standard scheduler and gSched on the experimental cluster. 
 
 
Figure 5-4: TestDFSIO - Standard vs. gSched 
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Figure 5-5: MRBench - Standard vs. gSched 
For the TestDFSIO test, ≈ 10 Mb files were employed. For the MRBench test, the number of 
‘DataLines’ was varied from 1 to 12 and the respective associated ‘Maps’ from 2 to 16. 
There is a marked performance improvement in favour of gSched in both tests.  
In order to evaluate the performance of gSched in a typical cloud based environment, a 
number of additional experiments were carried out using Amazon’s EC2 service [36]. At this 
stage, it is pertinent to note that it is difficult to clearly compare scheduling performance in 
a virtual resource provisioning platform context [246]. Several factors differentiate 
experimental setups and outcomes. These include the actual MapReduce operating 
environment (OS) scheduling strategy as well as the underlying HyperVisor multiplexing 
scheduling schemes.  
Amazon provides a number of instance types for the provisioning of computing resources 
with different stated performance, specification attributes and characteristics [247]. First 
generation (M1 series) Amazon EC2 compute and S3 storage services were initially 
employed to carry out these evaluations. An initial base-lining experiment with 4 ‘t1.micro’ 
EC2 nodes using the TestDFSIO and MRBench tests was performed. This time, for the 
TestDFSIO test ≈ 50 Mb files were employed. The number of ‘DataLines’ for the MRBench 
was varied from 1 to 12 and the respective associated ‘Maps’ from 2 to 16. The expected 
outcome for this experiment was, given similar node characteristics (4 ‘t1.micro’ EC2 nodes), 
the performance of gSched and the standard scheduler should not vary considerably. Figure 
5-6  and Figure 5-7 present the result of the experiment. 
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Figure 5-6: TestDFSIO - Standard vs. gSched – EC2 4 Node 
 
Figure 5-7: MRBench - Standard vs. gSched – EC2 4 Node 
Figure 5-6 shows a significant difference between the standard and gSched performance for 
the TestDFSIO experiment. This was not expected – however, the discrepancy was traced to 
a large number of ‘TaskRunner Child error’s’ for the standard scheduler execution test on 
the tested configuration. Consequently, the respective TaskTracker (on node) becomes 
‘blacklisted’, in-turn effectively downscaling the cluster processing capabilities. On the other 
hand, the MRBench performance (Figure 5-7) is visibly very similar – this is by virtue of the 
absence of any opportunity for gSched to exploit heterogeneous performance differences 
for improved performance. In fact, the 4 nodes in this experiment are the same – EC2 
t1.micro instances. Figure 5-7 also indicates that the performance overhead of gSched is not 
in any way significant. 
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5.5.2 Distributed SMO 
In Chapter 2, various approaches for spam filtering were discussed. The use of the specific 
methods employed for spam classification, including SMTP and machine learning based 
approaches were explored. In the context of the latter, SVM based techniques have been 
proven effective for spam filter training and classification. However, SVM training is a 
computationally intensive process.  
In Chapter 3, a MapReduce based distributed SVM algorithm, designated MRSMO, for 
scalable spam filter training is proposed. By distributing, processing and optimizing the sub-
sets of the training data across multiple participating computer nodes, the distributed SVM 
reduces the training time significantly. An RDF semantics based feedback loop is 
subsequently employed to minimize the impact of accuracy degradation [214]. However, 
the overall training process is still considered computationally demanding. The possibility to 
further improve performance, in a cost effective fashion, make this specific scenario a 
compelling one to evaluate gSched's performance in this context. Using the Adult data set 
[195], in conjunction with the distributed SVM, MRSMO, an experiment to establish 
gSched's performance in comparison with the standard Hadoop scheduler in this scenario 
was performed. The simple Hadoop cluster setup described in Table 5-3 was employed. 
Figure 5-8, Figure 5-9, Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11 portray gSched’s speedup and efficiency 
improvements over the standard scheduler for the respective SVM Polynomial and Gaussian 
SVM Kernel training tests as originally performed in [184]. 
Table 5-3: MRSMO with gSched – Test cluster 
Type Number Hadoop Role 
m1.medium 2 1 Master / 1 Slave 
m1.small 2 Slave 
t1.micro 2 Slave 
 
For this experiment, the number of nodes as well as the number of MapReduce tasks were 
varied from 1 to 6 and 4 to 16 respectively. The Sequential SMO time for the Polynomial and 
Gaussian SVM training times are used as a reference baseline compared with the standard 
scheduler. Figure 5-8, Figure 5-9, Figure 5-10, Figure 5-11 show the speedup and efficiency 
of both kernels respectively in this experimental construct. The use of the Adult dataset, 
rather than SpamBase, was for the same rationale – namely to be able to compare the 
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improvement in Speedup (in seconds) and Efficiency (percentage improvement) using the 
same baseline dataset employed for the Gaussian and Polynomial MPI comparison tests. 
 
Figure 5-8: MRSMO - speedup (seconds) - Polynomial Kernel 
 
Figure 5-9: MRSMO – speedup (seconds) - Gaussian Kernel 
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Figure 5-10: MRSMO - efficiency - Polynomial Kernel 
 
Figure 5-11: MRSMO - efficiency - Gaussian Kernel 
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gSched has a ‘warm-up’ period that is required to establish the underlying node 
characteristics as well as build the internal ECT table with information related to estimated 
compute times. The incremental machine learning classifier also needs to be trained with a 
contextually relevant number of instances (which reflect task characteristics) in order to be 
effective when trying to establish whether tasks are CPU or IO bound. During this time the 
matching and allocation scheme is ineffective - this until it has gained the required degree of 
insight to start effectively capitalizing on the proposed matching and allocation scheme. 
Furthermore, from Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9 it is noted that gSched introduces an average 
of 0.5 seconds overhead for each participating node for the Polynomial kernel test (0.3 for 
the Guassian) when compared with the standard scheduler. From Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-
11, we can also establish that gSched introduces an average penalty of 0.5 and 0.3 percent 
(Polynomial and Guassian tests) efficiency reduction for each node, again, when compared 
with the standard scheduler. 
The average Polynomial kernel speedup, in seconds, of gSched over the standard scheduler 
ranges between a minimum of -1.07 and maximum of 12.10 times for the single and 4 node 
tests. The initial negative performance outcome is due to gSched’s lack of task information. 
The equivalent figures for the Gaussian experiment range from -0.71 (minimum) to 13.94 
(maximum) for the 1 node and 2 node experiments. In terms of efficiency, the experiment 
demonstrates a minimum of -0.53 and maximum of 1.51 percent improvement for the 1 and 
5 node tests. The Gaussian experiment equivalents range from -0.36 (minimum) to 1.46 
(maximum) for the 1 node and 4 node experiments. 
5.5.3 gSched Scalability and Cost Effectiveness 
gSched has a number of parameters which govern its behaviour, the more important of 
which are summarized in Table 5-4. 
Table 5-4: gSched parameters 
Param. Description Value 
dt Distance threshold between source and target vectors to establish task and node similarity 0.99 
cpior The ratio of CPU versus IO time 0.10 
fts Finished tasks search span window 30 
mst Number of Tasks before firing gSched  2 
hbcr Time span for scheduler configuration reload the respective configuration 60 
hbcnfr Time span before the machine learning scheme is re-loaded with new training instances 1000 
mrno Maximum number of times a Node can refuse to allocate a task 1 
ects The maximum size of the ECT table 100 
rofs Rank offset for ECT node selector 1 
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A further experiment with 10 mixed EC2 nodes was performed. This was intended to 
establish how the default gSched configuration performed when compared with the default 
Hadoop scheduler using the WordCount test [30]. The EC2 instance types employed for this 
experiment are described in Table 5-5: 
Table 5-5: EC2 instance types - initial experiment 
Type Number Hadoop Role 
m1.medium 1 Master 
c1.medium 1 Slave 
t1.micro 5 Slave 
t1.small 3 Slave 
 
A number of concurrent jobs are executed, using the same input set. Figure 5-12 shows the 
performance of gSched (and using the configuration shown in Table 5-5) compared with the 
default Hadoop scheduler using the baseline Hadoop configuration in this scenario. 
Performance is similar up to 20 concurrent jobs. Subsequently however, gSched starts to 
outperform the default scheduler - established via the respective slope (Δy/Δx). 
 
Figure 5-12: Word count Test - Standard vs. gSched 
 
Given the associated costs in a cloud computing construct, which vary according to the 
respective node capabilities and use, the ability to maximize acquired resources capabilities 
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is important. Reducing the number of speculative copies/failed tasks becomes an important 
perspective to control - these influence the respective processing and cost counters 
associated with the service.  
Another experiment set was performed using 16 Amazon EC2 instances (Figure 5-13). Once 
again, the WordCount test is employed as a baseline.  
 
Table 5-6 summarizes the cluster setup to this extent. Table 5-7 portrays 3 different sets of 
gSched configurations employed. 
 
Figure 5-13: Amazon EC2 Hadoop MapReduce Cluster based on specifically built AMI 
 
Table 5-6: Amazon Instance Types 
Type Number Hadoop Role 
m1.medium 2 1 Master / 1 Slave 
c1.medium 2 Slave 
m1.small 6 Slave 
t1.micro 6 Slave 
 
Table 5-7:EC2 instance types - second experiment set 
Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3 
cpior 0.10 
fts 30 
mst 2 
hbcr 60 
hbcnfr 1000 
mrno 2 
ects 100 
rofs 1 
 
cpior 0.12 
fts 30 
mst 2 
hbcr 60 
hbcnfr 1200 
mrno 1 
ects 100 
rofs 1 
 
cpior 0.10 
fts 30 
mst 2 
hbcr 60 
hbcnfr 800 
mrno 2 
ects 100 
rofs 1 
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Figure 5-14, Figure 5-15 and Figure 5-16 portray the performance of gSched when compared 
with the baseline Hadoop Scheduler using the respective configurations described in Table 
5-7. 
 
Figure 5-14: Cloud M/R - Standard vs. gSched (A) 
 
 
Figure 5-15: Cloud M/R - Standard vs. gSched (B) 
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Figure 5-16: Cloud M/R - Standard vs. gSched (C) 
More interestingly, Figure 5-17 shows the impact of speculative copies/straggler induced 
task errors exhibited via the default Hadoop and gSched (using the three different 
configurations described) scheduling approaches. 
 
Figure 5-17: Cloud M/R - Standard vs. gSched Task Failures 
Table 5-8 portrays the key performance differences between the three diverse gSched 
experimental configurations and the original scheduler in a Cloud context. The performance 
of the experiment is also believed to be similar with that of the (and perhaps slightly better 
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– a direct comparison cannot be made explicitly by virtue of the rational presented earlier) 
benchmark work presented in  [239].  
Table 5-8: Performance improvement 
Experiment Min Median Max 
Standard vs. gSched (Conf. A) 1.64 14.40 41.27 
Standard vs. gSched (Conf. B) 4.44 11.62 44.05 
Standard vs. gSched (Conf. C) 2.22 16.67 49.11 
 
A simple approximate area under trapezoid approach (Newton-Cotes, Equation 5-10) can be 
employed to establish the area differences under the curves of the graphs represented in 
Figure 5-14, Figure 5-15, Figure 5-16 and Figure 5-17 respectively.  
The figures presented in Table 5-9  and Table 5-10 portray the improvement in terms of 
general ‘cost’ effectiveness and overall performance. 
 
         
  
  
            [5-8] 
 
Table 5-9: gSched performance improvements over standard scheduler 
Experiment ≈ Improvement 
Standard vs. gSched (Conf. A) 21%  
Standard vs. gSched (Conf. B) 24% 
Standard vs. gSched (Conf. C) 28% 
  
Table 5-10: gSched and Standard scheduler un-productive task error differences 
Experiment ≈ Improvement 
Standard vs. gSched (Task Errors Conf. A) 97% 
Standard vs. gSched (Task Errors Conf. B) 98% 
Standard vs. gSched (Task Errors Conf. C) 99% 
  
The approach adopted by the default Hadoop scheduler is based on a progress rate of a 
task. In a highly multiplexed Cloud environment, this approach is not effective in the long 
run because the actual performance characteristics of participating nodes can change over 
time. This induces the default scheduler to launch un-productive speculative tasks 
(runproductive), beside resources which are minimally required (rproductive)  which come at a price 
– in [239] the authors state that this can be as much as 80% of the number of tasks. In 
contrast with [239], gSched attempts to schedule tasks, including speculative ones, on those 
which are more reflective of the task characteristics. 
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From Equation 5-1, the charge rate difference between the standard and gSched allocation 
schemes,     can be defined as:  
                            [5-9] 
                                      
 [5-10] 
                                      
 [5-11] 
                     
         
   
         
   
                     
       
   
       
   
  [5-12] 
 
where: 
 E is the sum of rproductive and runproductive  
 P is the performance improvement over the standard scheduler T  
In a cost construct, and using a typical EC2 pay-per-use billing hour as an optimization 
constraint for the task allocation scheme, one can establish that non-productive speculative 
execution and copy errors, 'push' jobs into additional cost cycles (billing hours in the context 
of Amazon EC2). The proposed approach significantly reduces errors as shown in Table 5-10 
whilst also improving on the performance of the original scheduler. This establishes that 
gSched meets the objectives laid out earlier (Equation 5-2). 
Taking into consideration job concurrency as well as the number of errors the standard 
scheduler exhibits (which impact R in Equation 5-2 and also translated into failed tasks and 
thus potentially re-scheduled, in turn increasing resource utilization time T), this difference 
becomes increasingly more significant. Beyond the overall performance improvement, this 
is believed to have a positive contribution in terms of cost savings. This even without the 
explicit consideration of the cost of storage and network I/O [248][249]. Furthermore, the 
overall performance of gSched can be observed to be more “linear” in comparison to the 
original scheduler. On the basis of Equation 5-1, this is also construed as an important 
attribute for the ability to design MapReduce cluster requirements for scalable, more cost 
effective job processing. 
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5.6 Summary 
Achieving a balance between performance and cost remains a challenge in highly 
multiplexed, heterogeneous cloud based scenarios [240], [250],[229], [249]. Executing a set 
of tasks {t1, t2, t3, … tn} on a set of machines with different capabilities {m1, m2, m3, ….. mn} in 
a cost and performance effective way forms the basis of the work presented in this chapter.  
Hadoop is a popular M/R implementation in cloud computing environments. Hadoop’s 
default MapReduce scheduling approach is somewhat inefficient for heterogeneous 
environments. It assumes a degree of homogeneity which, in modern computing scenarios, 
especially those which are cloud based, is not common. Furthermore, for the latter, the 
underlying resource capabilities can actually vary during job execution. The differences and 
variation of these capabilities must be taken in consideration in order to optimize any 
scheduling strategy from a cost and performance perspective. 
In this Chapter, gSched, a heterogeneous aware MapReduce scheduler implemented in a 
Hadoop context is presented. The proposed approach tries to achieve a balance between 
maximising resources, minimizing ‘cost’ and performance – a combination which remains a 
challenge in a highly multiplexed, heterogeneous cloud based scenario [240], [250],[229], 
[249]. The cost standpoint becomes increasingly relevant for task to node matching in such 
a context - a construct not researched extensively to date.  
A specific Amazon EC2 image that can be employed as a baseline configuration for the 
provisioning of a MapReduce, spam filter training architecture in a cloud computing 
environment is also configured and deployed. A number of tests are performed, varying the 
task matching scheme’s configuration to establish an optimal baseline to compare MRSMO’s 
performance using the default and the proposed scheduling schemes. This both on an 
experimental, local, cluster as well as on an Amazon’s EC2 cloud computing platform. The 
performance and efficiency characteristics between the two are identified, with gSched 
showing interesting improvements. The degree of maximisation of heterogeneity in the 
context of improved cost effectiveness is also explored and discussed, using the standard 
Hadoop WordCount test. The chapter concludes with a review of related work. 
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CHAPTER 6 – Conclusion and Future Work 
 
This chapter summarises the key contributions as well as boundaries of this dissertation. It 
also articulates a succinct set of potential opportunities for improvement work and 
establishes the areas where this submission can be taken forward in terms of innovative 
research directions. 
6.1 Conclusions 
This research work investigated evolving approaches towards spam filtering. Numerous 
trends continue to emerge and evolve, including those based on peer to peer and grid 
computing, semantic and social and network based approaches amongst others. Whilst 
various schemes exist, machine learning based techniques have been applied extensively in 
spam filter training and classification constructs – also assisted with various techniques, 
including those based on RDF, for accuracy improvements. Combinations of approaches 
bring increased performance, accuracy and scalability opportunities. They also enable 
specific perspectives, including the formalization of spam filtering flow, definition, 
personalization as well as the ability to provide collaborative ecosystems towards improves 
spam filtering via sharing of computing resources and spam intelligence in general.  
In real world contexts, most scale spam filtering implementations follow architectural styles 
and patterns that are mostly ‘centralised’. Actual implementations in this construct vary 
from on premise to off-site, service based approaches and variations in between. The use of 
distributed computing and parallel frameworks for large scale spam filter training in these 
scenarios is considered a novel research area. In this dissertation work, the MapReduce 
framework has been identified as an enabling technology for high performance machine 
learning approaches to spam filter training. This rationale is considered as a key baseline for 
the research work performed towards establishing, presenting and evaluating, with success, 
a flexible, collaborative, distributed spam filter training architectural pattern. This 
architecture is designed to be able to scale at the rate mandated by the continuously 
evolving volume, velocity and variety of spam.  
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Rather than focusing on classification schemes or underlying architectures in isolation, a 
comprehensive level of consideration is applied to key dimensions concurrently, namely the 
underlying enabling infrastructure, the filter training scheme(s) as well as end user 
contribution and influence. The collaborative notion in this context can also extend beyond 
end users and include service providers, private and public sector institutions for example – 
this enabled by the representation of spam ‘intelligence’ with RDF based techniques. A long 
term objective is the suggestion and subsequent realization of an institutionalized global 
virtual organization supporting a global spam filtering ‘ecosystem’.  
This research work contributes MRSMO, a distributed, MapReduce based support vector 
machine algorithm for scalable and high performance spam filter training. The performance 
improvements when compared to the traditional sequential counterpart are apparent, with 
a 4x improvement recorded. On the other hand, the splitting of the training data for 
distributed, individual SVM solver computation and aggregation as presented introduced a 
deficiency in the accuracy of the classifier. To mitigate this discrepancy, this work proposes 
and evaluates an end user enabled, accuracy improving feedback process. This is achieved 
by improving and augmenting the base training data set(s) with additional intelligence 
sought from end users via an RDF based feedback loop. The training and testing sets are 
transformed to a Resource Description Framework (RDF) graph representation and 
misclassified instances identified using SPARQL [216]. The supplemented intelligence 
instance data is then re-deployed to the original training data sets and the MapReduce 
based MRSMO model is re-computed. Whilst SVM training is a compute intensive 
technique, the distributed MRSMO algorithm designed and the MapReduce framework 
allows for fast retraining of the model - something not feasible in a reasonably ‘timely’ 
fashion with traditional SVM approaches. The feedback loop, which can be performed any 
number of times and the learning model efficiently re-computed using MRSMO, improves 
the overall accuracy to and beyond the original Sequential SMO accuracy. 
In order to further improve the overall approach and with the intent to come up with a 
‘turnkey’ spam filtering stack which can be deployed in Internet scale scenarios, an 
improved task assignment method for MapReduce, using Hadoop and Amazon as enablers is 
proposed. Designated gSched, the contributed approach in this respect provides a 
heterogeneous aware, task to node allocation scheme, implemented in a Hadoop M/R 
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construct. gSched tries to achieve a balance between maximising resources, minimizing 
‘cost’ and performance (a combination which remains a challenge in highly multiplexed, 
heterogeneous cloud based scenarios where the underlying resources performance can 
change significantly over their lifespan). This also based on the specially configured and 
deployed Amazon EC2 image which can be employed as a baseline configuration for the 
provisioning of a holistic MapReduce, spam filter training architecture in a cloud computing 
environment. The tests performed, varying the task matching scheme’s configuration to 
establish the performance and efficiency characteristics required,  show the performance 
differences  between (and improvements over) the baseline Hadoop scheduler and the 
proposed approach.  
The combination of the RDF based feedback loop, the M/R based distributed support vector 
machine and the task to node matching scheme designed and evaluated are believed to 
contribute a novel holistic approach towards a high performance, accurate and commodity 
based spam filter training architectural pattern – realizing the original objectives of this 
research work. 
6.2 Future Work 
The application and exploit of ontology based techniques has considerable potential in the 
context of spam filtering and classification beyond what has been explored in this research 
work. The design of a fully-fledged, yet abstract spam ontology in conjunction with a domain 
specific reasoner can be designed and developed to increase the value proposition of the 
current prototype. Currently, the RDF based feedback loop approach is based and 
capitalizes on human expertise to identify additional context. Thus, research into enhanced 
approaches how to automatically extract additional, hidden and latent intelligence from 
training instances, subsequently employed with the feedback loop is considered an 
improvement opportunity.  
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), for example, are 
techniques which can be employed during various stages for accuracy improvement in a 
specific spam filter training construct. The respective consideration and application within 
the distributed SVM process or separately parallelized in a similar fashion can exploit the 
performance and scalability characteristics of the M/R framework [185]. From a high level 
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perspective, from Algorithm 3-2 (Pg. 49), the ‘raw’ input instance vectors (data set A – an m 
x n matrix) of data-set fragments on each node are transformed via a singular value 
decomposing process, described more formally as A = U Σ VT , where rank (A) = r, U is the 
word vector and V is the document  vector. 
Further research opportunities surrounding the optimization of the Hadoop MapReduce 
model in a heterogeneous computing construct - from a performance, financial as well as 
benefit realization perspective is also believed appropriate. Limited work which specifically 
focuses on optimizing, comparing and establishing baselines between performance, cost 
modelling and chargeback approaches [8][6] has been identified during this research. The 
same applies in terms of the opportunity to improve gSched’s consideration of the 
underlying network capabilities, data placement and data 'sharding' – how to best split the 
data in of MapReduce task at hand and cluster attributes, job concurrency and operating 
system scheduler conflict (including host and hypervisor context switching). As presented, 
gSched is not able to establish and exploit the underlying network performance 
characteristics nor employs targeted strategies in terms of data splitting for node 
distribution. Furthermore, the current Bayesian classification for establishing task bias 
should be abstracted and packaged in a plug-in based construct so it can be replaced by 
schemes which can improved the overall efficiency of the task to node allocation scheme in 
specific scenarios (such as Genetic Algorithms etc.). gSched’s flexibility could also be further 
enhanced by the introduction of additional scheduling constraints, including priority 
awareness and processing ‘budget’ for example. 
Resource profiling and benchmarking has been discovered to be non-straight forward in a 
highly multiplexed, virtual resource provisioning construct [251]. This impacts the 
underlying performance, especially from a consistency and behaviour perspective, 
considerably. Thus, for future work, it is intended that larger scale tests in terms of 
instances and workloads are performed, which will allow to increasingly fine tune and 
improve gSched. It will also allow the introduction of additional features that are able to 
influence the runtime behaviour of the scheduler depending on the context.   
The longer term objective also includes the ability to automatically configure the 
MapReduce cluster towards specific performance and costs objectives. This needs to take 
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into consideration the underlying provisioning stack characteristics, the multiplexing 
scheduling schemes of the underlying hyper visor/host as well as the MapReduce guest 
operating environments.   
The entire value proposition can be further strengthened considerably with the domain 
specific language which can be used to: 
1. Define the behaviour and parameters of a distributed machine learning scheme (in 
the proposed case, the SVM – MRSMO). 
2. Define and enable the automated inference and correlation behaviour of the RDF 
based feedback loop. This perspective should also include the required degree of 
consideration for assistive techniques such latent semantic indexing and analysis. 
3. Describe the MapReduce cluster characteristics for automated cluster creation and 
start-up. This can include the number of instances, time to live, cost capping etc. 
4. Describe and govern the runtime behaviour of the task allocation scheme (in this 
case gSched). 
The principled motive and objective continues to be the research and study of high 
performance, accurate, commodity based spam filtering architectures - from a holistic 
perspective. 
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